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EVALUATION REPORT

POR FISCAL YEAR 1966

PART I;

1. On7,-.RAT7ON A= SERV"....CES:

Shortly after the enactment of Public Law 89-10,

the Georgia State Department of Education began rendering

assistance to Local Educational Agencies for the planning

of the Lmplementation of all parts of the Act, especially

Title I. A statewide meeting of all local system

superintendents was held, followed by two regional

meetings, at each of which the superintendent from one-

half of the state were in attendance. Later, after a

coordinator for Title I was emplcjed, regional meetings

ware held in each of the ten Congressional Districts.

These meetings were attended by local school system

superintendents and anyone else whom they wished to

invite. Information was disseminated by State Department

of Education personnel through word of mouth, picture

projection, and duplicated handouts. Still later, five

Title I Area Consultants were employed. These Area

Consultants reside in various locations in the state,

in such an arrangement that each local school system

has the services of two consultants. Since August 1,

1965, these Title I Area Consultants have met with local

educational agency administrators and others, individually

and in siaall groups, explaining, interpreting, and

assisting, in every way possible, in the planning for,

and the preparation of applications for participation

in Title I programs. The Area Consultants and other

State Dep:-,rtment of Education personnel have met with

many professional and lay groups throughout the state,

giving a broad coverage with regard to explanation of

the provicion,; an;_l possthilities Title 1. A

Title I evaluation seminar was held at the University

of Georgia with representatives of fifty school syste::.s

in c.t tendance.
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During the early summer of 1066, the Title I Area

Consultants hc2ld small group meetings with local super-

intendents, their Title I coordinators, and others, to

answer any cuestions relative to Title I and to review

the FY '67 application blanks and instructions.

Also, during the summer of 1966, a series of con-

ferences was held in each Congressional District for

the purpose of discussing FY '66 project evaluations,

answering questions relative to evaluation reporting

forms which had been distributed, and planning for

improved evaluation descriptions and implementations in

connection with FY '67 projects.

In August 1966, a state-wide Title I conference

was held on "The Education of Disadvantaged Children."

In addition to school personnel, representatives from

the State School Boards Association, State Department

of Health, State Department of Family and Children

Services ;Welfare), Office of Economic Opportunity, State

Teacher Associations, State Parent and Teacher Associa-

tions, and other groups were invited.

Personnel in several units of the State Department

of Education have specific responsibilities in connec-

tion with strengthening Title I projects. Examples are

in the areas of reading, social services, elementary

education, exceptional children, and food services.

As Part I--Basic Data and Part II--Project Appli-

cations are prepared at the local level, they are

screened by, and passed upon, by the Title I Area

Consultants, before they are forwarded to the State

Department of Education for final approval. This close

relationship of State Department of Education employees,

well-grounded in knowledge of Title I, with the local

educational agency personnel has made, we think, a most

satisfactory means of getting well prepared projects

and programs under way.

The State Coordinator of Title I worked directlN,

with Department of Health officials in connection with

their project for children in the Gracewood School and

Hospital under Public Law 89-313.
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DISSEI/an:

(a)

3

(1) Data from local projects are be:.rT disseminatedto other local agencies via Title I Area
ltants,other State Department of Education personnel

ing in specific areas, newspaper reports, dis-
cussions at professional organizational meetings,
and by direct visitations for observation.

(2) Data from local projects are being disseminated
to ra.ie StatLI by responses to various surveys,
Title Are Consultants and other State Department
of education employees, required financial and eval-
uation reports, news releases, and inforwal dis-
cussions and conversations carried on at IJI:ofclsRiol,r11
gatherings and at friendly meetings.

(b) The State Department of Education disseminates infor-
mation on promising educational practices via the many
professional workers whom it sends out into the field;
the numerous speaking engagements filled by its employes
before special groups, conferences, and meetings; news
releases made by its Division of Information and Publi-
cations; and by especially prepared memorandums distri-
buted to a selected mailing list. It also provides much
information to authors, graduate atudents, and institu-
tions doing research for their pUbljcations.



J. LV.UUATION

(a) Description of Guidelines. By November of 1965 some agencies
of the State Department of Education begzin to disseminate
information to LEA's on Title I projects in their specific
subject matter areas as guidelines and suggestions for Title I
activities. The suggestions from the Division ofPunil
Personnel Services are described. On November 19, 1965 a
letter was sent from the office of Pupil Personnel Services
which categorized Pupil Personnel Services into four major
areas within which many suggestions of Pupil Personnel
Services might be expanded or provided under the provisions
of Title I. This information was disseminat,ed to the school
superintendents.

Early in 1966 it was decided that evaluation of Title I
activities in the State should be processed by the Division of
Pupil Personnel Services and on /11, - 26, 1966 a letter to
superintendents of schools was sent with this information,
and along with this letter, guidelines on evaluation were
sent to the various superintendents of schools. These
guidelines were developed from the information requested from
the USOE for evaluation of Title I. The guidelines were
divided into three sets of forms: Part I (pink); Part II
(blue); and Part III (yellow).

The Part I form was devoted to statistical and tabular
data that might be gained from the project proposal and from
current information on the school plant, community, and other
background data Part II requested data on attendance, drop
outs, graduates, and students continuing their education.
Part III requested tabular information on the activity, the
student, the staffing, testing, and narrative evaluations on
project activities from the LEA. A copy of Part I, Part II,
and Part III evaluation guidelines is included in this report
as Appendix "A':

A series of meetings was arranged to assist schools with
designing plans for evaluating 1966-67 Title I projects.
Sample plans, designs, and projects are being used to talk
with personnel engaged in evaluations of Title I projects on
the local level. These meetings are being held in each
Congressional District three times during the year. The
first meetings were held this summer (1966) where sample
evaluations for Part II and III were presented.

At this time professional personnel were being sought to
initiate a new unit of Pupil Personnel Services called the
Measurement and Evaluation Unit. This unit has the specific
duties of coordinating and disseminating information on
evaluations of Title I activities for the State of Georgia
and the preparation of the State evaluation report to the
USOE.
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(b)

on Dr. Edward G. Barnes joined tL

State DenatiLanz ;d:acation in the Division of Pupil

Perl:-:o.-Inel as Coorator of Measurement and Evaluation of

Title I projects aad a letter dated September 29, 1966 was

sent to all superintendents in the state advising them of

this new unit and the address and telephone number for this

new of

Curriculum consultants of
education have been advised of
their subject matter areas and

an advisory capacity to those

the State Department of
Title I proposals approved in
have been requested to act in

LEA's for evaluative assistance.

State Personnel Involved in Evaluation Assistance.

Dr. G. Franklin Shumake, Director, Pupil Personnel Services,

State Department of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Dr. Edward G. Barnes, Coordinator, Measurement and Evaluation,

State Department of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. R. C. Beemon, State Coordinator of Title I, State Depart-

ment of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. Chalmers F. McCollum, Title I Consultant, State Depart-

ment of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. Jeff L. Cain, Title I Area Consultant, State Department

of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. Clarence H. Huff, Title I Area Consultant, State Depart-

ment of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. Sam S. Jossey, Title I Area Consultant, State Department

of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. John Robinson, Title I Area Consultant, State Departme.it

of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. Daughtry L. Thomas, Sr., Title I Area Consultant, State

Departme7it of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Dr. Richard H. Kick.dghter, Coordinator, Psychological

Services, State Department of Education, Atlanta, Georgia

Mr. rail C. Gunter, Coordinator, Guidance, Counseling, and

Testing Services, State Department of Education, Atlanta

Georgia



(c) Consult,..nt :nw)Ived in Evaluation ..s:.:1;,tanee.

Miss ClleenWillie=s, Art Education Consultant

Miss Madie A. F.incy, Elementary Education Consultant

Mrs Juanita N. Abernathy, English and Reading Consultant

Miss Ruth Keaton> Foreign Language Consultant

Mr. Wilbur Stanley, Health, Physical Educatic.., Recreaion

and Temperance Consultant

Mrs. Gladys Tho4ason, Mathematics Consultant

Dr. Frank Crockett, Music Consultant

icr. J. E. An-relo Crotie, Safety and Driver Education Consul-nt

Mr. Dallas Stcwart, Science Consultant

Mr. Stanley Bergclaist, Social Studies Consultant

Er. John N. Per ell, Teaching Mzdia Consultant
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(a)

8

WtS a. 1 Vt."

(1) Getting procct applications prepared at an
early date a.:10. s- acceptable form has been a pre:::
Smaller school systems frequently lack adequate
personnel to do the job. Sometimes the task is
assigned to people with inadequate and/or inappro-
priate backgrounds without giving them sufficient
orientation.

Some projects are broad in scope; and a sat-
isfactory way to give local school systems as much
assistance as we would like in the early planning
stages of thaLr projects by the State Department of

Ed1;cation s-.:.bjeet-matter speciali has not been
devised.

The seasonal rush of projects and amendments
just prior to the "vat -off" date for filing, posed
a problem.

(2) Difficulty has been encountered in getting
local school systems to meet deadlines in connection
with various surveys and reports.

Some school systems have had some difficulties
in adopting the obligation basis of accounting when
they have been accustomed to using a different basis.

(3) Many overlapping difficulties surround the area
of evaluation:

1. Administrators and teachers have not had the
incentive to evaluate and change. Teacher
education schools and public schools have given
"lip service" only to educational research and
innovation.

2. The sophistication of teachers and administra-
tors in the area of statistical design and
analysis is quite low in comparison to research
in the applied sciences and in industry.

3. School administrators have been without monies
for instructional uses for so long that evalua-

tion seems relatively unimportant in relation
to pressing immediate needs..

4. Educational needs of the cultural disadvantaged
and others have been so long outstanding that

in most instances proper planning for surveys
and assessments of needs has not.occred.



5. Consid.enci the needs that are readily obvious,

the of the LEAS personnel to state
objectives in measurable terms that indicate

criteria for minimum performance to achieve
goals that supply the needs is extremely low.

6. Most LEA's have not as yet committed themselves
to proper documentation of information for eval-

uative purposes.
7. Most LEA's have not felt committed enough to the

idea of evaluation and the need for accuracy
and reliable information to proofread narrative

and to check reports for statistical errors.
8. The state department has not yet issued structur-

ing communications for LEA's to follow which are

Cc jai ed ane. explanatory enough to prevent many

grosJ errors.
9. The USOE developed structuring guidelines for

the year 1965-66 which are ambiguous and un-
explained as to what the nature of their use
will be. The evaluation requests from USOE
need to be more explanatory by definition and

by sample. The USOE as well as the states
should suggest methods by which electronic
data processing may be employed to develop the

state wide and local evaluations in a variety

of aspects.

(4) Not knowing at an early date the amount of money

available to the state and local agencies has pre-

sented a problem.

The developing of the Federal Guidelines
during the fiscal year and the changing of the
application blanks with the accompanying changes

in instructions for filling them out posed problems.

(Problem areas for programs involving handi-

capped children under Public Law 89-313 are
essentially the same as for the other programs.)

(b) Legislation which would enable State and Local

agencies to know how much money would be available to

them for a given fiscal year by of the preceding

year would be extremely helpful.

legislation which alters the program would be

made effective with the next succeeding fiscal year:

better nrograms would be devised.
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A st.1:-.
q,..ansitv of the printed legislation,

Requlatic Cuidc.lincs, Application Blanks and

Instruct( .7 Pill!.-17 out the 22,7-lication Blanks

made available in the s-)ing for the following fiscal

year would be very b'snsfieial.

Future legislation might correct some evaluation

problems by placing money incentives for training

coordinators, consultants, and administrators as an

amendment to Title I. Perhaps, the law or USOE might

suggest minimum rates and efforts that should be

expended on evaluations and offer money research in-

centives to those systems that offer innovative and new

ideas in evaluative efforts and instrumentation

5. IM2LEMENT20:ii OF SECTION 205 (a)(1):

(a) Types of projects which were not approvable when

first submitted on the basis of size, scope, and quality

were those which: (1) requested additional classroom

space to relieve normally overcrowded conditions, (2)

included a gymnasium or similar facilicv intended pri-

::arily for exhibitions, (3) were designed to obtain

facilities, equipment and supplies and to omit personal

services, and (4) over-emphasized the provision of food

services.

(b) Misconceptions which some loLal educational agencies

had concerning the purposes of Title I and the require-

ments for size, scope, and quality were: (1) that money

allocated to them could, in some way, be used for a type

of general aid to education within their school system,

(2) that they should be permitted to use the major por -..

tions of their allocations for providing classrooms to

take care of generally overcrowded conditions, and (3)

that Title I programs, because the money supporting the:A

is 100% Federal, need not adhere to a previously estab-.

lished State regulation or policy relating to certain

aspects of the programs, e.g., certification of pro-

fessional pe::sonnel, safety and sanitation requirements,

etc.
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6. C00:1DINATION 02 2.".1:TIZ 2=1.,'D CO1/.2,ZNITY ACTION PROGI12,...S:

(a) The num:-.)er of projects in the local educational

agencies that serve an area where there is an approved

Community Action Program Is 130.

(b) The total amount of Title I money approved for LEA's

where there is an approved Community Action Program is

$21,174,291.94.

(c) Included in its Part II, Project Application, each

school doscrLbe its cooperation with the

Com::.,:nity Action Agency in the development of the project.

It must also include a statement of Community Action

Agency review of the project if a local Community Action

Program is operating in the given community.

Agreements have been entered into between officials

of the State Department of Education and the State

Department of Family and Children Services to establish

procedures for coordinating their efforts under the

provisions of the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964 and

the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965.

These agreements include requirements for cooperative

planning at the local level by the persons most closely

associated with the administration of the two Acts.

Representatives of each Department have attended numerous

conferences of the other Department as participants.

In the event that a satisfactory "Statement by

Community Action Agency" is not received with a Title I

project application, the agreement which has been worked

out between the Office of Education and the officials

of the Office of Economic Opportunity will be put into

effect.

The State Technical Assistance Officer is in the

State Department of Family and Children services.

(d) In only one minor instance, mentioned under (e)

below, have we had any difficulty in securing Community

Action Agency - -Local Education Agency cooperation.

There is usually a great deal of overlapping of

governing personnel between these two Agencies which

makes for a high degree of cooperation. Their interests

and objectives are similar in nature.
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We hLd only cn instance of a misunc:arstan(2ing

in Cw:.munity Action -4c3ency--Local Euucation Agency
cooperation. In that case the CAA official had signed a
statement of approval of the proposed Title I project.
Later, when the CAA was developing a project plan, he
objected to the different arrangements being made by the
LEA and the CAA for children who were to participate
in similar projects and stated that when he had signed
the statement referred to above he thought it was for
an entirely different program. We could not understand
how this misunderstanding could have happened. In a
joint conference all misunderstandings were ironed out,
and the two projects functioned harmoniously.

(f) When an approved Community Action Program was in
effect in a riven community, the LEA was required to
contact the CAA for joint planning and/or discussion of
the proposed Title I nroject. The CAR provided a letter
(attached to the Title I project application) stating
that there was no overlapping or duplication of efforts
in the projects of the two agencies and that the CAA
endorsed the Title I proposal. The two programs rein-
forced each other in several ways. Examples are

1. CAA provided many schools with Neighborhood Youth
Corps students from economically deprived families
to give part-time employment as custodial aides,
library helpers, repair and ground crews, lunch
room assistants, etc.

2. Child Development Centers were operated for the
benefit of children of working mothers. Later, these
children attended a kindergarten program operated as
a Title I project.

3. Children attended a Head Start program during the
summer of 1965 and later attended schools with Title
I programs in operation.

4. A school system which operated a summer school for
primary grade pupils under Title I and a Head Start
program under the CAA used funds from one source to

provide transportation for both groups and funds
from the other source to provide needed food services
for both groups.

5. School Systems have shared their classrooms, libraries,
visiting teachers, secretarial help, speech therapists,
curriculum directors, etc., with both Title I and CAA
project participants.

6. Reading programs were operated by both Agencies with
close cooperation to assure that there was a sharing

of ideas and no duplication of services.
7. Equipment and materials purchased for regular-term

Title I projects were used by Head Start summer-term
projects.



Lez.a C:22. -oroc:a,:c.; were directed toward parents while
;.ying Title I programs were directed toward

"'- thereby strengthening the home

9. Equipment purchased for Title I projects has been
available for the use of NYC students and Adult

Basic Education classes.
10. In most instances, the governing bodies of both

Agencies has personnel in common which makes for a

high degree of understanding and cooperation in the

planning and implementation of their programs.

(g) It would be administratively helpful if the areas

of operation of.the Community Action Programs and of

Title I were mutually exclusive--well defined with no

possibilities of overlapping or duplication.

7. INTER7R2LATIC::iSHIP OF TITLE I WITH 0 ?1-172a TITLES 02

SEA:

(a) The greatest inter-relationship between :SEA Titles

has taken place in our state between Title II and Title I .

In a number of instances where library facilities

and resources were totally lacking or dieadfullv inade-

quate in Title I target areas, the provisions of Title II

would not nearly meet the requirements for satisfactorily

meeting the needs of the educationally deprived children

in those areas. In such cases the programs of the t'l:e

Titles were focused on upgrading the instructional

offerings by more adequately providing library books,

materials for learning, and the supplies necessary for

the use of these materials.

Local school people, in planning for the best use

of funds available under both Titles, have identified

common problems such as inadequate space and facilities;

too few librarians; insufficient coordination between

library and curriculum; lack of allocations to libraries

of particular schools; and inadequate funds to finance

the development of the materials center concept.

In some instances Title I funds were used for pro-

viding personnel and facilities while Title II funds

were used for acquisition of books and other instructional

mater...als. In other instances it was necessary to use

funds from both Titles to purchase books.



(b) Ti le III Drojeets have been CMG = .,, co include
demonstrations of how materials ..,=ent available
under Title a: ca.:: be utilized e,:_v.ely toward reaching
the Objectives for which they were .:_urehased.

Other Title Iii projects have inter-related with
Title I projects by providing in-service training for
personnel, including some teachers working on Title I
projects. While the teachers may be pre4ently concerned
in their Title I instructions with a remedial approach,
the Title III program may also be providing them with
a preventive approach.

Where T..rora:.,:s under both Titles were cpera;:ed in
close 'rroximity to each other in metropolitan areas,
cooperation enabled them to plan equipment purchases so
as to avoid unnecessary duplication and so as to get
the greatest amount of service from the combined funds
available.

(c) No instances come to mind in which Title I funds
were used in connection with Title IV.

(d) Title I funds have not been used in connection with
Title V to any appreciable extent; however, Title V
funds have been helpful to Title I by providing in-
service training to certain Title I personnel and by
providing staff and services which make the work of
the SEA Title I staff easier, e0g., an improvement of
the General Services Section of the Department of
Education, the provision of two WATS lines, the addition
in several areas of consultants and other personnel who
will both directly and indirectly assist in carrying out
the purposes of Title I.

(e) The Atlanta City system, was successful in develcp-
ing and implementing its projects relating Title I and
other Titles of ESEA, They designed their programs in
such a manner as to provide supplementary and supportive
services with the least possible amount of duplication.
This was done through coordination in planning through
their Research and Development Division with the assist-
ance of appropriate schcol personnel such as teachers,
principals, area aclministrators and sul?arviz,ors, and their

Instructional Se=vices Center. aepresentatives of
variou ccm=mity organizations, colleges, univerziticz,

fax= d;fc;::c:st ctC,te 4rr:s 0.
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sse system reported success in the
of Title .:fi other Title projects under ESEA.

They state thie as a reeult of their pro(; rams they have
im?reved and unrads: their library services.

The 1,res.. City system renorted success from its
efforts to imoreve audio-visual services by using Title
III and Title I funds in conjunction with each other.
The programs co=lemented each other and the school system
obtained a better and more adequate audio-visual program.

The Crisp County system reported that they used
Title I and Title II funds cooperatively in a successful
effert to imnrove library facilities and services.

The Daltes City system reported that they put forth
a g.eat deal of effort in ordering materials under Tit:'_e
and Title III programs to make selections that were con-
sidered essential for providing basic and enrichment noecIs
without dunlication of equipment and services.

(f) None of our school systems (i:1 response to our
questioning them rethe matter) reported any problems
directly related to developing and implementing projects
which related Title I with other Titles of ESEA. Some
did report, hswever, that late delivery on purchase orders
and insufficient available funds hindered the effective-
ness of their cooperative efforts.

(g) No suggestions or recommendations come to mind for
revising the legislation that would facilitate a more
effective use of Titles II, III, IV, and V in rein-
forcing Title I.

8. COOPERATIVE PROJECTS BETWEEN DISTRICTS:

(a) In fiscal year 1966, Georgia had four cooperative
projects. In each case there was a high degree of under-
standing: trust: and cooperation between the administra-
tors of the cooperating LEA's as they developed plans,
determined the amount of money each LEA would contribute;
identified the educational needs to be met, prepared
the project descriptions, and implemented the approved
projects.
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Co) instaces \as so met for the

ra:11;bers of the boars of education on ccoperatLv

pro:eees. J.L.

in one instance the administrator of the project

was not from the LEA in which the project was carried out

This caused some misunderstandings and late reports.

This situation should not reoccur.

(c) No suggestions or recommendations come to mind for

revising the legislation conderning cooperative projects

between districts.

9. NON-PUBLIC SCHOOL PARTICIPATION:

(a) The necessity for including eligible non-public

school children in projects has been emphasized to local

school aalinistrators through personal contacts and group

conferences as well as through printed copies of the 7-.ct,

Regulations; and Guidelines.

The description of each project activity or service

or set of related activities and services in the project

apclication must contain information relative to the

nature and extent of the involvement of non-public school

children in the activity or service. If non-public school

children are not to participate, the reason for non-

participation must be satisfactorily explained before the

project is approved.

(b) Cooperation between public and non-public school

officials relating to Title I projects has been good.

Non-public school officials have participated in project

Planning and project orientation activities. There has

been no known conflict between the two types of officials.

Perhaps the greatest amount of non-public school-

prticipation was in summer projects which provided

remedial instruction. It is of course; much easier to

get non-public pupils to take part when regular term

school classes are not in session. In such instances the

no.-.-public pupil has participated on the same basis as

the public school child.

(c) No known major problems have arisen in developing

and implementing Title I projects involving both public

and non-public school children.



instances it has
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ifterwiamiermansio officials to aiN,/. involve non-
o::ricials in the staa rather

than to the:o. what has been cone after much o the
planni-.g has be-en completed.

Since tha projects are administered by public school
officials, direct contacts with public school pupils and
their parents are more easily made than with non-public
school children and their parents. Public school pupils
are more readily accessible for such activities as surveys,
screening tests, and the dissemination of project infor-
mation directly into the homes.

(d) Y.'c) suggestions' or recommendations come to mind foi-
revising the legislation concerning public and non-
public school participation.
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ac,.;1 each coy 0_ report.

cauations have been contractea. by outsicle

This is submitted as tabu7_ar information as Table S.

Evaluations submitted to the office of :asure7:.ent
2vallulLtion, GeorE;ia State Department of Education by LII.L'z

1.1:::dcfr separate cave' j for tr..;
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4.0 ' 4 j..0 ANNA ,ema ....V al. 4-1 :

The most wi&elv used methods for establishing project

listed in rank order by SMSA's were as follows:

Classification A:
(1) School surveys
(2) Census information

Classification B:
(1 School su-ves (usec... in all systems in this

classification)

Clz.ssifieatio.c; e4
School surveys
Free lunches served
House-to-house survey
Cene,us information

Classifice.tio.a
..Derlool surveys

Census in
Data from Welfare Department
Free lunches served

Classification E:'
(1) School Surveys
(2) Several systems have only one school, conse-

quently no particular method was needed.

3. NEEDS:

The most pressing pupil needs in this State that

Title I was designed to meet: listed in rank order by

SMSA's were as follows:

Classification A:
(1) Low performance in reading

(2) Low level in verbal functioning

Low performance in other skill areas

(4) Handican7;,,d children (physical and merltal)

(5) La? nutrition
(3) 1:indercarten
/-/N Need for physical education and recreation

Classification 0:
(1) Low perfol'mance in reading

Kindergarten
(3) Handicaped children (physical and 1-:,ental)

(4) Lalnutrition
(5) *:need for orientation for college-bound studen-,::



kw.ftiese. ce;
reelaig

(2) level in verbal functioning
(3) Low performance in other skill areas (science,

industrial arts, physical education, art, etc,

(4) Rindargarten
(5) Poor health
(6) Malnutrition

D:

(1) Low performance in reading
(2) Low functioning in English and in other

language arts
(3) Low performance in other skill arez;.s

(mathematics, science, vocational areas, etc.)

(42,) Lack of cultural enrichment (music, art, etc)

(5) Malnutrition
(6) :Kindergarten
( i) Need for guidance and counseling services

(8) Need for library services
(9) health

(10) Poor school attendance
(11) Inadequate shoes and clothing

Classcation E:
(../ Law performance in reading
C.2) Low performance in other skill areas

(3) Kindergarten
(4) iialnutrition

Children in the institution served by a project under

Public Law 89-313 had the following needs:

(1) Need for contact with "outside community"

(2) Need for more personalized and individualized

instruction
(3) Need for travel and enriching life experiences

(4) for physical education, swimming, and

safety instruction
(5) Need for wholesome recreation
(6) Need for speech development and speech theray

(7) Need for s,Laciaiized instruction for the ..olind

z.nd se,,.:rely visually impaired retarted chil.;L:en

The principal problems which local officials enc0-mted
in i:::21amenting projects, listed by SLSAS were as folic3:

Cassification
(1) A generally insufficient supply of all cat:,-

go:fies of professional personnel

(2) Inadequate available space and facilities

(:;)
Inapprae2ria4e timing for initiating the proj:_:t_

* 0.21n-:7;ries of s,:s a:6 -)-s.tc,
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(;) J1:eed adeicional sere' at the "project

director" or "project c: na,:or" level

(10) Need for more time to a plan -__:ojects

(11) Difficulty in arrivirs relia.o_e deter-
.

mination of a prior: e_ 1;ee,_s a_, e

areas
(12) Lack of concern: interest: and responsibility

of some parents for the welfare and develop-~

of their children
Class4.fication E:

t. -0

C3-71N.
and teacha, adai,

-ck of ";:now-ilow" p:::opects

Dc-lay in delivery of 4nstretien...1 mater ia-s

ec.uD-e-at

prevalent tv.oes of Title 1 act.*
assea ee, were as 1.o....Lews:

". ,

4.04.

Classirication A:
(1) Developmental and corrective reading

(2) Remedial and enrichment activities in other

skill areas
(3) Programs for the handicappedphysically and

mentally)
(4) Food services
(5) Kindergarten
(6) Physical education and recreation program

Classification B:
(1) Developmental and corrective reading

(2) Kindergarten
(3) Program for handicapped

(4) Food services
(5) Orientation for college-bound students

Classificatic :. C:

(1) Developmental and corrective reading

(2) Programs for improvement in English and in

other language arts areas

(3) Develoment and improvement of skills in art,

science, inL.ustrial arts: and physical educatLe,:-.:

(4) Idnde.2gartan
ilcalth services

16) Food services



Classifiction D:
(1) Develomental and corrective reading
(2) Extended progra ms in English and in the other

language arts
(3) Activities to develop skills in matemacics,

science, vocational areas; etc.

(4) Beginning and developing programs in cultural

enrichment (music, art, drama; etc.)

(5) Food services
(6) Kindergarten
(7) G:.aidanee counsel4ng services

Iibrery services

kJ' Extended health and dental programs
Extended attendance and social 3ervic

(II) Provision of shoes and clothing

-) Deveoment& and corrective ....eed_n,g

Activities to improve perform.ance in other

areas

(3) Kindergten
k Food se..-vices

The project which served children in an institution under

Public Law 89-313 provided field trips to several well-

known; historical and recreational spots in the state;

provided contact with the "outside, normal" community;

enriched life experiences; provided a closer relatio:,.-

shin between children and adult sucoervisors and teachers

than they had previously experienced.

6. INNOVATIVE PROJECTS:

Listed below; by SSA's, are certain projects which in-

cluded what we considered to be innovative and/or

exemplary activities. The state project nuMber and na::

of the local system follow each.

Classi:cication A:
U3C r ,,,a1ngf %

-

(4:i3 Atlanta City)

(2) Tutoring services and supervised stufly after

school hours (414 Chatham County ,.nd

Richmond County)
(3) Program for physically handicap7w..- (cr--0

Richmond County)
(4) Curriculum materials center (::::12 Zuscogee

ok.ok44.,,j)



Classification L:
(1) Orientati.sn program for college-bound student

(4 270 Dealb County)

Classification C:
(1) Loh,ile .:..atarials center (091 Gwinnett County)

(2) Space science center (0.90 Waler County)

Classification D:
(1) Diagnostic and remedial reading clinic

(l62 Lowndes County)
(2) Training and use of lead reading teachers

O Hall County)
(3) Tutciring services and after school supervised

study (,:120 Jeff Davis County)

(z,) Program for homebound (0142 Wilcox County)

(5) 1:,-:Aerials center services (J ,19 Waycross City

and -06 Ha.bersham County)

(6) Summer school vocational orientation 7oroject

(=204 Monroe County)
(7) manual arts training through use of mobile

unit (2:1:118 Barrow)

Classification E:
(We have none to report in this classification)

7. DiEETHODS 02 INCREASING STAFF FOR TITLE I PROJECTS:

The methods which LEA's used to develop or increase staff

for Title I projects are listed below according to Si\:SAl.

Classification A:
(1) In-service training of staff

(2) After-hours use of staff

(3) Summer use of staff
(4) Use and training.of teacher aides

(5) Contracted for specialized services

Classification B:
(1) Reassignment of current staff

(2) E=loyment of new staff members to replace

reassignments
(3) Summer use of current staff

Classification C:
(1) Employment of new staff members

Summer use of current staff

(3) Employment and training of teacher aides

(4) In-service training of staff

Classification D:
(1) Employment of new staff

(2) Summer use of current staff



7

of teachc:_r aides+- -,--.- 4 -es g
.

C. A. -.ft

of crrent staff

(I) 17-7,c; :It o new staff

."=;) Use of teacher aides

8. TABULAR

most commonly funded Title I T3rojects in our

state, grouped by -;roject objectives were

To improve reading skills

To improve skills in other (matheirzties,

scienee, vocai_onal etc )j,..ssse

(3) To ii-c:,3rove nutrition

(A) To im7orove health and physieal well being of

childL-an

(5) rPo L.77)rova children culturally (2.0 sic, art,

drama, etc.)

(b) :'ithin each of the five categories listed in (a)

above, the most common approaches used to reach

the ol..):ectives

To improve reading skills

a. Provision of additional teacher time

b. Provision of teacher aides

c. Provision of additional library services

d. Provision of additional equips ei;t and

supplies

e. Provision of in-service training of teachers

(2) To improve skills in other areas (mathematics,

science, vocational subjects, etc.)

a. Provision of teacher aides

b. Provision of additional teachers

c. Provision o.F. laboratories, materials,

and ecrainment

d. Provision of in-service traLning of staff

To improve nutrition

t Provision of free lunches and snacks

b. Provision of equi7ment

c. Provision of additional personnel

To :.rove health and physical well--ssing of

children
as Provision of physical e::7,inations and

u-o
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c- n :I
1.:uscc;e:,

Atlanta Cty SysteL. did not report systeltc: tertng as .3L1,:

of their evalua6icn sohat typifies th:Ls
p2ograms and the use of broadside testi:IL,

Conseciantly, no test was used pradominentIy. The ,':t;lanta

Systen laid a heavier exohasis upon normative survey and subjectIve.
analysis of tha develolIlLental aspects of its Title I activities.

nicond County j S ieL activties used tesing wY-ch
11%,_ee-e"/ me:;t' and tLa

W.Lti:1 the "I,--Poral

on Physical 2itness `rest." Sever
sv.en a nature that stanc......1.;ea or

'
J..1.(4 e " ,-"-- _e_ _

Ceinty Systea used the. 2:etrolitan",
Iowa '2est of Easic Skills" for evalution.

and S'..lent Reading Test", "Spache Grwl
:eadin '.Las" "Dolch Basic Sight Words
along ;iih tha Picture. Vocabulary Test."

Also,
and Silent
vere given

DoLhorty County Systcm gave soma sta,Idarad testi-g. b-t
did not repo:'. this .:asting as part of their oval :;ion; however,
the evalu"tion did nehbicn the use of the "Artieula:ion Test."
1--cow_os.,11____.st2a_,:ne-ls-included-in the appendices of tilL
r:,po2t. Dou:herty County System used certain other pc,:chological
Le:;o:ts, procL:ure; , surveys, and tests which 1,:_e "alluded to"
th,3 valuation, but not "I'eported on."

The Chatham County System used: "The California AchieveLlant
Test" for m:thematics and reading in the 5th-12th grades; "The
.;.:atropolitan Reading Readiness Test" for pre-school; and "The
Gates Primary Reading Test" for grades 1, 2, and 3.

Bibb County Systeln used the "Metropolitan Achievement Test"
for reading and mathematics. for the second 7,rade; The 7owa TC.:3 of
2as':Lc Skills" for grades three through seven; End the "St',:...aford
AcLieve=nt Test Battery" for English, mattematis, and social
studles f%Dr the 6th through 12th grades.

The in prev-1,,r' use 'y -cs
to vt

infor.al Readin inventory

(b) :,:tro-fAcaitan PiLlary Reading

Gates Pr4.;:ary

2eadLng inventory
California .5,6eadint7 Test



(c)
lest

CaIifernia Aehiev,.1,. lest

(,) Acnievement Test
Ltanfo,'d Achievement Test
Iowa Test of Basic Skills

key Stanford Achievement Test.

"" (--'"- C---"- Cobb County, Lc.:,.lb Courn.,y)

c,ne test 1,;as used piedoninently in S:,.S.A

tets nero were used in some dez;:ee in

ape,rs that the systems in this att

(Liversi,:y t:.cir testing for e:-:orimental reasons and

c:.)hasL,J was 1.41aceLL upon individual case stuLly, subje

obz.eriations, conferences, adlinistrative and teacher

ass.uLon, v report, rating scales, etc.

1 Standardizc,d Tests and inventories:

(a.
Co.

(c.

(d.

(e.

(f.

(E.

(i.

(i
oz.

(1.

(n.

(o,

(1).

(r.

(s.

(t.

(u.

alLes',-;

e.;11)ed to

a heavier
e-;2 re

Durrell Analysis of Difficulty
Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales
Stroud-1'.ierony.aus Primary Reading Profiles

Wide Range Achievement Tests
Iowa Test of Basic Skills
Durrell-Sullivan Reading Achievemsnt 2asts

Gray Oral Reading Tests
Developmental Reading Tests
a'..lifornia Achievement Tests

Davis Reading Tests
Gates DasLc Reading Tests
Gates Reading Survey
Harrison Stroud Readng Readiness Tests

Michigan Successive Discrimination Language Program

McCall Crabbe Test
Cain Leveine Competency Scale

Ear2.anne Frostig
Clopp-Young :English Test
Harrison-Stroud Reading Readiness Profiles

Detroit Word Recognition Tc!sts
Learn.l.ng Method Tests

(2) Intelligence

(a. Sta:iford Bfnet intelligence Scales

(b. Wechsler :ntelligence Scale for Children

(c. Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

(d. Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test



C5) C:1,3hr

Bender Gestalt Visual Motor Test

Wepman :_uditory Discrimination Test

Harris Test of Lateral Dominance

Screening Tests for Identification of S-.)ccific

Disability
Goodenough Harris Drawing Test
Pictorial Tests of Intelligence

Other Tests

(1) 'Locally Devised Tests

(a.

(b.
(C.

Informal :aeaC.ing inventory
Nonsense Wors Test of Phonics Skills

Test for Initial Consonant Substitution, neve:sal

Tendancies, and. Use of Affixes

Teacher Iliade Tests

(a. Doich Basle Sight Word Test

Betts Individual Word Rees 14'ion Test

kei C .,.es.s14 es

(1) Teacher Ratings
(2) Anecdotal Records
(3) Observer Reports
.(4) Other

u. +`,

ka. Hearing-Screening Examination--Audiometer Sweep Test

(b. Vision-Screening Examination--Telebinocular

(-)
"i

(I)

tai

l're-KL-,iergartsn/Kindergarten

C2a,f13L.
- n

-.," Test - A

(1) California Achievement (aeading)

(2) Gates Primary reading Test

Reading Survey

(c)

TESL W

(Rea-'=n -,) Test - Ti;



..

(P acc.c.-1,-;

.-24'ade 10-12

)

A.A. sI V.; J. * t. n

kL) 1:0= il

Tts '71,

Informal Inventory

Lec:-Clark ading Test, IronA
Peal)edy 2icture Vocabulary Test

(b) Grades 1-3

(" California Achievement Test

:a.
/,

Foz.m W

Form X

(2) Gates Reading Test

(a. Yorm
(b. Pori II

1tro:olitaa Achievement Tests1D)

(1;

(5)

(6)

(a.

(b. For:12 3
f,\- Form C

Seienee I.eseareh Associates

(a.

(b

".1

".0 0 )

A. 1... d. 4" Ur " Test)

Safo....d Achievement Tests

Arithm,tic) Tez.L



(7)

(d)

( )

7 -.."1.7

.Lc.1:2.cvc.L-Icnt Test

(a. For:a W

(b. Form X
(c. Form Y

(2) Iowa Tcsts of Basic Skills

:ds

(. )

(

Form
For:u 2

Form 3
1.0-2.a 4

Science accLrch Associates

(a. C

Co. For-1

(a. Form
Form C

Achicvcmcnt Tc.st

California Lsntal Maturity, S-F

) Stanford Achievement Test

(7)

(a.

(b.

STEP

Form. W

Form Y

(a. Form A
(b. Form 3

Gradzs 7-9

)

(a.

(b.

(c.

lc'-:-,veert Test1. L.1 C. a

Form W
Fon.:1 X

Form Y

(2) Stanford Achievement Test

0)

(a.

(b.

Form W
A.J.1. .11 .4

S. R. A. Achievement Test, Form



)

Ca)

4.es-6 S-2

((1 1! 1/4.a 1 1-1 t 1L

(b. Y:m

(6) Iowa Test.: o2 ,3 sic Skills

(a. Form 1
Form 2

( ) Grades 10-12

California Achievement Test

(a.

(c).

Form W
Form X

(2) Stanford Achievement Test

(3)

(a. Form W
(b. Form X

Iowa Tests of Educational Development, Form X4

e,%
;;) Other Tests

(1) Anderson Chemistry Test
(2) California Survey Series
(3) Cooperative General Achievement Tests

(4) Dunning Physics Test
(5) Health Behavior Inventory
(6) Lankton First-Year Algebra Test

(7) Nelson Biology Test
(8) Otis-Quick Scoring Mental Ability Tests

(9) Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test

(10) President's Council on Physical Fitness Tests

(11) Read General Science Test
(12) S.C.A.T.
(13) S.T.E.P.

(a) Pre-Kindergarten/Kindergarten

)
/,.1\

/0\1/
Gates Primary Reading Test
Metropolitan Reading Readiness Test -

(b) CI:ades 1-3

(1) California Achievement Test - W (Reading)



(0'.
(3)

*-ievement Te2t - (Rea......:.3)

Zoility Test - F.

California Achievement Test - W (Reading)

Met:c-Dolitan Achievement Test - A (Reading)

California Mental Ability Test - S. F.

(d) Grades 7-9

(1) California Achievement Test - (Reading and Arithretic)

(2) Metropolitan Achievement Test -
n (Arithmetic)

(3) Coolcerative Science Tests

(e) Grades 10-12

(1) Ccc;erative Science Testc All Sciences

(2)
T President's Council on Phy,,:,.cal Fit:".eL,s Test



6..% :do .h.!

:VA

444.6.06 il.tlerita City)

RichmoLe;

(0 A 14a of five zost effective project eativitiec.

c--,,--,---v
( ,,clanta)

w

Co,:*casatcry and Remedial Services (Atlanta)
Aft:-.r School Tutorial and a*ervised Serviees

(Savannah and ChathaLi;
arichment Program (LiL)b)

aes4dential Cap for ti: ComTauicati ::aaLicap;tc.

(Richmond)

Cb. Lowering Teacher Loads (Atlanta)
Compensatory and Rem,,dial Services (Atlanta)

(d. After School Tutorial anii S'eudy Services

(savzzaah and Chatha.:.1)

7.L,a.4.nesses of Project Activities 1 i3,ted in 7.:.rt
3 n

11,3,

C.' J

and 3.

Re:identfal Camp for the Cc-unicatively Handicap;
(1;.icrIL:.c:) The primary ptIr?ose of the caLp was

to yJrovide c.::::zensive speech therapy for the children so

enrolled. Eowever, it was also the goal 'to provide saie

taeralv con unction with.a recreational proz;ra

%;ould help the boys develop physically, socially

develo,-;ment of

Parcicr attentioa was devoted -4.o the
sVIls that the boys coreld latcr use

.

their leio.-rs, time. Cortaunity livir: and 3roup coop_re-

aad a 3csd z,ion was a_-tea



consioted c a
coch,

. .

p,.ovieee

ehe learing Center.

"Each boy who attended the camp received therapy

a day for a eae hour period. The th.py .:as condue-.1

in grows althou.!-;h some individual aztentie.... iv L.

as needed. V.e also continuously stressed 6eneral co-

satioa through skits, plays, and socil discourse.

In addition to therapy such activities as

L. archa.zi, volley bail, boxing, hr..c:e'Laall,

were regularly sc.I.eeuled. Le Lo

:-.-d in many indoor and tc)ie games and cr.7.

were also fortunate enough to be ..;;.:1e to

cne of the haves games at the Ltlanta

In ...neral, all of the children in the-L..

and in some instances quite dralica1l:7.

yes; of the eol:.;;:unicazive disorders in the _

were functional in nature. Therefore, reovel fro::

hoe environent for the long period of tirc seemed to

edi gre:.:tly to the alleviation of their problem. I.:

ws also noted that a good deal o oci,.1 and en.ozio1

developnc was brought about through the campin

It should be noted th:t this was the firs: that

of these children had ever been away from ti.. par.
aneter 1.irticipated in any type of reoieextial

c:zperience. The neu skills that the boys developed

their activity pro;J;ram, such as swimming, archery, etc,..,

id much. Le help the boys develop more self-oonlidence

The experience with this camp broug::It to life a

of critical areas that should be considel_ol the call:,

project is going to be continued. A lone: prc--plaL.

period is certainly needed. The staff salaries were

based upon the time schedule of a tvo week pro-plr.nn

period, a :our week camping period, and a one-wee.:.

planning period. If the camp project is to be continu.:

a much longer period of pre-planning must he arranged

It is also felt that the amount of therapy actually

coo much because it necessitated a bloc-. cz tia e. to th-a

extent of six hour duration. Consequenzly, iz was vet'y

diffieelt to on activities around such an extensive

therapy schedule.

of the speech clihicians engaged in 1a

york will also working with these boy tho. pte
school system during the c0min3 year, thus assurill c,oh-

tinuation of therapy and utilization of the ins1hs

obtained during the residential cap experience.



- __z" project was also incorporated in

ca. proLect. :.ad been reer:La in literature that

...: :de_ of the body metsoolism) may be

associateJ ;;ioh afordrs of co=.1-nication. There,=oro,

"C-1170
coa:eazion. of the I:edical School of Georgia

and ehe Office of Vocational Rehabilitation various tech-

niques of urine analysis were carried out in an effort

establ.Lsh ether or 1.ot in this particular group of chifc17

ren histidenemin might be present. These analyses are otill

being treated az the time or the writing of this summary.

Results will be made known at a late_ date.

:a addition to a recreational and therapeutic pro.r,

eonciauoas evaluation was also carried out. Such ev4lnat:i.o..

we felt necessary to assure proper school plaeement and

follow-up during the next school yeer.

(1). The teacher aide program was inauurated in tl,a

of 1966. During the spring, 167 aides were given inseniica

training and assigned to Title I schools. The teacher :_deo

attended the workshop in small groups in order to provide

more effective training; therefore, some schools had tLe

services of the teacher aide as much as a month earlier

taco other schools. The two-week workshop e:,:perience

desig:%ed to:

1. Orient- the teacher aide to the Atlanta Public

Schools;

2. Icach the teacher aide to use equipment ty2-iclly

found in Atlanta's schools, such as the the r,.:,-

fax machine, ditto reproducer and various kinds-of

audiovisual equipment;

3. Teach the teacher aide typical recreational an]

instructional games; and

4. Prepare the teacher aide to participate as n

functioning member of the local school's staff.

The teacher aides who participated in the first wr.;-

shop were assigned to Title I elementary schools in late

January. Conditions varied widely in the schools, depehd-

ing on the degree of overcrowdedness, design of the phycieti

plant, and the number of additional personnel being in

in the school. There was insufficient space in all

schools; however, lack of space 1;as more critical in

schools than in others. Many teacher aides did not hove a

desk from which to work. Sufficient equipment was ordered,

but routine delays resulted in a shortage of desks,

and other furnishings. By the end of the school year,

of the equipment was received at the warehouse, and it is to

be assigned and delivered to the schools by the open

the 1966-67 school year. In some iLstances, minor d_l,



e tne eleseroom because tie aides did no

ee.L.:_efeet typewriters and were Leable to have

eestructio:Lel ntte:iais reproduced as rapidly as de-

eired. The typewriter shortage is to be elimineted in

the 166-67 proram through the assignent of aedn
typewriters.

The teacher aides are all high school graduate.

:ascd on a sample of twenty-six teacher aides randoly

drawn from the aides placed in school, fifty per cent tf

the aides had some college. Twelve of the thirteen

teacher aides with colleee had completed one or to ea-ee

of work. The ocher teacher aide was a college ereeeete.

Forey-two per cent (ii teacher aides in eemple) hee

previously employed in positions which were clerical ee.

nature. Of the remaining fifteen teacher aides, si:ety

per cent (nine teacher aides) could type, indicaziee

clerizal skills were wide spread throughout the eeoee.

There were 4,000 applicants for the teacher

positions. This suggests that an adeeuaze source oT

teacher aides is available for the expane...on of the

program. The selection of applicants was based on

adequate education, (2) interest in children, (3) e'ellety

to relate to children, and (4) availability at the eetab-

iished employment dates.

The teacher aides were assigned to schools; and elle

principal, as the administrative head of the local schcol,

assumed the responsibility of selecting the bast neaa

of utilizing the aide. Utilization varied wicely in th

schools as a result of the special competencies o:7 th

individual teacher aide, the philosophy of the prineleal

and teachers, and the number of teachers the aide se-eve.

For example, one teacher aide had caesiderable are

and her skills were utilized in art instruction. le

some schools, the scheduling of the teacher aides wae

not conducive to teacher experimentation ead in t'ee

schools the teacher aides were almost exclusively ct:

cornea with clerical tasks and rarely dealt directly

with the pupils, except on attendence matters. Cet

lorked for our different teachers in the first two

hours of the morning while other aides -were with a

given teacher for half of a school day or more, but ne-er

with the same teacher on successive deye.

In summary, it might be said that the teacher aide

progrem has gotten underway, many administrative Le: tech-

nologicei problems have been ironed out, and the tf

the Atlanta Public Schools is gaining experience in t'ee

use of aides.



effectiveness of the teacher aides can be h)s.,-L

indicated by the ease with which the teacher aides were

introduced and accepted in the local schools. In sore

schools, there was an initial resistance to the use of

the aides. One principal reacted to this resistance by

emphasizing the voluntary nature of teacher aide.utili-

zation and by having the teachers request the use of the

aides at specific times. within several weeks the

quests were so numerous that the principal found it T.des-

sary to work out a regular assignment schedule with his

teachers. No further resistance to the use of the a'_des

occurred in the school. In fact, some teachers who 17ad

shown resistance initially were requesting additional

teacher aide services.

Because the general role of the teacher aide was

still tentative, few guidelines were given to the lo,zal

school principals in order not to restrict unduly the

utilization of the aides. In spite of this fact, a

high degree of similarity is evident in the utilization

of the teacher aides. The qualifications of the indivi-

dual aides seem to be an important variable affecting

the utilization of the aide. Special skills were utilized

wherever possible. As the role of the teacher aide is

established and communicated to the classroom teacher,

it is believed that the aide will be utilized even more

effectively than they have been in the spring of the

1965-66 school year.

Thirty teachers and thirty teacher aides were ran-

domly selected to complete an inventory designed to

determine what activities were or were not performed by

the teacher aides and the extent of agreement between

teachers and their aides as to tasks performed. Of the

thirty teachers, twenty-seven returned the complete.,

inventory, and of the thirty teacher aides, twenty-nine

returned the completed inventory. (A copy of the inventory

follows.)



tp

TEACHER AIDE ACTIVITY INVENTORY

Directions to Teacher Aides:

Tha check list on the following pages was prepared to help you

indicate your experiences in the Teacher Aide program. It includes

activities that may performed in an instructional program. The

activities are groued under major teaching functions for convenience

and for identifying the intended focus of the items. You are asked

to read each activity consider whether or not you have performed this

activity while an aide and then check an appropriate column on an

Answer Sheet according to your opinion of the frequency which you have

performed the particular activity as either generally, occasionally,

saldo.m or never.

Division of Research and Development
,Itlanta 2ublic School System

Atlanta, Georgia

1966
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"cognzin7, instrucuicnal needs of pupils.

9. Le_L..Ding wroeps incf_viduns undcr teecner supervision.

Le;)licating work on eitto md.c:eographing, etc.

4. SeIer.ti materials aids for use in instruction.

5. Grouping pupils for instruction.

6. Selecting methods of instruction.

7. Listening to reports made by pupils.

Su-)e rvia_Ing free p7ay.
9.

1

-

aanceL giving GU: mazer:_e-s, 'cue.

/ 1 Puttin:; .,oak on ;:card_ plannej by teacher.

Setcing un and operating audioviaual

13. ilahing home assignments.

14. Tn_;,:ructing p.:211s in basic skills.

1,. Ke..Ding plan and arran,o roomy bulletin boards, etc.

.o. Directin spaciul pro3ra:.1s, such as socio-drui_a, role etc.

17. 1,-adihg to class or small groups.

4. V Teaching new games and supervising physical ecucablon.

19. Teaching children how to hold pencils, brushes, etc.

Assembling materials for science experiments.

21. Supervising activities in relation to developing motor skills.

22. Planning the curriculum.

23. Planning classroom organization.

24. Supervising playground oc_ivities.

25. Helping make teaching equipment available.

26. 1.faking arrarrements for special trips.

27. Deliv:Dring messages to school personnel.

23. Helping make inter-school communication possible.

29. ILaking aids for use in the instructional program.

S. Registering pupils.

,1 Providing individual instruction.

32. Supervising special pupil interest groups.

33. Supervising safety drills.

34. Planning and coordinating .assembly programs.

35. Developing curriculum according to plans.

36. Developing teaching plans.

37. Supervising play ground duty,

33. Ta::.ing over class for teachers in case of emergency.

39. Taking care of physical education equipment.

40. Helping with housekeeping in classroom and other school area6.



41.
Jr

/0

45.

_s_ L. bres. durin?, the day.

cLer::_a s_sh rr.aking lists, -tc.

se-os-
:enool suppl:Les

etc.

7VAT.UATTOI.; R.7.00R7.) , _.-_:TE =CE

o- 1. 0..._se

47. __--s oh ..-,ess eases.

0.scord.,n test grades in perlilanent rcorcl.

(ror.:.,_.. and infori.al) with key.

30. .sev-:-ess" eese,?.

51. :,:.::,ihisterinz, formal ,:L;;;;S.

ss. Yonitoring euring cost.

53. ChethinfL pupil perfori ance. of assigned tasks.

54. Cservin:; students and recording behavior.

55. Preparing. graphs or charts.

decisions reberdinf-4 promotion or retention of pupils.

57. ...ecesting pupils.
progress reports to parents.

59. Listening to student's presentation of reports.

60. Checl.in work folders of students.

6l. Checking activity book exercises.

62, Keeping progress report on individual improvement.

63. Averaging grades.

64. Mimeographing or duplicating tests and exercises for class.

65. Providing spez:ial help, such as drilling with flash cards, spellihu ane

play activities.

66. Checking children to see if they know their name, address, telephone

number, alphabet, counting, etc.

67. Eeiping slower children review difficult work.

66. helping with hearing, eye, or other physical e` -,::...arsons.

69. Providing supplementary work for advanced pupils.

70. EL-borating on material already presented by teacher.

71. Aiding pupils with minor injuries or illnesses.

72. Lelping individual pupils use audiovisual aids.

73. ric:lping secure sp,acial services for pupils when needed.

74. Hsiping ii-iviCuals on special projects.1 7

-.n nunils who have been abs,nt to up

73. Provr, instruction after school.

Urlt:Ing anectdotal rcerds.

io. to st:.leents.



79. 3ivl:g seundard rest to individuals who c..;.d not take test

it.

30. Counseling pupils regarding health, hygiene, etc.
81. naking 0ociograms of pupils.

C0:SELS !.:17) ..DVISES PUPILS

82. Discussing conduct in halls, auditorium, cafeteria, etc.
53. Giving individualized assistance to pupils after school.

84. Talking with small groups about classwork preuz.
5. f,dvising pupils about individual work.

33. :riding in development of good sportsmanship.

37. Guiding pu'.)ils in setting up goals of self-disciline.

8S. Counseling pupils about personal problems.
'69. Counseling individuals concerning attitudes and study he'oits.

93. uring the handicapped.
91. 1-/Idnning conferences with pupils when needed.

92. 2.ii:: -f neyly ehroiled pupils adjust to school.

93. Listening to children.
. Planning special ectivities for children with problems.

95. Helping with enrichment of accelerated g.roup.

:_lass whe n. teacher is out of room.

97. ._;tance and peer approval.

9S. .eividunis about self-discipline.

99. Conferring wit n principal, other teachers and/or other team members.

100. Participating in parent-teacher-pupil conferences.

101. Supervising pupils outside the classroom (cafeteria, pinyground, hall;

bus loading, etc.)
102, Sponsoring and leading groups of character building organizations.

103. .-:cor..7:anying groups of pupils when they attend special programs

ballets, plays, etc.)
104. lviaking referrals for disciplinary action.

105. Explaining school policies.

106. Naking rules with children.

107. Guiding Children who have not learned oel''control.

133. Isolating unruly children and giving individual rIttention for brief

periods of time:

109. Being near disruptive child.

110. Snowing love and acceptance.



lli. Giving first aid to pnnils.

122. Listoning to chil6ren when approached.

113. ::,ewing clothes accidentally ripped.

114. Displayin work rishy to be shown.

115. Assisting with physical examinations.

116. Offering a syr::2athetic ear, conveying warmth, sympathy and general 111.sest.

117. Dealing with temporarily unhappy children.

118. Helpin; find lost coats, lunch boxes, etc.

119. 2:;isci;in needed.

L.3. 2..,..-:rassing aL:roval of ne clothes, hair cu , personal azpearnzcos,

121. S-owin:: admil:ncion when a chL1d achieves.

122. Advising -)upils ebeat ,,ersonal hygiene and

123. c.g pLls in self-direction.

124. Comfonj pupil when he is in distress.

125. l'eaehing ;3 tie snees and care .or clothcn.,

126. -.:elping children with wraps.

1%7. Guidin 7Dnpils in assuming individual and E;roup resiJonsibility.

Ca=: PA=T n:0:27INc; 7DucATIoN ()TT PUPILS

1:3. Reporting pupil progress and failure to parents.

129. Lxplaining instructional programs to parents.

130. Inviting parents to attend programs or exhibits put on by students.

131. Discussing special pupil problems with parents, such as attitudes, ::,tu-jy

habits, health, attendance, etc.

132. Soliciting parent's cooperation when making referrals for testing,

etc.

133. :aking home visits when needed.

134. Attending Grade Mothers meetings.

135. Typing reports, notices, etc. to send to parents.

136. Participating in PTA meetings.

137. having ineividual conferences with parents at school.

138. Calling arents regarding absentees.

139. zonesus.;.ng cerancos for teacher and parents.

"ID r- 7 '"r Cf1T.r

140. Conferring with special services personnel, such es guidance counsoiel.s,
.0

social workers, psychologists, etc.

141. Conferring with resource personnel, such ..s physician psychiatrist,

dentist, etc.

142. Requesting materials and supplies, such as films, books, art sup, eze.

143. ParticipatinQ in faculty meetings.

144. Planning coni.erences with team members.



145. fro .,est teachers.

143. wi-a de: L the school, such as cafeteria, musie;
.::enance, iicaJ. eeucation,

1c1. 1;a..:_icitincf in gredc-level meetings.
cue student council.

xith the Central and Area Office staffs.

150> Collecting and giving information on students withdrawing and enterin.
151. Making calls about repair work on teaching aids.
122. I,L:king contacts with speech and hearing teachers.
1;3. ConfLrring with special teachers, such as art, 1:.usic, speech

-:/ L.sisti_1,L wit:1 textbook

:ttendin and school-related functions.
spacial activities, such as art shovl, seienee fair,

s:Jorcs, cte.

157. Lttenaing funccfons for scouts, and other youth orgsnivacionL.
153. Collec.:Inz, and checaing. permission slips.

13). ,..dvisih2: sttZent council, sthool clubs, organizations, euc.

130. Ls:. -,:ing with out-of-school trips.

101. Collecting Lloney from pupils for pictures, lunches, concert tickets,
tr....Ds, school insurance, etc.

112. T:irc stencils operating citto, etc.

163. Taing care of children with minor illnesses.

154. 2=anging flowers brought by children.
165. Sponsoring class parties.
155. Helping with decorations for special events.

167. :Lsoicing with special programs, such as producing plays, playing pi_no,

assembly programs, etc.

163. 1(ceping data up-to-date on pupil's address, telepone, etc.

159. Preparing deficiency reports to parents.

170. laking home visitations.
171. Assu.::ling clerical responsibility, such as typing reports for pazentL,

duplicating, checking for parent's signature, etc.

172. Planning and participating in open house activities.

17. Sending notes or cards recognizing achievements of pupils.

17. Checking with home about health information, absentees, etc.

175. Preparinz, school bulletins to be sent home.

176. helping with school newsletter.

177. Conferring with parents about using eommunity resources.



to ¼ cauional are pla.:ned.
C. ecie_ t.on Py i Lie

tri?s.
Lei. -2-rents of and acci;:ents.

SZa:ViC;a for 2TA.
--"l'A;;1Aarc, sola.**..) %.0A4 on pee-is.

r r III°.

105. surveys.
LeL)in pla., various training progratis for eaults.

131. comunisy ,,:;roups on improveunt pro.,:ans, se,:n as
i:,iaygrounds etc.,

aceil:e part in community affairs (civic
1). cgaell.ting pupils al.,out community resources.

LA. 1,:c-ool visitations.
191. Collecting money for March of Dis or other a-:,provec.:
132. Making home visitations during the school year.
13'3. uincing comnunity of school needs thoch PT and °tiler group.
194. Interpreting educational policies, educational i66'LL.:S LI-1d w

to

:35. Su.iervising after school program with teacher's
16. Helping to inform community about pupil registration.
197. Z--aco::,panying small enild.:en to student council meatin3s to help th

make reports.
Preparing notices to parents of scnool events.

1)) Invitin community persons to speak to school groups.

,
to infor2 the community of elections, re_isLcaeio. dee

201. Typin3 reZerral reports.
202. ,i4.rranging appointalents for teacher with agency's staff.
20.3. Halpin: gather inormation on child to be referred.
.7(% pupil data to other schools.
25. iL pupils to community organizations, such as y..;-th, civic,

social, recreational, political, etc.

206. Raferrin'i; iiupils to li,inisters.

20. C.,-.Zerrin3 law enfc-zedment representatives a'out pupils.

the guidance committee.
LZ). Selactin,:; apl:ropriate agency for referrals.

Re.L.;:ring pupils to special school services, such es p,vsholo3icai,

nurse, eo.L.nseling, sods worker, etc.



e

.. -
. . .

puplis being re.."1:ree.

223. plenJ Zor career i.civancement.

Participating in professional organizations.
215. Conferring with teachers on problems.
216. Traveling to other sections of country and/or abroad.
217. 2.tteading in-service treining sessions.

,-eehers in cleasrom.

?% :::rofessionel

new edutional trends.

.....rticipat:_ng in cerric planning.
22zi. 2,f:ending teL:cller orientation program.
225. Conferring with reso."rce teachers.
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(c. The eL ,-;nsetory end re.:.ediei services include

ki) er teauaer exLelleee pre,re-1 and

A major weakness of this progr= is that the services
of the reular teacher's extended progre ,.ere not imple-

mented. Regular teacher:, were not available to assist
pupils in special instruction during after-school hours,
however, the steps currently being taken to insure the -i---

plemoatation of this program are (1: recruitment on a
systematic basis of teachers who will be willing to serve. Ls
sp,cial instructors: (2) c3tablishent of erizera
catermining. .1;upi: eligibility for the services; a-:,d

ceveiee c_ 1)roceau_ss Lor 10f

ineividuals ene re-:.ezeing results. No :.ecial instructe,_
will be r_lrovided in any school -entil the:: osefic 7.1sersz-

tional plan is approved.

The 1966 suz.-...,:tr session of the Atlanta 2ublic Schoolo

e- ._or the enrichment ci the erl'ocatio....l

background for all pupils enrolled in Title schools '..he

wished to attend. As an extension of the regular school
program, the surivrar school session offered a wide variet:
of experiences to the pupils, encouraging them to supples11_
and strengthen chose learning experiences which they aireae;
had.

Summer school was held in a total of forty-six ele17eneary

and twelve secondary schools. Nineteen of these element:'
schools and six secondary schools were Title I schools.
However, the pupils who regularly attended Title I schools

cc-ld enroll in any of the available summer schools provie

throughout the system.

A total of 5,129 Title I pupils attended summer school

with 29.4 per cent in high schools and 70.6 per cent in u1,-

mantary schools. The total enrollment of all summer

was 13,928 of which 36.8 per cent (5,12-;) ware. Title T ,i,u.:il

A total of 302 summer school teachers were employed by

Title I unds as of July 31, 1966. Eighty-s;wo of the 3,.2

taught in high schools and 220 in elementary schools.
tetel of 510 summer school teachers weru employed with

provided by the Board of Education. l'ilty-six of the

taught in high s-..hools and 454 L. elemantary schools.

The high school summer session consisted of an eight

week progra:l. with three ninety-five minute periods sched-e:.ed

in each of the summer school programs. The curriculum in-

cluded regular high school courses, special opportunity



hi,c;h school ce.r.

requested ,_Zered if Z2- many as fiiteen students re:::___-

or it. Stueents were not permitted to enroll in 1...ore

one work in the subject are of social science,

(includin creative writing and journalism), m:..the7nric3,

science, and language. If a student enrolled for a unit In

one of the:_e subject areas (advanced or repeeter) or a eotl-

binazion of -a unit in any two of the above crea3, he wn:J

only permitted to take a third suOject in one of the fcliorin

areas: typin, art, driver training, home economics, indus-

tr:.:.l arts, reading; and music. All students wize urged to

discuss their plans for summer courses with their selio.)1

counselor prier to registration.

C-y-)c-rzunity ctiviti

z. ,rrt was offered for students whc had beer. ,_11h1:.

to schedule art Curin the regular school term and for

dents 1,;ho desired to gain further experiences in art.

Gy:7::tics and Recrearion. Activity credit was

at one school for girls and at another sehool for both

ene

1Thme 7conoics. All regular courses were availel.le,

but eI:1?h...sis was placed on 1"riodern Leal Planning and

taining" and/or "Wardrobe Planning in Design." Previeu

home economics
experience was not reciuired.

Industrial Arts. Courses were offered in those s...nools

having adequate shop facilities.
Industrial arts tears

in all high schools had a list of posLible shops in

spring so they could advise sturjents and registrars.

Hodarn Lancniac4es. Noncredit enrichment courses in

ern languages were offered for those students who enrol:L.:.

in foreign language courses.

Secretarial Science. This was ,... thr!7;e-period ccuYse

in short.nd, typing, and office practice, available

all students.

Science: Methods of Investition. This course

offered at one school for two periods daily. Opportu.t.tity

was given for students to carry out independent inve::ria-

tions in science, with the guidance cf a teacher. Act:;.%,i-:ies

-.arch, field trips, and the use of variouL;

resource persoas.

Class Piano or Class Orpen. An opportunity to study

the piano or organ keyboard and to learn to play

music was offered at one high school.



- --. -.. -. - . r..: ;-:. .,_..._ ._

w:.s eesiLT;ned for c..:eLel_ts who wisnee tO CCJi.I.C.. tlie steey u.

iaL161C :,,hen they e-nee college,
-,

Aoprc1on. This course was designed co gir a

all students, particularly those w:.o were not perZormiLg

musicians, a chance to appreciate and reconize various :or2.,:

of music ad was offered at .three high sencois.

Instrumental usic. Indiviael, &Z enscble,
=,roup instruction was offered for band

,-
talists. elasses were .oz ia-te=ediate, a::-

v-ncea

course %:ae eeee _ee to r,12. _

aenes iacereL.;,:e:1 ia art, 11,1e., and dre.::- an

cepL.1 arees.

a'ne co=unication
five hih schools. A stu_e:-.4: from any era in t1'.e ci

a,.7,:te-1 on the ...ollowing base : o:

t-.1c2 student's potential from his preseL.t teacher

the of his eounselor st.ittd o the p.-ilacif-1 o.

the eemer school the sLeciez eetendee.

Creat*ve Urit4n2. This course was specifically deilTns.:a

for enterin7 ilth and 12th graders of above ave.age

meat in nglish.

Engn7h as a Second Lancr2ac. This course was offerc.:

on the high school level for no credit to those students

foreign backgreunds who were having dculty in their
because of a deficiency in English.

En.:41ish lc'a. The 11th and 12th graders who wish to

improve reading speed and comprehension, as well as voca-

bulary, were offered this course at one high school.

Humanities. Limited to selected 10th and 11th grade

students, this course col::oined the disciplines of art,

literature, and history to provide a broad taserstendie of

the culture' development of man.

Jo=aLli= orl7shoo. Opened to inzel,..:,ted E;tuden.zE

nel,t ye-r's 11th and 12th grades, this course provided

fence in gathering., evaluating, and writing news :;coric_&.i

intensive practice in oditing ldyou e-e

also includea.



.
Li:,:ath or nintll. studenL-

rere beiou reaciLg level ane
their word analysis and comprehension ils could have
rolled in this course.

f Cric; El:Tnd P,!rcall.,/

with visue.I inIpairment who wish to take rcgular Ichool
could have done so in any regule.r school. Special teacher.,

and additional help were however, provi.:led at three

schools.

The :;ubjects which we-e "'"fered schoC.

3-L-31.1d into ten ec ze TL'oles anL

srap. ariin data red to pu1
these arez.s are located at the end of the
L discussion of the tables

.4
*

a Jn etze.ea eu-
fro.,1 2.7 Ler cent to 19.6 per cent. In moot t):

schools, none than tea 1)er cent of the J. enrollt-ient

512"1:7: sc. Parks Junior High School he 2.7 per ce
of ta e attended sumr.er school is a new school hh
opened in January, 1966. In addition to Parks, two othe7:
schools had less than ten per cent of the pupils attenEin_

summer school. These two schools were Archer Nigh School

and Central Junior High School. The per cent of the tozel

June enrollment in these schools attendinzi; sumu.sr school

was eleven per cent.

** T:::.;1e II summarizes pupil attendance and progreL;L.

attendance data are discussed below. The data concern-:-'

pupil progress is discussed in reference to Graphs I an::: 1:.

The total class enrollment for the three periods
1:381 for the advanced and 1,027 for the reneater

The average daily attendance D) the 1,:.S1 advanc_,::

class enrollees was 1,746 (eighty-eii;ht per cent) while

the average daily attndance for the 1027 repeater cL.._s

enrollees was 773 (s;2ve,Ity-five per cent) L. larger

cent o2 the pupils enrolled as repeaters withdrew fro::

classes than those enrolled as advanced The p-r

cent of attendance during the :egular school term of

in the Title I schools was 35.4 per cent whi_:e the per c..c.t

o2 attendance of those attending surrt.,.er school from the

school., was 39.4 Der cent.

:TaY2 III gives the summ,:Ir school enrollz.-ent by ec-.-.tr:.-

bung Title I schools for each period. In addition to the

nine Title I high schools which had pupils .ttening

school; -there were two elecenta::y schools with three pu;:;i1c
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- 11 otr prograns. fro:.
7'. L. 'otazeold E.Lementary School and two pupils froi:i ()o-
thorde :lemoncary School took one couroe which was t-do-.Lad.
Thodo elementary pupils entered high school this fall.
Those schools with a subject enrollment exceeding 400 wer:,
Loward, O'Keefe, Price, Roosevelt, and Turner. 1.7nohidton
had the largest subject enrollment with a total of 663 .

i-roher, the only high school with a subject enrollment no:.
exceeding 400, had 84. The two Title I junior high schools
had fewer pupils enrolled. The subject enrulinent at central
Junior High was 63 ,271d at Parks Junior 1Iic.1, 37.

** The data which are summarized
be fend in dooail in Tables 17 and

'n Tables ana 1J.J.
,o,

V resd000lvely.

** Graph I shows that the Title I so
enrolled in the basic academic condoeo
(1,21), G13), math (303), bus
and science (269). There was a total -a
2,344 of \,:h.;ch 1,829 were enrolled in adv
1,015 in reneater courses. The sub-iect ea

nool plonJdo
Li.. doeial sLndieo

LC:6L-1' ednddtion

enrollent eo
ancoe coerses .

roll:dent ia
basic courses far exceeded.the sub7ect earollonent in
tics (93), hoo,a economics (31'), av-ation and de-dvar toaeatoe...
(15), special education (13), and indddtrial arts (in. -.o
total subject enrollment was 164 of which 152 were advano,a,
and 12 repeater.

* Graph 11 shows the percentage of Title
in summer school who failed by snljects and whet
they were advanced repeater dodils. The range
wan orom 0 to 13.5 per cent with no failureo in av
driver training, industrial arts, and opecial educe
each of the subjects, a larger per cent of the rcpea
enrolled failed than advanced pupils except in home
in which twelve per cent, or three, of the advanced p
failed.

-pils enrolled
nor or not
o: foa_ -

intion dnd
tion. In

ter pullild

,contdico
upils

F3cm3ntal-v School Sumner fEcz-l.on

The elementary summer session was a sin-week prograoln

Emphz.lis was placed on improving skills in language arts an
arithmetic, as well as remedial and broad interest grouds .

ardils were grouped according to their level of achieveLlen.
Summer school progress was not used for purposes of proi::.to on
to higher grade. Grades were not given.

dal enrichment program was offered for all children,
gr,:des - 7, involving art,
tics, and other special help. In general, the kiI1c.c.,-zi;a.
program was dos:igned or 'those pupils who neoded fureher heLd
or enrichment, prior to entrance into the first grade. ca-
ng programs were available for gradas 1 - 7 on a hi4,;hly

basio. In addition, a proL;ratl for selected eor.ond:._
pnpile in grades 5, 6, and 7 was of:edod.
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nu:-bur (3f spscial pr)s in addition CO full 1.
./ere offered et .;c..lool,s Z.:12:3,:7,.:C

_es:ec. in tilese pro:7,:ra.:,L, 'out who attene

as space pers.itte,....

S " 7- -I, t -1.v -

1-lusic. Individual, t=.11 ensemlile,

grou-.) co: was offered for banC
talists.

Spec :;.al Crive Arts Pro,--ar:.. E:.:periences in a varIL

of art e.,ressiol:.s, music activity, cr .,,esae_

ereative writinzz ware offered.

offarad
pel?ils in nuz,er e schools.

S?eech
:fed at_

4.(.0

R0117C8 for th2 Blin6 and Par::.11,7
with visual impairment who wisned to t:-..ke re:;ular schos:

could do so in any regular school. Special teachers
tional help, however, was provided at the schools.

1/.E.:7.4art. Again this suss , the proam Eead3ta_t
offered throughout the city.

Norn L:171crt1020S. An enrichment pl:ogralawas of fere

those pupils In grades 4 - 7 who had previously receive::
ioreign lr.ngua(ze instruction via television.

Enr,I.Ts"- ns a Second Lanp.,uac4e. ,n class at one s&o.ol

offered to those students of foreign backrounds who hays
difficulty speaking and understanding English.

The subjectei which were offered in the ele::.entary
program were grouped into ten areas. Table::, and graphs

mria:±ng data related to pupil participation in these
are located at the end of the activity report. Z. diseuLs_

of the gables and graphs follows.

** Table VI shows that the perentae orf pupils anrolLe:._
Title I elel:.entary schools in June, 1966 41:1G: attc.n;..:ed

school varied from 0.1 per cent to 4k;.6 per cent. In

shose nineteel-. schools where sumz:er school was held

largeL;e per cent of the June enrollment attending sui:...:sr

,are Eicl::entary School had approxizately half G3.7 per

of its June enrollment attending tehool. In aa.:

to ware Elementary Schools two schools hz-ci rice
ti,,enty-five per cent of its enrollment attin
Inman Ele:.lentary with 26.1 pa: cent and 1:esley Ela_enta:

33.2 per cant.
.2

Tn 966, 11.7 per cant of L. e,12...6 e,....e.....

elallentary schools went :::7) su:::::tr school.



assqetants were not avail:,.ble fo-r the 1,oe-

trainleg. They ',:erc. trained on-the-job and in daily confer-

ences. TIoe eee-ther aides participated in a general

orientation course and worked under the close supervisiea of

isles preschool specialists. The preschool specialists have

recommended that training in eddition to the on-the-job training

be given in subsequent preschool programs for teacher assisteats

and teacher aides.

Preschool E-.13criences for the Children

A total of 94 preschool children (approy.imately fcer

years old) enrolled in the five Title I schools. The enroll-
.

o.tat in the five centers ranged from 16 to 22. An attcoo.t

made to keep the registration in each class to twenty.

e-eport frou one of the prekindergarten centers illestretes

preolems involved in recruiting pupils. The report :Dint',.e

our chat:

1. The school has the second most transient schocl

population ia the Le. .antes city system, and this

pattern held true ia the prekinder.3arten class.

9. The original class, beginning the week of April 25

with 11 children, built up a total enrollment of 21

before vacation, June 13.

3. The recruiting for this cless was done in the after-

noons by tha Staff. Personal contact was made ;,:5.th

parents who had children of enrollment age (fou

years). The aide accompanied one of thee teacLero

on recruiting trips in the neighborhood. It was

found that families often moved to another seceien

in the city or outside the city This resu::_d in

Children dropping out of the prekindergarten groel;.

A major problem was the lack of adequate space in t-1.

schools. One school converted an auditorium into a claseroDJA

so that one section could be used for the prekindergarten

group. Another school put a temporary partition in its

large kindergarten room so that the prekindergarten children

could meet in one area. There was some difficulty 1..11 sLZzir.2

up lunch schedules, due to thu fact that it was inconvenient

to change those which had been established before the prel:in-

dergarcen program began.

'ziajor strengths of the prekindergarten program were

(1) adequate equipment and materials; (2) oufficien seal_

to work with the children; (3) positive response and cooper-

ation of the parents (4) enthusiasm of school staff for zhe

program; and (5) pupil progress.
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*w L,,,,74 that Title I cle-lentary school

ra,...ang C3,016) , mathomatics
ei;:,:oy-one per cont or more in ...ho

roneCial ca-aii_aation of subject. The su'oject en-

rollzont,:, in lzr....3Lai:;c (1,433) a.pc library and skills (1,l4L)

wo:a v,000ly La LL.o remedial classificatioa. Three hund,:oc.1

yaon::y-nino of the total enrollt_ent of 537 in physicl

coeoon camping were in the accelerated classific;..tioL.

Tha enroll2ent in French (72, was ell c14.asified as

acceloratad.

In general, the _ajoricy of the enrollees in the acco

erated classification ::.ado "much" pro,;reso, and the majo.:.iy

of tne enrollees in the remed:.a.. aloosification made

pro3re:'s, The L.:eatest progress %v.:a,' 1;.....1 in accoleratod

classification. in Library and Eaills 7)or cent)

the re=edial classification in phyJioal educntion .7:nd

In addition to the6e ruo caocs, who.:o MMr 4.

progress was .:ade, a majority of the enrollae,4 m4da

Drogress in the accelerated classification in Vrenci, Lo2o

per cent) , aesthetics (59.8 per cent) , and Le.:hematics

(65. per cent) while in tha remedial classification "Io'zo.."

progress was made in writing (64.7 per con.;:. The majoL.ity

of the enrollees made "soma" 7.:::7o,i,ross in the accelerated

classification of writin;,, (52.2 per cent), language (6C.,2"

per cent) and reading (56.5 per cent) "some" progl-a,ss

was trade by the majority of the enrollees in the remedial

classification of special education (56.0 per cent),

end skills (70.0 per cent), language (705 per cent), aes,...

tics (64.5 per cent), mathematics (66.5 per con) and rea.:1:Ltg

(73.4 per cent) ,

When the classifications are combined, the majority of

the enrollees (62.1 per cent) made "some" p7.-ogress, Much pro-

gress was nada by 31.5 per cent of the enrollees and 113 '!?::0::,OLS

was made by 6.4 per cent.

The total class enrollment for the five periods was '1:24'A:

per cent) for the accelerated classificatio7.

10,254 (aihty-twa per cent) for ha remedial. The avern;;La

daily attenc:ance (..0,1) for the 2,242 accalaratad class

2,:73.3 (91.4 par cent) the average daily attaliaaca

for cha 102:.,L remedial class enrollees was
2,960 (37.3

cent). The per cent of attendance during the regular sahc:;1

term of 1965-66 in the Title I elementary schools was 8305

per cent, whiia the por cent of atten:::.:.nce, of those atceig

s'oLmar 000l from the same schools was 90.2 oar cent.

* Table VIII dives the summer school enrollment by cont:.;.-

but Lng Title I schools for each period. Some pupils for

(forty) of the Title I elementary schools attended summer

school, altho.o3h, summer school was held in only nineteon of

them. Ware had the largest number of subject enrollees

.4,K4,15.ror4 flea..
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enrolle.: a,5M) in auaner School. Crogman (C 8) and
Bryan= (9/...;) ran1.:d second and third, respectively. Seven

adaitionel seacols had an enrollment of appro%imately 53J
or mre (Bethune, Capitol b/enue, Cart(r, English, North i

Avenue, Pittz, Slater and Stanton D.) .

** The data which were summarized in Tables VII and VIII
may be found in detail in Tables IX and X, respectively.

(d. The major emphasis in the program which was de-
signed to help the school system meet the educa-

tional needs of preschool children in disadvantaged areas
'Caere (1) trainir for preschool specialists who will
vide leader..:,ilip in developin.z; school progrc.;a.i; .:or

child...en and (2) 1,roviding preschool experiences for child-
ren on a pilot basis, with a focus on curriculum Lay.:..o:;.z.41z.

Pive preschool specialists participnted in presch....::
training program and headed a staff, including a teacher
assistant and a teacher aide, for five units of approxiLzeLy
20 children each in five of the Title elementary schoole.
Each of these schools had a kindergarten program as a part
of its regular educational program.

Snecialist alv4 Stc.ff..
.2 training program for the preschool specialists

con,..ed of (1) a preservice training workshop in which
planning and study session were utilized to initially
develop the prekindergarten program; (2) inservice train
and consultation in which the preschool specialists refin:...d
the procedures as a result of the ongoing program; and (3)
trips to observe exemplary prekindergarten programs acroac
the nation.

During the two week training period, the preschool
specialists:

1. Reviewed and discussed the ralated literature;
2. Reviewed related materials supplied by publishing

companies;
3. Discussed proposed curriculum content, including

program units;
4. Made decisions concerning kinds of equipment, meter-

ials and supplies;
S. Located and ordered the equipment, materials and

supplies; and
6. Recruited children for the preschool program.

Trips the preschool specialists made to observe estab-
lishe preschool programs were scheduled after the program
was underway because there was insuffieient time during the

*1-1717aininc, rapgram.
**Tables will be found in the Atlanta Report as part of Appendix "A"
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oy a team enc..
teacher assit,
time of the ye._

five preindergarten centers was staffed
a leee teachet the preschool specieliet),
and one teacher aide. It require much
,e.ILers of the steff team to work with

tha parente in . them understand and cooperate with the
objectives of e: ,e rreram. Tha curricular goals for the child-
ren enrolled were (i) to develop communicative skills; (2 to

improve pupil's self-cencept; and (3) to increase cognitive

Children attended the prekindergarten program daily fcr
approximately two months for a fou -hour period (8:30 a.m. to
12:30 p.m.). IL snack UTZ served in the midmorning and a :.3t
lunch from the school cafeteria was served to all children
each day.

The regular school playground equipment, sue% es elieee,
swings, sandboxes, and jungle gyms was made availa'ele to tl.e
prekindergarten program. Addieionel teaching resources in-
cluded: books, housekeeping equipment, art supplies, r'ey's:s:e

instruments, an .gals, dress up clothes, blocks, water ple
equipment, balance boards, tricycles, cars, wagons and treees,
and other toys.

The instructional program provided for much individeel
attention. Program development was an ongoing process of
designing a teaching activity, evaluating, and redesignin
on an informal basis, on current experience, past training,
and ideas gleaned from research material.

The program included experiences to help the child deve-
lop a more positive self-image. A sequential approach teas
used -- starting with experiences to help the child to become
aware of the parts of his body and then the function of the
parts. Mirrors and photographs were used to help develop a
more realistic self-image. Dress up and drama, dolls and
puppets were utilized to develop some concept of role.
Children were called by their names frequently. Greeting
time in the mornings was important to the children.

Creativity was encouraged by giving opportunities for
Children to ask questions and to participate in new ae.lvitice
and experiences. Expression through play, speech, art, and
music constituted a large part of the daily actev4.ties. Sin;:,-

ing was a favorite activity. The Ceildren learned to nake veJ

songs, including rhythmic tunes.

Concepc formation was taught as a developmental and
sequential process. For example, as a child drank a.glass
of milk (starting where he is in level of developed concept),
he was encouraged to develop sensory inquiry. that does it
look like in the glass and in the bottle? Hoerr does it smell?

How does it feel?

.0*
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The pr;!ram emphesized percepeual develot.enc.
was presented objects of many and varied sepee, sisee, nt-__,
and to cures to feel and manipulate. Camee2 toys, puzslee,
pegboards, and picture books were used. The development oZ
auditory discrimination was encouraged through the uee
tapas, records, and musical instruments.

The language program was developed from the current
interests and experiences of the children. 4'.n aueenpt
made to incornorate and help develop all =des of lanr,en-n
expression needed in the interchange of thoughts and ideee
in the course of daily life. Included were discuesion, lin-
tening, record-making, letter writing, story telling, eeeinl
courtesies, relating feelings, and rola pleyin3. The pr:.1.n.
incleded language evoking siteetions ze help nee childien
develop lenguage skills and ccnee2es. Eakin;:; cookiee, cn-en:,
for a pat, planting seeds, blowing bu'eblee, nnd similer eete
vities were dieected toward bnilding etc c fa :':.l:_..

leaguaze development.

A positive approach, instead of e'ne cerreetive a.ppenneh,
was used. An attempt was made to zeach the child theoe:::1
precept and example, relying on the tee deeey to imitate. rine

Cnild was helped to evaluate his own language. For ins e.. nee,

when a child came to a teacher and asked for a "tootie"
(cookie), the teacher at first, would reflect the child's
speech saying, You want a cookie." The word cookie wonld
be said slowly and distinctly. If the mild continued in
the use of 'toctie," the teacher would say, 'Listen to ne
and sea if you can hear the difference between 'tootle' and
'cookie."

An effort was made to see that the prekindergarten
children had a continuing experience by enrolling in the
Headstart program during the summer of 1966. mighty -taro of
the ninety-four children who attended the prekindergarten
program also attended the Ileadstart program.

Further plans include a continuation and expansion of
the prekindergarten program during the 1966-67 school year.
The teachees will be involved in developing a curriculen 'Zor
four-year-olds from the school areas qualifying for Title
funds. They will assist with inservice training for future
prekindergarten teachers. The evaluation of the prekinder-
garten activity will center around (1) direct benefits to
the children involved, (2) characteristics of the siblin32
of prekindergarten participants, and (3) program development,

The general effectiveness of the prekindergarten prc-
gram has not been adeqately measured. Satisfactory stn
dardizcd tests to measure progress of these children are not
available.

ti J



The i;calz
activities o the prtkindergarten prs-

g,-am iad.Faetad t:-.ae an e.Fiort was made to help the four-

year-olLi from t isadvantage,d areas develop communioatae

e i; 4.1/ 1.0 ore mny-corce,;ts aad ihcrea.e their cogniti..:a

Observations
made by the Dre:cindarf:arten

staff iya:icaL.e.:

positive ollangaS in the behavior of parents. The

included an increase in:

1. Cooperation and interest in the program as evi-

denced by staff-parent contacts and

2. C=::.-anicatica
betuean the parent and child with

respect to the prelciaLar,:erten
1.:rozram, as CV.-

dá by statements from -le caildrta.

children were observed
1.-4.e,.--ram to

1. become more spontaneous in conversation;

2. Gradually begin telling stories that they hee

heard, as well as dramatize the stories;

3. Improve their ability to ft:Loa directions;

4. Learn to discriminate objects by size, color,

and shape;

5. improve their motor skills; ane

6. Become more sociable.

(e. The elementary program was primarily cod
with te., areas of reading and math. The project was plae

to accommodate six hundred pupils, a teaching staff 6f

teachers, two test evaluators and a dir..tor of each

An extension of activities for the summer progr= ino:

twohour per day Physical Education program.
This inaluclec:

a planned recreational schedule under the directioa oL: a

tified Physical Education Major with supervisory expe.,..-ieoz,

in the Physical Education Program. As aides in the

opportunity was given to seven students of NYC (Neigorl-.00,i

Youth Corps). These students served as aides to clasroo

teachers, directors of pupils at the mid-morning ccc.1:Lc.,

and group leaders during the Physical Ldueation hour.

The instructional organization functioned under two

patterns permanent class and departmen'talized classco.

the primary level, second, third aad fourth grade

remained with their homeroom teacher for both readin zat:i

machewatics. Departmentalized
grade cla,ses bean with fifth

through seventh grade with four i:ctors ia readin:3

four in 4odern mathematics.
This planned orgaai...atial
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teeel-aln3 pattern worked most effectively, providing a well

ae.jueted et=ea,here for both etudents and teachers. The

leepil-teeaeere retio was nineteen xi each claw or divieice.

multiplicity of approaches were used in reading thee

incluf.e2 the phonetics, basal text, linguistics SRA Skill

Builders, Readers Digest and Skill Buildere. As a source

of coacrete aid in the USQ of either of the approaches, va:..y

instruetional materials and machines were available. This

multi-materials approach made the teaching-learning proceae

a more pleasant and personally satisfying to the teacher aad

the child.

Maehematics classes included inere::aetion of cent :p'..,

drilIe and practieee, and step by step advanced funetiens

designed to awaken an appreciation of our systera of n=eeeteaa

and notatioa and a one to one correepondence between oajeeta

aad ideas ofplace value.

With regard to the recreation thc child'' "ea

attending the play at Elementary School Centers LaLi:.,5;.L

games such as volleyball, basketball, horse-shoe pitchia

softball. I,Lany children have been using this area for rzer-

ation for quite some time with its inadequacies. Tha ac:aca
of equipment and proper supervision has made it erkjoyle.

The pleyground supervisor and helpers have been :Lf:gilly

appreciated by attending studeets and their parents. Theec

appreciations have included: giving guidance in proper ielce

for games, making it a safer place for recreation and are.

a program to insure participation of each grade and age la\el.

DESCRIPTION OF INSTRUMENTS USED IN EVALUATION id a AS FOLLCWS:

Teacher Observation Forms)

This was a form used by each teacher who after eha

second week of working with and observing the pupils

gave an evaluative statement of their class or division

as a whole. The cvaleation was given under these head-

ings - attitude, approximate achieving level progress

and needs.

Mat,:or,clitzln Ach4cvemant 'East IT:

The Metropolitan Achievement Test by Harcourt, Brace

and Uorld, Inc. is designed to measure abilities in five

areas as follows: Word knowledge, Word Discriminations

Readies, Spelling, and Arithmetic.

*Vor the summer program we used only the tests, 1.33e,Ly12

and Arithmetic since these were the ones pertinent io the

two subject matter area involved in the summer ins=uc-

tional program.

a

,
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r:ese es 1-Laeic 3kills by the State Univeesit,
of Iewe to measure vocabulary, Reading Ce;_-
preheneive, Lenguate Skills, Werk-Study Skills and _.eiel.-
metic Skills. For use in the Summer Program we uee.:1
the tests in aeading Comprehension aad Arithmetic Skille.

The junior high and senior high portion of the Bibb Eeeich-
ment Program was a traditional suroeer school program and c? ;:es

were taur:ht in subjeczs where the number of eeudents and the
Teed pereiseed. filie facilities were the same as during the
reL;aler school year Ballard Hudson Senico- Hii;h and
Senior :ash School:: were used to hoeze the high school el.eee
of the ILaeichment Program.

The strong feature of the prejees was that these hic,h
schools had access to the materials and ecuipment from tau::
instructional Material Center provided under Title I-P:.eje.lt
These included edequate office sulies, te:,:t books, werieceee,
reeding science and math laboratories, globes, maps, oe_-
head projectors, micro-projectors, sixteen-millometer prcee.;ere,
films, filmstrips, filmstrip preeetors, and a wide seleetie:_ f
supplementary reading materials.

The teachers used were our regular teachere. Ezell 11;
qualified, certified, and teaching in his or her proper ifie_d.

The two evaluators vere counselors certified by the Staee
Department on the masters degree level. The principals ';eere

the regular principals of each respective high school. :;:ee":

school had aeequate clerical and secretarial office perseneee.

The classes were organized aceordinL; to eubject matter,
and each student was allowed to enroll for one course :sch
course was taught daily, four hours per day, for eight wee-ee.
The hours were from eight itilstwelve-thirty with a ::reek
period in between.

The Stanford i%chievement Test administered to aLi
students during the first week of school end a different feee:
of the same test during the last week. Each student toca
the individual test pertaining to the subject in which he
enrolled. He did not take the entire battery. The tests
administered and hand scored by a coc,:eittee chosen by tha civ,1:-
lua,,:or in ea eh respective school.

The teachers were asked to rate each of Chair students et
the beginning and end of the course. The students were cies
asked to race the summer project.

. '77,1,7,5 I., rt. 7,44, . 3
. "..f4t.
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e-e:ives were ecco:olished in a large me.
thee the p..is who atteeeed were givea
:richment experiencee in che areas ef

ceeeentre;iou. (Reading end 1:odern 14ethematice)

2. The learning e:eteriences of which the p17::
e:..:peeed enhanced their early educatisaal persi..eetive.,

J. The lin4ted time anvolved was a dozerent to mcre
zectensive progress.

Lrom the teachers noint C. all chiLlren he-

benefiteed and more then e-c4e--;her de ef the to...ae

eerollment have made pregrees even thoe,:;h it

not be revealed stazisticelly.

5. The att4tudes as well as aL'ilizies ef pupils aeie

been obvioesly earicneu.

6. Pupils appreciate the oppertunity to increase
learning skills through summer school study

7 The teachin-: materials selected and used in th.: tre-
utolwe quite interesting and adequate for moee-
vating pupil interest aad providini; ineellectual

growth.

3. The evaluator's opinion of the total summer schcol
program, teaching staff and other personnel inclu.ding

our resource materials staff at the- Instructionnl
Materials Center may be expressed in the one word

"Excellent." The working relationship that exiszed
between teacher-teacher; coordinator-teacher, ant
teacher-pupil was indicative of a very healthy

teaching-learning ztmosphere. The teachers SC:47. :73

have given serious thought to daily planning for ind;1-
vidualized instruction when and where necessary. Their

teaching ability, as I observed was consisteni.. end

genuine. Conclusively speakin this initial elemer.try

summer program: was a real asset zo this school

ity.

Reconna,aJ:ations

That the suer school program be centinued for the

summer of 1967.

2. That the program centers be increased to accomodate

more pupils.

- .^
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3. Ma.: tecning sta:.:f be seleeted earlier se as
proviee orieatation workshops before the end c2 tae
reelar schoei term thus givinA teachers a brc...-1-.

a.- `" sa'aool term and the SUIT.If

4. That the books and other materials to be used ha
available at the b ginning of the program.

5. That pupils being promoted to eight grade be iacluded
in the summer prozram.

(2) Years.

a. 06,* t.2. ab( ove.
Same (b. above.

(c. Ser.e as (:) (c. above.

C.. :.Zter School Tutorial and Supervised Seuey SC:AriLlv.J
(Sevan.aah and Chatham). Since this pr*ace was

in the afternoon after school hours, ample classroom
available , and there was adequate basic material on the
tional level needed for all students who particepeeed.

Readc's Dist Skill Bid; were used as basic
for reading improvement and the An:...:ican Loo,c Lompany's
aithcmaticsbory was used as basic material for,

1..ent in matlielaaties. Supplementary reading material to
late individual initiative in readinr4 was also provided.
Cc7.-pton's Pictured Encvclopeeia raid Woster's "i":3w
and Webster's Nc:u Practical Dictionay were used as baoio
reference materials in providing supervised study services.
Teachers were provided with Teacher's Annotated Editions or
other guides to assist them in the use of instructional

Most of the teachers who served in the after schoca
rial and supervised study centers were selected from the eL;e-

lar teaching staff. Experience indicates a neee for special
in-service training on the part of teachers serving in
ject of this cype.

The chief advantages in providing remedial and supplemea-
tary instructional services after regular school hours
qualified teachers, who would not be availa'ole in the
hours because of their regular teaching', duties, are avail-.:.
in fairly large numbers after school; space is available an.:
is not available during the regular day; and non-public school
students can more easily participate; however, it was foe:
that a few of the teachers were unable because of their wcrh
load from giving their best to their regular morning cia6ses.
Care must be taken to avoid this.
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The procedure helps to determine how nearly
tho original ::D.jectives of the project have been reached and
to iLdicate ares in which methods and means may be improved.

Since t cted average gain for a student is at ica3t
a mouth for -;:lonth of the7program, grade placements would
give a more e:etailed indication of growth both for the indi-
vidual and the group. As theS-e,kudents are already below
the nat:Lonal norm, percentile intervals do not reflect this
detailed procress3 however, in examination of the test dnta
indicates that students nade normal or better progress an:1
since their attendance and successful attendance allm7ed
them to proceed with their regular classes, the pro&am wa8
deemod a substantial success.

Same as (1) (c. above.

(3) Teen Years.

(a. Same as (1) (a. above.
(b. Same as (1) (b. above.
(c. Same as (1) (c. above.
(d. Same as (2) (d. above.



SMSA "B" (Fulton, Cobb, and D?Kalb County

(a) A List of Five Yost Effective Pr

(1 ) Early Years

(b)

(2)

(a.

(b.

(c.
(d.

(e.

Summer Program for
County)

Summer Reading Program (Fulton County)

Corrective Reading Program (Cobb County)

Expansion of Services for Exceptional. Children
Remedial. and Developmental Reading and Remedial

Mathematics

Systems)

oject Activities

Pre-School Children (Fulton

Middle Years

(a.

(b.

(c.

(d.

(e.

(3) Teen

Strengths
listed in

(Seine as (1) immediately prededing.)

Summer Program for Pre-School Children (Fulton

County)
Summer Reading Program (Fulton County)

Corrective Reading Program (Cobb County)

Expansion of Services for Exceptional Children

Remedial and Developmental Reading and Remedial

Mathematics

Years

Expansion of Services
Program for Exceptional Children
Remedial and Developmental Reading,

Mathematics
No projects available for this SMSA
No projcts available for this SMSA

and ';,nesses of the above project

Par 1:4: Section 9 SMSA (a) (1),

(1) (a. Introductory Statement

Remedial

category.
category.

activities
(2), and (3).

This eight week pre- school program was an
attempt to enrich the lives of educationally

deprived children through the provision of a well

planned classroom environmnt and through the

provision of a series of life related activities.

The program was evaluated by all professional

personnel as a very successful one.

The main strengths and weaknesses of this

activity as determined through consistent observa-

tion, through active participation, and through

the use of an evaluation form are as follows:

Background Planning

..Strengths

ON,
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Extensive planning of program by total
instructional and administrative staff

(2. Program planned in terms of current system

philosophy

(3. Areas of need determined by local school
personnel

..Weaknesses

(1. Insufficient time for planning by instructional
personnel who were already carrying heavy
responsibilities in relation to the regular

school program

(2. Time for in-service experience limited due to
short time between regular program and summer
school program

(3. Insti.uction for aides limited by time element

(I. Salary of teaching personnel considered
inadequate for time and work demanded by

program

Pro ;ram - Content and Organization

..Strengths

(1. Framework in keeping with principles of growth

and development pertaining to the pre-school

child

Schedule utilized with sufficient flexibility

to meet the needs of individual teachers and

children

(3. Content, for the most part, consisting
related experiences necessary for more
acceptable development of the deprived

of life-

child

(4. A balanced program consisting of teacher-

directed and pupil-chosen activities included:

Creative play
Grooming experiences
Breakfast and snack time

Cooking experiences
Talking and listening experiences
Storytime (in the classroom and in the library

under the guidance of the librarian)
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Flannel board experiences
Use of films and filmstrips
Singing and rhythmic experiences
Trips
T:eighborhood walks, and
Visits with resource people.

(5. Individual needs met through low teacher-pupil
ratio and adequate teacher-aide personnel

(6. Physical, social, and emotional needs met
through special services included:

Nutritional services
Medical and dental services
Social-worker
Provisions for clothing and personal groc_ing

aids, and
Daily art, musical, and physical education

activities.

(7. Adequate budget to allow for individual and
group activities

(8. Parent education through teacher-parent contacts
included:

Home visits
Teacher-parent conferences, and
School planned activities for parent groups.

(9. Heterogeneous grouping in terms of cultural
background in some centers

..Weaknesses

(1. Effort to carry out too many activities,
especially off-campus field trips, in such a
short ptogrel

Instruction regarding good eating habits limited
to great degree due to lack of provision for
teacher participation in food experiences

(3. Snack time inadequate for deprived child in a
number of instances

(II
. Necessity for :umbers of small children to be

on buses for long periods of time (due to
transportation scheduling)

(5. United librarian service in some centers leadinc;
to inadequate utilization of library facilities

draw .
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(6. ,:cost total homogeneoue groups in terms of

cultural background in certain deprived centers

(Since some areas were almost totally depred,

there were few lesser deprived to balance T.-:

groups.)

(7. Daily art, music, and physical education

activities considered a vital part of progra::

(8. Eizht-week program too shc.rt to provide deprived

child with desired background of experiences

ordinarily associated with entrance into

regular school

Personnel

..Strengths

(1. Careful selection of both professional and non-

professional personnel in terms of training,

experience personality

(2. Employment of regular primary classroom teachers

who were already familiar with system policy

and philosophy

(3.
Availability of helping teacher towork with

class groups and with teachers to promote a ,

,

well coordinated total program
r

(4. Efficient services rendered by all personnel:

Almost without exception teachers expressed

special understanding and appreciation for

the deprived child.

Non-professional services rendered by aides

proved invaluable'in fulfilling aims of

program.

Cafeteria staff provided attractive and in Most

cases adequate food service and showed

special thought directed toward the needs

of deprived children.

Prompt and efficient service provided by the

bus drivers made extensive saheduling of

trips possible.

Contacts made by social workers enabled home

to relate to the program. This invaluable

service reached and brought into the program

many children who would not otherwise have

been included.

Lt
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Guidance of principal fa; 'litated
coordinatinz of ecnter's total ,pro ray;

Maintenance personnel, that is, those dealing
with equipment, :ail service, and building
up-keep, were outstanding in their efforts
to make the program a success.

Librarians provided pleasurable and interest-
broadening experiences.

The audio-visual personnel were: instrumentr,11 in
providing teachers with book and non-book
materials not available in the center:;.

..Weaknesses

(1. Too few people available with pre-school c.:....ti-
fication.

(2. Difficulty of teachers to make smooth traniti-.:n
from regular school program to this More
flexible situation due to lack of time for
orientation

Facilities

..Strengths

(1. Complete school plant available for program

(2. Very adequate and attractive physical facilities
available in most centers

(3. Availability of buses for off-campus trips

..Weaknesses

(1. Small rooms and inadequate physical facilities
in some centers (Sizes of old classrooms limited
space in which children could move around with
the freedom essential to a pre-school situation.
(The lack of sinks in the old classrooms was a
very definite disadvantage.)

(2. Rooms not sufficiently cooled for our hot sulmes

(3. In some centers lunchroom equipment not desirable
for pro-school children and for social or
family-type eating experiences

(4. Lack of bathing facilities
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Materials and Equi-pment

..:Strengths

7i

(1. Multiplicity of safe and in most instances
durable materials and equiiment in each ce-.1tor
suitable for the age and development of

( 2. Materials selected by departmental instructional
Personnel on the baLis of research and
experience

(3. Excellent indoor and outdoor eauipment
for experiences in all areas of growth
(physical, emotional, social) and espec-L-d'y
aiding in increased muscular coordination

..Weakness ::s

(1. Quality of a very few pieces of equipment nct
durable enough for group situation

(2. Some materials not available in centers until
latter part of program

(3. Too few small manipulative kinds of equipment

Evaluation

..Strengths

(1. Heavy reliance upon observations and anecdotal
records made.by professional personnel

(2. Evaluation made in terms of degree to Which
individual and group needs of deprived child
were met

(3. Evaluation made in terms of relation of Darts
of the program to effectiveness of the whole
program

(4. Evaluation made by people actively participin;
in program (professional, non-professional,
children, parents)

..Weaknesses

(1. Short period of time between summer program end
regular school program

(2. Attempt to evaluate areas of growth in eight-
week period of time

74
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This summer reading progari was designcd if Ln
effort to strengthen and enrich the reading of
certain deprived children insofar as would be
possible within an eight-week period of time.

The program was two-fold in nature:

(1. Basal text materials were used in an
instructional grow:, situation.

(2. Children were given a variety of life
experiences which provided opportunity for
them to read with greater understanding.

The main strengths and weaknesses of this
program as determined through consistent observa-

tion, through active participation, and through the

completion of a questionnaire are as follows:

Background Planning

..Strengths

111 Program was planned by all members of
professional and administrative staff.

(2. Plans were in keeping with current system
philosophy.

(3. Local school personnel determined the areas of
need.

(4. A two day orientation meeting was held for
professional personnel.

(5. Principals of home schools made contacts to
inform parents and encourage participation.

..Weaknesses

(1. Orientation period was limited due to short,
number of days between the ending of regular
School and the beginning date for the summer
program.

(2. There was insufficient time for planning by
professional personnel who were already carrying
heavy responsibilities in relation to the
regular school ',program.

(3. Some materials were ordered too late to be
received in time for most effective utilization.



- Content and Organization

. (1. Program was designed to meet special reading

needs of deprived children through an enrich-

ment phase and a developmental phase.

Developmental phase provided an opportunity

for reinforcement of present reading skills

and for acquiring new skills in reading.

Multiple reading texts were available.

Special needs of children were met threuEll

individualized and eraall group work.

New and varied techniques and materials 1.7;::::2

used to stimulate interest.

Enrichment phase included a variety of new and

enriching experiences which
contributed to a

better understanding of the printed page and

to the development of improved attitudes

toward school.

The unit approach involved life-related

experiences and creative classroom

activities which fostered growth and

stimulated interest in reading.

Art, music, and physical education were an

integral part of the daily program.

Numerous library materials offered opportunity

for research and independent reading, thus

adding breadth and depth to the program.

Frequent library periods and flexible

scheduling contributed to the effectiveness

of the total program.

Classes were small enough to allow teachers

th meet individual needs and to allow fer

small group participation.

The small nunber of pupils in each classroaca

made possible more space which provided

opportunity for children to engage in

Purposeful
individual and group activities

within the classroom.

Flexibility in scheduling allowed for a w_riety

of creative, enriching, and develoimental

activities at the times when they were most

meaningful to the children.

Children, parents, and teachers felt a frk,,,edom

from pressures created by, grading, zecting

schedules, and feeling the need to cover a

certain amount of material and to "get

children ready for the next teacher."
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Aciecluate e_._ci for freedom in. the
planning an L:. e.,..ecuting of many varied

activities.
The physical and emotional needs of deprived

children were met through many spec:!1
services.

In most instances, provisions for breakfast
and a snack supplied nourishment enabling
children to more fully participate in
educational activities.

Services of public health doctors and dentists
were available when immediate treatment
was necessary.

Provisions for clothing and grooming aids
contributed to the development of self-
confidence, security, and a sense of pride.

Social workers were helpful in cultivatins,
bettor attitudes on the part of children
and parents and thus promoted more hole-
some home-school relationships.

..Weaknesses

(1. In some cases, the school day was too short for
the completion of the desired number of
activities.

(2. The eight-week program was not long enough to
show marked improvement in developmental reading.

(3. The individual reading inventory was new and
cumbersome to some teachers.

(4. In some centers, it was felt that the amount of
food was inadequate for older, growing, deprived
children.

(5. Instruction regarding good eating habits was
limited to a great degree due to the lack of
provision for teacher participation in food
exoeriences.

(6. More adequate services from public health
doctors and dentists were needed in some eases.

Personnel

..Strengths

(1. Professional and non-professional personnel
were carefully selected in terms of training,
experience, and personality.
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(2. It was advantageous to use teachers from regular

school program because of their familiarity

with system policy and philosophy.

(3. Professional personnel possessed the rare

quality of "feeling" for deprived children.

(4. Helping teachers were available to render

services when needed and to offer suggestions

for improvement.

(5. Librarians provided assistance to teachers in

securing materials for coordination with units

of work.

These persons offered enrichment to children

telling and reading stories, assisting in

selection of appropriate books, helping Tiith

research, etc.

(6. Principals were on the premises to supervise

and coordinate the program.

Experienced and well-trained cafeteria and

custodial helpers were available in each center.

...Weaknesses

(1. Some teachers had difficulty in making a

transition from regular school routine to cut=

/program which included more life-related

activities.

(2. Salaries could have been increased in order to

allow for longer planning and work periods at

the end of each school day.

(3. In certain instances, the teachers were uti-r.ed"

because of rushing' into this program without a

vacation from regular duties.

(4. Smaller centers felt a need for more extensive

library services.

(5. In certain instances, teacher 'aides could hrIve

been helpful in this type program.

Materials and Equipment

..Strengths

A wide variety of new and different materials

and equipment created interest in reading and offered

many pleasant experiences to deprived children.



..Weaknesses

(1. Some materials and equipnent 11,:re not u2ed to
fullest advantage because of late delivery.

(2. In some cases, the library materials and
equipment were not used to greatest advantie
because of part-tine staffing, and some
equipment did not prove to be of desired
quality and workmanship.

Facilities

..Strengths

(1. All classes were situated in regular school
buildings.

'(2. The geographic location of centers allowed
deprived children throughout the system to

participate.

(3. Children had access to all facilities (librar,
lunchroom, etc.) in the school buildings.

(4. Many classrooms were sua,:ious and well-designed
for use in this program.

..Weaknesses

(1. Some classrooms did not have as desirable
facilities as others for this type program.

The advantages included:

lack of running water
poor ventilation for use in summer.

(2. Some need was felt for shower facilities in the

centers.

Evaluation

..Strengths

(1. Evaluation was conducted by persons actively

participating in the program (profession,a
and non-profesSional staff, children, and

parents).

(2. Evaluation was made in terms of the degree to

which individual and group needs of deprived

children were met.
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(3. Evaluation was based upon observations and
=eddotal records kept by professional 1..)-rsonn:i.l.

...Weaknesses

(1. It was felt to be impractical and unfair to
attempt to evaluate a child's growth in
developmental reading during an eight-week
program.

(c. ..Strengths

(1. Adequate 'TheiliLies

(2. Wide variety of materials

(3. In- service training for new eouipilient

(4. 24 certified elementary teachers, 1 T-6
supervisor, 2 T-5 superirisors, and 12
principals with Masters or above.

(5. Pre-planning week for teachers, careful
screening of students, uniform schedule.

(d.

(6. Teacher questionnaires
Parent opinion
Records of students' work
Test results

(7. Worked cooperatively with Headstart Program,
Headstart funds prviclecl mid-morning snack
for reading childr _.

(8. Title I provided transportation for both
reading and Headstart programs.

..Weaknesses

(1. Schedule was too long for younger students.

(2. Some instructional materials arrived late.

Expansion of Service, Program for Exceptional
Children. (Pilot Home Instruction Program for
Abused, Abandoned and Exploited Children) (Home
and Hospital instruction Project - -to develop
curriculum materials and supplies for bedside teach-
ing). See II 9 (b) (3)

.

ke. Remedial and Developmental Reading and Remedial
Mathematics. See II 9 (b) (3) (a.

(2) See Item II 9 (b) (3)
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Cdd::ral office and standardized test records
vdrd available on all children in the DeKalb
County School System. Those pupils needing
s ...cos of this project were easily identified.

(2. Scheduling provided for the summer program wlas

very successful. It provided for individual
differences for pupils to be taught.

..Weaknesses

(1. Enormous numbers of pu-Dils needed scrvicc:s

Provided by the project. Only top priority

cases were selected.

(2. In initial stages there was a lack of Qualifid
personnel. Towards the end of the project tis
problem was greatly reduced through in-service
courses.

Title i caused the American public to recognize
that differences in educational opportunities do
exist due to economic deprivation. Title I has
proved that this is a problem which can be roduceel
if not eliminated by proper operation.

An Informal Reading Inventory consisting of
several hundred words was administered to pupils to
establish the levels on which they were to be
instructed in reading. It was readministered at the

end of the program to determine individual progress.

Pre-test results indicated a remedial program
median grade placement of 2.16 and a developmental
program median grade placement of 3.56. Post-tests
showed gains of one year one month for the remedial
readers and six months for the developmental readers.

(b. See Item (1) (d. above.

(1. Summer school programs at Aidmore Hospital,
Atlanta Florence Crittenton Home, Hone
Instruction, DeKalb County Juvenile Detention

Home School.

(2. Curriculum Resource Laboratory.

(3. Consultant in Special Education to the Do :alb

County Developmental Evaluation Clinic for

Retarded Children.
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(4. Summer recreation program for the Trainable
Mentally Retarded.

(5. Office Training Course, Atlanta Florence
Crittenton Home.

(6. Transportation to special classes for
exceptional children.

(7. Closed-Circuit Television, DeKaib Children's
Center for Parent Education and the education
of professional people in the field of mental
retardation. The types of evaluations were
subjective in nature and individualized as to
the phases listed above. A complete day by
day log was maintained for each subactivity.

Because of the uniqueness of the project with
its many phases, various techniques were utilized.
For example, in the summer school programs the
S.R.A. Kit was used to test individual performance;
for the Developmental Evaluation Center for
Children various tests or combinations of tests
were experimented with.

In all cases the facilities were adequate or
through the use of Title I funds were made so. The
equipment and materials procured under Title
funds were excellent and for the most part arrived
in plenty of time to be useful during the official
project period. Furthermore the equipment and
materials complimented existing supplies. All
professional personnel were fully certified and
qualified for their position. Little formal
in-service training was necessary, but constant
supervision was provided. Scheduling for the
children was not difficult and fit within the
allocated time structure. Though evaluation was
a major factor throughout the project, other than
subjective evaluation was difficult to obtain in
such a short period of tine.

Opportunities were offered to exceptional
children through this activity that have never been
offered, and more than likely would never be
offered in the future. Parents became more
knowledgeable concerning their handicapped child or
children, and consequently viewed them more
objectively. Programs were offered to hospitalized,
disturbed, abandoned, exploited, abused and retarded
children providing some with their first positive
school experience, and first positive summer

,tt-4,454,..--
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experience for most of the children. The proj,-rams

offered developmental academic instruction,
remedial instruction, recreational activities,
business courses and, in the case of the DeKalb
County Developmental Evaluation for Children, an
extensive educational diagnosis. Children were
transported to special classes offering them their
first program geared to their capabilities. The
attitudes of both children and parents were more
positive than we would have ever hoped for.
Appreciation was expressed, and continues to be
expressed for the services which were provided
through Title I funds.

Teachers maintained a loose-leaf notebook
on every child being served. They kept a day by
day diary. An anecdotal record nnd a behavior
rating scale were also provided for more formr%1
reports. The observer reports were informi and
eervations were exchanged by staff members
during large and small grollp discussions. These
discussion groups were le:d by a proessional
staff member or by the Assistant Director.

Si SA "C" (Chattahoochee, Clayton, Gwinnett, Houston, and Walker
Counties; and Marietta City)

(a) A List of Five Most Effective Project Activities

(1) Early Years

(a. Summer Remedial Program(Reading and Mathematics)
(Marietta')

(b. Science(Walker)
(c. Kindergarten(Marietta)
(d. Diagnostic and Remedial Reading(Walker)
(e. Physical Education (Walker)

(2) Middle Years

(a. Summer Remedial Program (Reading and Mathematics)
(Mrietta)

(b. Science (Walker)
(c. Diagnostic and Remedial Reading (Walker)
(d. Physical Education (Walker)
(e. Special Reading (Marietta)

(3) Teen Years

(a. Science (Walker)
(b. Physical Education (Walker)
(c. di, and e. No other activities were available for

this SMSA "C" with enough evaluative information to
make a judgment with regard to their effectiveness.

'74 c. .44 -r,.,; ,
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(b) Strengths nesf. Weaknesses of Project Activities Listed in Part II

Section 9 SMLA "C" (a) 1, 2, and 3.

(1) (a. Summer Remeaial Program (Reading and Mathematics)

"Critical procedural
aspects of the summer

remedial program in reading and mathematics have

generally proved to be strong; a few weaknesses,

however, have been noted. The air-conditioning of

classrooms and the office of Park Street School,

where this program was held, has proved to be very

helpful especially
during 90 degree weati-er. One

minor handicap in air-conditioning .?s that pupil and

teacher must talk above the sound ehe air-

conditioner. In general, however, the fact that

windows and doors were closed and the room comfor'n'ele

at all times has made instruction more effective.

Certainly teachers and pupils have felt more

energetic than they might have without the air-

conditioning.

All materials were furnished to pupils free in

this programtextbooks, workbooks, notebooks, not`

book paper. This procedure made it possible for

teachers to require that class work be done in

systematic fashion. Study skills could thus be

stressed without the handicap of "lost" or "fo226otten"

materials. Very little homework was assigned for a

number of reasons. The abundance of audio-visual

equipment and other teacher aids removed the possi-

bility of teacher excuses for limited variety of

teaching methods. I am certain that the wealth of

fresh, new materials in spacious, cool rooms set the

stage for an effective program.

Personnel who were employed for the program were

among the most highly trained and thoroughly

experienced
employees of the Marietta system. Five

of the ten professionals hold Master's degrees. The

other five were selected because of their knoen

competence in teaching.

Procedure in training the ten professional

people for the summer program
possibly was not

structured as well as it might have been. Althc-1;

several meetings were held prior to the day

on June 6, I believe the in-service training
should

have been more extensive. Curriculum offerings

should have been planned in greater detail than was

the case. Use of audio-visual aids should have hed

greater stress. The time factor was the deterrent;

even so, I believe at least two full days of supervised
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curriculum planning and/or in-service training wc-ald

have been helpful and should be incorporated in

next year's program.

The overall organization of the summer program

reelected in the daily schedule was based on tl-)

premises: (1) Teach pupils during the morning hour,

with all "home" work done at school, yet try to offer

lunch to pupils before dismisSal (2) Cut across

actual grade placement lines to place the pupil in

whatever level of instruction he, needed. These two

premises, eight weeks later, still sound good. In

reality, they have proved most difficult to implemc.nt.

Possibly it willbe desirable in the 1967 program to

select only pupils who need comprehensive remedial

instruction in both language arts (reading, spelling,

English, composition, speech, writing) and in

Mathematics. The narrow concept of remedial reading

should likely be expanded. These pupils could thee.

be kept at school for some 4-5 hours with instruetien

planned ',xi fit their needs. In ot:ler words, an

adaptation of the staggered schedule as followed this

summer may be desirable.

Evalu#ion procedures for the summer progr=

seem to have been very effective. Reports to parents

have gone home at two week intervals. Final reports

were mailed to parents. Comprehensive testing, using

the California achievement tests, was &Ale at the

beginning of the program and again at the end.

Indication on cumulative guidance folders of the

pupil's instructional level has been made by summer

teachers. Follow up of these pupils will then be

possible.

In summary, then, I recommend (1) refinement of

the diagnosis of pupil's needs as a.part of the

pupil selection process and (2) more intensive and

explicit teacher training."

(b. Science (Walker County)

The flexibility of the scheduling was aidCd by a

staff that was willing to work at hours other than

the standard school schedule. Field trips demandcd

the unusual hours and allowed instruction to reazn

beyond the classroom.

The teachers were widely diversified in their

range of experience and were of great help to

another in teaching scjence in grades one through.

twelve.
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The faculty was racially integrated. Th ::

integration of staff dispelled many superstitions',
misconeeptions, and stereotypes about the American
Negro.

The course of study was traditional in c,:pproach
but certain aspects of team teaching were utilized
which allowed staff members to concentrate lesson
plans on specialized areas and allowed the children
to benefit from the variety of personalities in the
teaching staff. Class changes were nade on a weekly

basis.

The staff agreed that the attitudes of chilLaaa
had changed in a positive direction of more interu
in science and their environment and that potential
drop-outs had developed new educational attitudes
and goals.

.Audio-visual aids were lacking since equipment
companies had many items that had been planned for
use in this program on back orders. Standardiaed
test materials also arrived late and prevented an
assessment to be made by pre- and post-testing as
originally planned; however; standardized tests were
administered in the middle of the program which will
provide base line data for future activities.

In summary, strengths were composed of teaa
teaching aspects, flexible schedule, and a cooperative
integrated staff, while weaknesses included a lack
of audio-visual aids L. science and pre- and post-
testing by standardized instruments for evaluative
purposes.

(c. Kindergarten

"Strengths of critical procedural aspects of
the activity include several points. First of all,

the kindergartens were under direct, daily super-
vision and evaluation of the Principals of the
elementary schools in which they were housed. Materials

and equipment were abundant. Personnel, (teachers)

were all fully certified Georgia elementary teachars.

The schedule was in keeping with what research says
to the maximum time kindergartens should operate
daily, 8:30 A.M. - 1:30 P.M. Within. this framework
great flexibility was permitted in arranging group

activities. Evaluation procedures were planned at
the outset, with the Director and Superintendent of
Schools attending a Research Seminar at the Continuing
Center for Adult Education at the University of Gooia.
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.'-iltho-agh no outside agency was called upon to evaluate
the activity, the Coordinators and the Superintendent
have at hand several evaluation reports; namely,
results of Metropolitan Readiness tests given in
January and June, results of teacher check lists on
social progress in January and in June, results of
parent check lists at the end of the program,
folders of student work.

Weaknesses of critical procedural aspects may
lie in the fact that since Georgia trains few teachers
in early childhood education and since Principals
in general lack extensive training in such programs,
the actual teaching may not have been as dynamic and
effective as one would hope. Alao the tremendoui;
task involved in selecting, procuring, distributin,.;
equipment and materials within such a short period o2
time left too little time for the coordinators to
supervise the daily program and provide as much in-
service training fo:.. teachers as was needed.
Evaluation will have to be done as the pupils who
benefited from the five months of Mndergarten Move
into first grade and further schooling':

(d. Diagnostic and Remedial Reading

Remodeled facilities were considered to be a
decided strength as compared to unremodelcd
which were too hot during the summer sessions and also
overcrowded. A Mobile Reading Unit was quite helpful
in establishing summer reading centers closest to the
largest numbers of participants.

An initial survey of existing facilities in
adjoining counties and states for information en
types of equipment available and their uses help Yialze
decisions for the purchase of remedial reading
materials. A reading center was established to
facilitate fuller use of all materials. An in-service
training program was established for teachers and
aides in the use and preparation of reading materials.
The reading center provided duplicating services for
the reading teachers and aides.

Although the reading center provided a central
place for storage and check-out point for materials,
many materials did not gain their fullest use because
of distribution e. g. teachers of outlying. parts of
the county had to travel to the center to check out
materials and some teachers did take advantage of
the materials and services that were offered by the
center.
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Teachers, aides, and the coordinator were
qualified for their positions; however, it was
difficult to fill the positions and many qualified
aides were not employed until the regular school
term was near completion. A psychologist was not
able to offer enough time to do all of the necessary
testing and not enough funds were allotted to hire
more professional personnel. Also, personnel funds
were not adequate enough to hire the necessary
nunbers of teacher aides.

The program vas made considerably stroner by
honogeneous grouping by chronological mental an,
by reading ability; and by classes of three to five
children each; however, this did pose scheallin,-;
difficulties with other scheduled regular classes
during the normal school term,

Summer students were screened by the use of th,:
Gates Primary and Readiness Tests end classes vere
homogeneously grouped according to readinE;
Classes were composed of six or less children -ear
group. The program was limited to word recognitf.on
skills, listening skills, and cenDrehension shills.
This screening, group size, ana limitation of areas
to be covered by teachers and aides are viewed as
areas of strength; however, the amount of ti .:e used
to screen and schedule the classes; the lack of
enough aides for nurerous groups, and the lack of
enough space were viewed as serious weaknesses.
Scheduling was a -oroblem for the regular term and
the summer term programs.

An evaluation by statistical analysis of test
data of the regular tern program was not attempted
because of the short duration of its operation.

Documentation of the sunner program included
Daily Record Sheets of Class Activities; Pre- and
Post Achievement Tests; SR A Progress Report;
Summary Progress Report; and a graph of each child's
achievement test results; all of which greatly aided
this evaluation; however, at the beginning of the
program this type of record keeping was strange and
Quite different for teachers and aides, and tests
were administered to children at the wrong reading
levels.

(e. Physical Education Nalker)

The evaluation of this program indicated that
the primary objective was physical fitness rather
than physical education. Guidelines suggested by
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the P:..-sdent's Council on Physical Fitness W2,-0
used to evaluate the physical fitness of chil(aren
in grz..des one through twelve of both sexes.

The program was considered strong since it was
directed towards specific objectives with .or,72,3r:rid
criterions of performance. Also the program :as
well organized and all students and teachers par
Dated. A final stren#h was the endorsement o1' thc:
program by parents.

DeCided disadvantazes incli.;.ded the lack of a
physical educatia building with the conseouenc , 4.

limited equipmcnt for games, lack of storage, r:e:'

lack of shower and dressing roam facilities. :.!_so,

full time physical education instructors were not
available in all schools) and not ,snough tL:.e was
devoted to the activity.
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9 A:i;ALYSIS C2 T:12 E2FECTIVL ACTIVITIE

SMSA *1) (All other county and City system
SMSA A, B, C, or E)

AND MEMODS

s not listed as part of

(-,) A List of Five Most Effective Project Activities.

... ... .Early Seals.

Nutrition Consulta
(b. Psychological Pro
(c. Remedial Reading
(d. Remedial Readin

(e. Kindergarten

(2) Niddle Years.

ion (Dodge County)

.ram (Dodge County)
(Dodge County Summer Program)

, (Lodge County Regular Term Program)
Dodge County)

(a. Nutrition Consultation (Dodge County)

(b. Psychological Program (Dodge Co,aty)

(c. Remedial Reading (Dodge County Summer Program)

(d. Elementary Counseling (Dodge County)

(e. Improvement of Instruction of Reading by the Use of

Audio Visual Equipment.

(3) Teen Years.

(a. Nutrition Consultation (Dodge County)

Psychological Program (Dodge County)

(c. Remedial Reading (Dodge County Sumner Program)

(d. Vocational Training (Lowndes County)

(-. Sumner Remedial Reading Program

(b) S1';renaths and Weaknesses of Project Activities listed in Part

II, 9, sms.A. "D', 1, 2, and 3.

(1) Early Years.

(a. Nutrition Consultation (Dodge County) Survey given

to Dodge County made the following revelations about the

students' eating habits so that a more realistic program

can be planned for the county: Money is not always a

factor in nutrition; the lunchroom could be more of a

learning experience for children - e.g. using silver correctly;

the strong and weak points in the childrens' diets were seen.

The nutrition course that the consultant taught showed

the lunchroom workers more about what they should be serving

and why. Uopefully the results will be better workers and

managersandmoreenutritioussmeals:.

A
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The lunchroom records were not:kept by the consultant.

The records were kept in another office; therefore, the

nutrition consultant was not always aware of any changing

policies. if classes are to be taught to the workers,

attendance must be compulsory. Teachers did not take an

active parr in the surveys and evaluation. The resuits

being that they'd be more aware of their students'

nutrition.

Many of the children from low income families get

their only full meal of the day in the school lunchroom.

Nalnutrition is a problem of a very large percentage of

these children. If they are to be helped educationally

then it is necessary and needful that their diets be

improved both at school and at home.

("o Psychological Program (Dodge County) A study rale:zing

to fifty-six children who were referred for evaluation between

February 1, 1966 and Nay 31, 1966.

During the period between February 1 and May 31, 1966,

fifty-six children were referred for evaluation. The

referrals came from various sc'trces, that is, grade teachers,

and in sonic cases, the parents themselves requested assistance.

All children involved in this study had one basic problem,

that is they were underachievers' in their present grade

placement. However, as would be expected there were additional

areas of conflict in almost every case. These ranged from

lack of conflict in almost every case. That:re ranged from lack

of attendance and acting out behavior in the classroom, to

even lack of adjustment in the home situation.

All children were enrolled in the public school system

and the age range was from 6.7 years to 14.3 years. The mean

age was 10 years 3 months. These children ran the gamut in

regard to socio-economic level, that is, from the lower

levels to the upper strata in this particular community.

However, the majority of cases were at the marginal or sub-

marginal level in regard to socio-economic status. Also,

there was a central theme involving cultural deprivation in

the majority of cases.

Although in the majority of cases there is some group

data in regard to achievement, group 1Q, etc., there was in

each particular case an individual assessment. Therefore,

the first step was to have each child evaluated in regard

to intellectual capacity and personality. capabilities.

Consequently each child was seen by a qualified clinical

psychologist for..a complete psychological assessment. In

the cases where the families showd an active interest,

individual appointments were given to discuss the obtained

findings as related to their child. On a few occasionaain

which the parents themselves had requested heIp,..tUcparenta

tr4.1,,457,



,eeee ieeLtially befoe'e psycholot:ical evaluation and the
,1

-teeth eee.1 Loll owine eee eteeeing for informing of the results.

.23elleeini, the eeeicel assessment a troposed plan

wee then adopted for eeee of the fifty)ix chil(ftren.

Propoeels were made with the emphasis beite3 that they should

fit the ihdividuel needs of each child. Coesequantly some

of the suggestions are goile:-; to involve a lon ter'

treatment procedure and the total results of chi s study are

not going to be available at this time. Therefore, the

data will be reported in vied of the present seatus and the

above reservations should be kept in mind.

Lfter the children we evalueted psycholot;iceily, tee

were grouped into three mein ceezegories.

(1) Edeeable Mentally Retarded (Eiet) reterrels.

(2) personality or adjustment problems wieh overt

symptoms.

(3) Problems related to achievement in regard to

school accomplishment without overt symptoms

of personality disturbance.

Usirer; these rather broad classification areas the

children were then placed as follows: Twenty-eight were

considered .to be strictly EMR candidates. Three children

were placed in the category involving personality adjustment

problems that showed overt symptoms of arh:iety and the remainintL

children were categorized as underachievers in vie .e of

innate capacity.

Following the categotizing of the students, individual

conferences were then arranged with the parents who showed

an active interest in their child's progress. This involved

eleven parent-converence-interviews. Interestingly enoueh,

of the eleven parents who came in for the inteeviewe, seven

of these had a child who was an underachiever with perfectly

good potential but obviously not doing well. This ie not eo

infer that the other parents were not interested but they

simply did not "pueh.forean interview and due to time

limitation it was impossible for a meeting with each

individual parent. Eowever, the findings, lerimarily those

involved with the MIR group, were given to the school counseler

or the classroom teacher herself with instructions to interpret

these in a broad sense to the family and point out that thoy

would need specialized educational programming. In a few in-

stances it was felt that because of the highly explosive

connotation that would be involved with such a diagnostic

label as mental retardation the teacher should be the one to

consult with the parents. Therefore, an additional nine

interviews were arranged for parents conference of the I'MR

candidates.
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These conferences were carried out by :he vieiting teacher,
"Ars. Wilce:n

e0

As of September 10, 1966, ten children of the twenty-
eight considered for Ela placement alon, have been placed in
a specialized program for the school year 1966-67 The
remaining eighteen are enrolled in their regular class and
of course, their teachers have been infor4ed of their limiza-
Lions and consequently are expected not to 'place a '--teat
deal of pressure- on the individual to ach!.eve at a
regular class level. As much individual time and attention.

as is possible have Yee: suggested to he given these children,
coelJled with the suggestion for imrdrovin their skills out-.
side of academic areas. Three of ehe children that have not
been placed in is 2; however, have been referred to Vocational
Rehabilitation for vocational assistance.

Four children were placed on intensive casework durfng
the summer the visiting teacher and as of SeptLeber,
ma :tad improvement has been shown in three cases: The
fourth case is judged as remaining about at the seme level.
This of course, indicated a 75% improvement rate for this smaLl
group. The remaining children as of September 1966 have
not had any individualized treatment. however, steps are bein:r
implemented at this point to see that they are placed in
individual therapeutic situations or at least a group progrem
will be improvised between now and the end of the for-7h-
coming school year. The majority of the cases of course
will be seen by the clinical psychologist or the consulting
psychiatrist. In a few of the cases the visiting teacher
will continue with the treatment and in a few instances other
auxiliary personnel will be employed in treating these chiL

It is felt that the most challenging group from the
professional point of view is the one involving tha third
category. These children definitely present a challenge in
terms of helping them, since they do not display overt
symptoms of maladjustment either through individual ineer-
viewing or through projective testing. Eighty per cent of
these children have been placed in the remedial proe:ram due
to their poor achicvment, It is felt that this is rizcessaz7
even though their intellectual capacity nay be even avraf;c:
or abOvL,, they are obviously not producing frem en academic
point of view. it is with this category of paLizzs that
major emphasis will be placed on obteining the cooperation eZ
the parents as far ae wori:.ing through and with then on a
professional basis.

In regard to discussions it should be noted that of all
the cases referred, there wee definitely evidence of some
kind of problem.

4-Z,1,0,411.-0-...-AVV,,,
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Although we do not hews a break down per se, in regard to
the reason for referral, they were all under-achievers, basi-
cally. The individual teachers had correctly diagnosed
th(ar problem In oeher words, l.f a child, after psycho-
logical assessment was found to be in need of a specialized
educaticnal progrem generally:this vas the opinion of the
teacher, chat is, he was a slow learner and felt to be
mentally retarded. In a few instances of course, the reason
for referral was wrong, that is, 'the child was categorized as
having behavior problems when in reality these were simply
acting out manifestations of behavior. However, by and
large, as previously noted the referrals were quite adequate
and therefore valid.

In regard to the discussion pertaininiz to the findings
it is felt that basically all referrals were quite ,,ppro-
I)riate. In retrospect of course, some of these children snould
have been referred much earlier but: hindsight is always
better than foresight.

This study consisted of psychologically evaluating fifty-
six children that were referred to the office of the visitin
teacher during the months of February throuz;h li]ay of 1966.

These children consequently were viewed in terms of what
service, if any, could be provided and no prior experimental
design had been designated.

At the present time no definite conclusions can be
reached as to the final results. However, from a service
oriented viewpoint, the proposals that were made and the im-
plication of these proposals has been quite rewarding. It is
felt that particular strength lies in the ability of the
averacze teacher to note disturbances in her classroom situation.
As far as weaknesses are concerned several of the children
should have been referred at an earlier age. Perhaps not
enough emphasis was placed on obtaining, a perent-conference-
interview as could have been and some of the goals may not
be obtainable due to the environmental situation. Nevertheless,

it is felt that our efforts up to this point have been
positive and consequently rewarding to the stafs= as a whole.
A continuation is definitely going to be in order in regard
to thu treatment oases, which will shortly .be implemented thrceh

the clinic.

(c. Reedial Reading (Dodge County)y)

Project Strengths included:

(1) A daily in- service program was held.
(2) Individual teacher conferences wi;h the psycho-

logists concerning each child.
(3) Collection of complete social histories and

two psychological evaluations --- giving under-
standing as to causes of children diff:icul-

ties

a.

ly
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Pro:aet Weahnesses included:

92

(1) 1aterials and equipment were late in arrivins

or never arrived.

(2) Teachers did not use all the equipment because

they had not been instructed about how to use

it. In some cases the machine arrived but

no materials or vice-versa.

This program provided each child a complete psychological

tescinEf at the beginning and at the end of the session-.. There

were also social histories collected on each child. This

was a concentrated attempt to discover the precise reasons

which prevent a child from doing the work which he is capable

of dot at school. During this sur,Inf,r session psychologists

were available for 15 days to work with the adents having:

emotional difficulties and also to pork with teachers concernini7

the instructional program for each of the children enrolled

in the remedial program. Specialized equipment such as

controlled readers, film strips, Tachist-O-Scopes filmstrip

previewers and projectors, screens, tape recorders, overhead

projectors, etc., were purchased to insure new approaches

toward reading; therefore, attitudes improved. These children

needed to get out of their "ruts" of the same approach.

Naturally educational opportunities are wore accessible if

these childrea are arzod with a better reading ability.

(d. asmedial Reading (ofoege County 2rograw)f

Strengths included:

(1) There were determined professionally certified

teachers who veered from old methods of teaching

reading.

(2) For the most part students were ea5:-er to go

alon with new experimental methods.

(3) Small classes in two of the schools which

allowed sonic individual hel-o.

(4) Some definite gains were made in students'

reading ability.

(5) Some of the students attitudes toward reading

and toward school improved as was proved by the

questionnaires.
(6) Teachers reported that some withdrawn children

became more outft,oing perhaps because of the nor

attention they received.

(7) Feeling of accomplishment felt 2:eater than fear

of failure.
(C) Classroom distractions were minimized.
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Program Weal;.nesses included!

(1) The live }nonch period was toe brief to set

up the proam and to carry iu out effectively.

(2) rquilD:-.:ent and materials were late in arriving.

(3) Personnel changinor jobs in one school (at ona

time .one teacher had 72 students.)

(4) Too many children in au. least 3 of the schools.

(5) 4o reading consultant could be found as had

oriL;inally been planned for.

c.0) ..,nose was a leek' of proper identieation of

children.

(7) There was inadequate houeing in th,...e of the

schools.

(3) The in-service time was insufficient,

(9) Teachers were not familiar wieh testing and

evaluation procedures.

In considering the overall results of the research for t'r.a

remedial reading project, it must constantly be kept in mind thee

the essential pieces of data on which the research is based wes

secured by or front teachers with little or no experience in research.

Although .every attempt was made to insure the objectivity and ac-

curacy of the data obtained, the time period involved and the tea-

phasis on instruction placed some serious limitations on the

research effort. It is for this reason that the results cannot.

be considered conclusive in any sense.

As has already been indicated, the proram was aimed essen-

tially at those students in the I.Q. range of 75 to 90. Theo-

retically, students above an approximate 90 I.Q. would be

expected to function within normal range and therefore not require

a specialized program such as remedial readily,. The students of

75 to 90 I.Q. could not be expected to make en average amount of

progress in comparison to national norms on standardized tests.

It therefore seemed advisable to devise some way in which prog-:zzs

could be measured, but which would also take into considerati.on /1

the expected slow rate of growth of this classification of ste-

dents. For this reason raw score data was used in the analysis z

of test scores.

The program operated in 5 schools. While the assumption is

made for research purposes that the teachers were comparable com-

petencies, such was not actually the case. There was considerable

variation in the capabilities of the teachers involved. Some of

the teachers were quite experienced and other had very limited

t:+7,* N'es,



experience. A few of :he teachers ,aere well trained in the field

of reading and others hee no specialized pzeparation in this area.

Since the program W46 put into effect in the mieele of the school

term, it Wes neeeeeeny ee taa the best personnel who could ee se-

cured at the time and to give them as ..auch help and in-se:vice

training as passible during the operation of the program. Teacher

treiaing, backeround, experience, and personality are therefore

intervening variables which are not reflected to any appreciaele

extent in the research.

A second intervening variable is the size of the class. Class

size varied from a low of 16 to a maxi:rum of 74. This varietion

was, in a sense, a planned ona. At the beginnine of the prognem ne

definite criteria were set for the num'eer of students per teeeher

in an effort co encourage the individeal schools co experimeat

with various methods of organizing instruction. Therefore, there

was a variety of class organization plans aed a correspondence in

the size of class enrollment. Some of the schools scheduled stu-

dents in such a way that they received the equivalent of indivi:leel

instruction. Other schools scheduled the work of their remediel

teacher with groups of 6 to 15 for periods of 1 to 3 hours per de-2/

At a later point, we will have some reference to make as to the

comparison between large enrollment classes and small enrolla.eae

classes and the comparable improvements.

Identification of students is a third intervening variable

which is not taken into consideration in the research. The choice

of which students were to be included in the program was left zo

the decision of faculty in each individual school rather then on

the basis of a single criterion or multiple criteria. The selec-

tions, while they were supposedly based on students' performance

and ability, have a high degree of subectivity. This, acain, will

become apparent when we make reference to a description of the over-

all group and the individual schools at the beginning of the pre-

gram and again, at the end.

A fourth variable that must be considered in any analysis of

the data is a lack of classroom space in 3 of the 5 schools. At

the same time that the program began, orders were placed for teLse-

porary classroom buildings to house 4 of the classes. In the

three schools involved there was absolutely no additional class-

room space available. Because of lengthy administrative proceduee

necessary to secure clearance for constructing the, buildinss, t'ee

buildings ware not actually in place until the final week of the

program. This meant that these our classes had to meet an.yhere

that was available in the school. Some of them met in a corner

of the library, some in the lunchroom, and others in small con-

ference rooms far to small for the nuz.ber of children.

w t -4,t,



T,Thile every aetzelpe was made to secure uniform administra-

tion, it is felt chat there was considerable variability in test
administration. The reeerchers did not feel that students would
respond adequately if tweed, by someone other than their own

teacher. Ic was therefore necessary that all the tests be adlain-
istered by the teacher, However, the researchers note that in seee
situeeiens the administration of the tests was not completely
accurate. However, it is believed that they were sufficiently
accurate to give some indication of the accuracy of the proree.

According to teacher opinion, there was a sizeable increase
in children at the lower end of reading skills but not as much
change for those at the upper end. Teachers also judgedstedente
on zhc presence or absence of "symptoms of poor reading.

It was noted that most of the symptoms of poor reading Lle-
creased markedly in number. The :nose significant exceptions -.rc

in the area of word recognition skills, Difficulty with conJo:,..nz

blends was reduced only slightly during the program and difficelty
with closed syllables reduced by a smaller percentage than meee
other symptoms.

Teachers reported that 86 per cent of the students had a
better attitude toward reading and that the general attitude
42 par cent was more positive. They also believed that 159 of
the 207 students had improved in reading skills, though the
grae of improvement was not specified. A social and* emotional

change in soma students was noted 63 per cent. of the studenes

were identified as having improved in reading and were more
outgoing than they had been at the beginning of the program.
As to total benefit derived from the program, teachers believed
that 3 per cent received no benefit, 37 per cent received little
aad o per cent much benefit.

Students were also given their opportunity to indicate what:
they thought of the remedial reading program. To insure that
reading handicaps would not interfere with the childs being a: le
to indicate his preference of response-. on the questionnaire, the

items were read and explained by the evaluator to all of the
students. Specific inetructions for marking the preferreG rE=Li

ponse were given item by item. The teacher was not present eerie`.
the administration and no attempt was made to identify the scudents
according to response. On this questionnaire, 47 per cent of th_
students reported that they felt they could read a 'little better'

and 39 per-cent "a lot better" than before enrollment in the cleee,
Reading improvement in other classes were reported by 57 per cent
of the studenes and better pronunciation of words by 29 per cent,
Almost three fourths (74 per cent) said that they had "enjcyecl"

the class.

4



(e. Linderantten, Dodge County: Program Strengths

Included.

There was reading readiness preparation.

2. There was evidence of social skills being learned.

3. Activities were designed to help the child in the

process of socialization improving the self-concept.

4. The child was exposed to the world of books and

learning; in addition 1:') this; attitudes arid values

were emphasised.

zrogram Weaknesses included:

1. There was a lack of housing in three schools.

Materials and desks ware late in arriving.

3. All the classes had too many students.

4. There was no formal guide or format to help the

teachers structure their programs.

5. There was not enough in-service work.

6. None of the teachers had kindergarten teaching

experience.

7. The teachers were unfamiliar with evaluation

procedures.

One of the great needs of the educationally deprived child is

early childhood education. The kindergarten program served its

prime objective by breaking the cycle of cultural deprivation by

introducing che children to a different set of cultural values,

This program helped the children in the socialization process, aild

exposed them to books and music thus stimulating an increased

interest in the world about them. Hopefully with this sort of

enrichment, the children will enter school with a more positiv:a

attitude toward education.

(2) Middle Years.

(a. Same as (1) (a. above.

(b. Same as (1) (b. above.

(c. Same as (1) (c. above.

7
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(d. Elementaey Counseling (Dodge County) This project involved
an "N" of 100 which is felt to be a very positive factor. i%.11

screening for psychologicals weredone in advance by the counseler;
evidence from the test results were availeble to the counselor at
the time the project began.

In order to assert the effectiveness of the overall progrem
a sampling of the original 100 was taken at the end of the session
and evaluated in terms of changes. This was done, of course, witb
the realization that for the best rnsults the entire 100 children
should have been evaluated but due to the cime factor this was
impossible.

,One prime weakness in terms of the entire study was felt to
be directly related to the source of referral. In other words,
improper referrals weee quite frequent and this in itself was tie::
consuming and conoequently was felt to be a major deficit.

B. The experitlencai design itself lefc reuch in question, thet
is, pre- and post-evaluations were not always complete. Althoui:,h

the "N- was felt to be sufficient, the problems as reported for
referral of course was directly concerned with the entire obcaine:1
'T!" and this iu itself also is considered to be a weakness.

C.The individual experience and training of the counselor hfinsif
left much to be desired but at the same time it was felt that b
profited a great deal by having this opportunity.

The counselor was involved, primarily, with individuals
rather than groups. It is felt that the individual contacts were
more beneficial in the long run, however; the counselor feels
that this would riot necessarily be true in every situation but due
to his own limited experience with group work he was better prepared
to help the individual clients on a one to one basis.

The main goal was to help the individual clients both in terms
of achievement and personal adjustment. One prime objective was
to increase their achievement level in relationship to heir

tellectual potential. At the same time a great deal of emphasis
was placed on minimizing behavior reaction.

As can be seen by using a subjective retire?: scale a certain
amount of success was incurred. Whether this will have a long

range effect at this point of course is unanswerable. 1\t the same

time the counselor became quite aware of his own limitations in
terms of meeting the needs of a number of children should he con-
tinue to work on an individual patient basis. Consequently more

effort will be employed in group work for the future.

The overall results suiv,est that the project was well worth
undertaking in terms of improvement at least at the surface level.
At the same time the limitations of the design are being kept in

mind. In regard to future planning, steps will be implemented to
correct the errors that have been made in this initial report.



(e. .Improvement of in of Readin,; by the use of
Audio Visual Equiprat;,nt. (Appling County) The obvious

strengths of this c-drogram liChe extensive plannin teacher
involvement and docurnontation. Although the programs chief af,m
was the improvement of instruction, very little tins said about the
content and evaluation analysis of the use of audio visual :1;::rdwa.:,,
in the classroom however, the report sets procedural criteria by
which an excellent analysis might be obtained. The project report
sets forth specific performance criteria for evaluation of benv-
ioral changes in children where audio visual hardware can be u:,en.

It might be said that now that procedural aspects have beon
solidified the more difficult problem of designing instruments an,:1
techniques to measure the behavioral ohanges must be ascartainno.
The evaluative effort for this project was a weakness.

(3) Teen Y ears.

.L' nSame as (1) (a. above.

(b. Same as (1) (b. above.

(c. Vocational Training (Low: des County) The essential
construction of facilities for housing an industrial

Department has caused a delay with respect to full implementation
of that portion of the project activities which involves childr;:.n.

However, the fact that the building equipment will be avail-
able for student use during the early part of the 1966-67 school
year is considered, in itself, one criterion for evaluation.
might think of 1966 67 as a year comprised of readiness activities
involving the staff, children and building; and, in this vein,
have made excellent progress.

The followin table may help to illustrate the effectivenes
of Title I in enhancing educational opportunities at the Westside
High School:

CLASS ENROLLENTS
Number of Students

Subject Area 196's-66 1966-67

Industrial Arts 0 144

Business Education . "" - - 101 220

Home Economics 25.E 218

TOTAL 354 562

TOTAL SCHOOL ENROLLMENT 726 666

The major strengths of the project were in the planning sLai;e
and included such items as Survey of needs, specification of rlior
and minor objectives, statement of philosophy, delimitations of ob-
jectivLs2 and instrumentation by which the evaluation of behavioral
changes and minimum porformance may be ascertained.
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(e. Summer :elaeclial Reading Program (Paulding)
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The ob,:;_tives of the program were aimed at raising

the general ec:ucational achieveeeent by providing

let rni '1 experiences, raising the reading achievement

levels in vocabulary, comprehension, iid speed; improvin

reference, language and communications' skills; and,

providing opportunities for in-service education for

teachers.

Sixteen teachers and the Curriculum Director from

the Paulding County School System attended a one-weeks

Reading Workshop at Rockmart High School, Rockmart,

Georgia, which was sponsored by the Georgia State Depart-

ment of Education. The participants were presented a

program of good teaching practices in Language Arts with

special emphasis in the area of Reading; they were

introduced to new instructional aids and wofessional

literatUre; and they had an opportunity to etedy and 112

the instruments they would use in determining the Due:Jilts

potential ability and level of achievement.

From a survey that was made to determine the n.,neber

of eligible participants for the Summer Reading Prograie,

there were 276 children ranging from grades 2-11 who

expressed a desire to attend. From this number 240 were

sent letters of acceptance and names of the remaining

36 were placed on a reserve list.

Since there were only 16 teachers to teach these

childr..a, the original plan for four reading centers was

dismissed, due to the wide range of grade levels, and al.

of the students and faculty members were brought together

to two centers. (Grades 2-6 with 10 teachers at Dallas

Elementary School, and grades 7-11 at Dallas High School

with six teachers)

On Monday, June 13, there were 139 enrolled in r-,Tades

2-6 and 80 enrolled in grades 7-11 making a total of 21Q

pupils to enroll, 21 below the anticipate,, enrollment.

Children on the reserve list were notified of the vacarc:es

and were given the opportunity to enroll. The enrollment

was increased to 145 for the elementary and to 82 for the

high school. However, 14 withdrew from elementary and. 16

from high school.

Since this was the first experience with an inlrated
faculty, several of the high school students did not

return after their first day of school. During the -.[rst

week, tests were administered and students were placed on

their instructional level no natter what their grade

placement was. One of the white children was so insecure

that after he had made an adjustment to his teacher

ihl
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(a Negro) during the first week, he drbpped out the
second week because he did not want a "man teacher."

Approximately 60 per cent of the students attendinn:
summer school were Negro children. Negro students attendcsc1

classes very irregularly. The children were not
accustomed to arriving on time and going immediately
their classrooms when the bell rang for classes to ben.in.
On one occasi6n.,. two of the teen-age boys left school anl
walked to town without getting permission. Aiter the
second time the principal explained to them the rules
established by the Board of Education regarding leaving
the school grounds without permission, our communicazian
system was understood and respected.

The day's activities seemed well planned and eve';
moment seemed to reveal planned experiences which
contributed to the physical, mental, and social develsent
of the children. The program provided opportunity, not
only for the development of skills, but.also experienses
in creative expression and group thinking.

There was evidence of teacher-pupil planning for
activities of the day. The day's agenda consisted of
large blocks of time which did not restrict teachers to
time allotments for the various activities. The teacher
was free to help the individual child when he needed it,
and the child was free to shift from one activity to
another upon completion of the activity of his clx,ice.

There was time during the school day for the sharin,;

of experiences. This provided, an opportunity both for
learning from each other and the skill of transmitting
their ideas to the group. Also provision was made for a
short rest period for the smaller children, and a
refreshment break and a period of physical activity for
all.

With the installation of air conditioning units in
each classroom, the children were not only comfortable
Physically, but this seemed to be a contributing factor
to more pronounced mental alertness.

The flexibility of the school clay was restricted
only by the opening and closing hour, the break perio'a,
and the refreshment period. Opportunity was providefor

evaluating the activities of the day.

When classes were dismissed at 12:05 p.m., the
teachers took time out .for lunch. Following this break,

they had time to evaluate the dsy's activities, make
plans for the following day, and do some professional
reading.
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It was found that both gro..;:ss children
from 2.2 to 4.7 gY.ade placement for the fou2th cr.rade to 1

to 5.0 for the fifth grade. All of these chilren
had been promoted at the end of the school termfro:::
the fourth to the fifth and from the fifth to the
grades. All of the children attending from the first
grade throur;h the eleventh were promoted at the elo.:e cf
the regular school term.

Looking at the program as a whole, the mater4alz ,-__,
facilities were cult° adequate. In fact, the abunnce
of materials arrl the new eoun7.--t chalenTe-1 ''-±-, -L.-- .----

ih 7.)1c--in;: their daily scls, l'er they ha.3 not h.7.,:: i

equig:Ilent of -chi.; type to use T:reviously, nor such a

1,ide selection of librrzy books ancl enrichment

,
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(Echols ana 01111.-:mr:.n County; and jefierson, Trion, and

Social Cirele City School Systems)

(a) The five most effective project activities.

(1) ears.

(a. Reading (Quitman)

(b. Summer Reading Enrichment (Trion)

(c. Reading (Social Circle)
/, Food Service (Quitman)

i.ledical Project (Quitlean)

(2) 1,:idle Years.

(a. Reading (Quitman)

b. Summer Reading Enrichment (Trion)

(e. Reading (Social Circle)

(d. Food Service (Quitman)

(e. Medical Project (Quitman)

(3) leen Yeers.

Health and Physical Education (Jefferson)

(b. Home Economics (Jefferson)

(c. Science (Jefferson)

(d. No other activity available in th4s category

(c. No other activity available in this category

Strengths and weaknesses of project activities listed in

2, 9, Sl4SA "A", l, 2, and 3.

/1'i Early Years.

(a. Reading (Quitman) The facilities for the teaching

of reading in the program were superior. Classes were

small enough to allow individual attention, space was

plentiful, and the program was conducted with such

excellent organization and administration.

The materials used in the reading program were

abundant. It was found, however, that although mater-

ials ordered were on the first semester level for each

grade included in the program, this material was too

difficult for the instructional level of most of the

students. The materials were interchanged between

classrooms in some instances so that the students

would be working with reading materials on I-Jeir

instructional level. The use of audio-visual aids in

the teaching of reading was especially beneficial to

the students because of t:i.Ar need for ...omedial work

in reading.

rot y I, 14. ;
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SevereI e2 the teeeaers in the sur,rner enrchment
progres. were not teaching on the same instructional
level on which they teach during the regular school
year. This itself was not is handicap because most
of then tried even harder to do a better job, it was
noted, however, that some did have difficulty adaptire;
to a lower instructional level, especially since
these students needed an even lower level than would
be indicated by their grade pleeemene.

The in-service training progrem conducted for the
teachers during the summer enricnment eregrem was
great benefit in instructieg the teachers in the skills
of remedial reading twat should d be taught and the
methods of teachine them that they could apply
in their classroom situations. The ideas presented
during in-service meetings for of the
skills of reading, individual instruction of students,
grouping,-and remedial work, were used in most class-
rooms with excellent results. Further work in this
area of training for teachers would enhance the
educational opl,ortunities for the boys and girls
directly concerned.

The daily schedule of the summer enrichment pro-
gram was excellent, an early start for the day was
especially wise .due to the hot weather in our summer
months. The schedule was arranged so that large blocs
of time were possible for reading instruction in the
classroom, with some periods available to the teachers
for the preparation of student materials; etc,.

The evaluation of the summer enrichment progrem
was based on pre-tests and post-tests in reading,

Cates Reading Test series. This was possible
since the program curriculum was centered around the
teachingeof reading. Other testing, such as Peabody
Picture Vocabulary and California 'Iental Maturity Teste,
were conducted so that research would be made as rea

the potential of each student compared to the actual
grade placement and achievement. Tests results
indicated by inspection that substantial progress hay.:
been made by a majority of the students.

(b. Summer Reading Enrichment (Trion City) The
documentary and evaluative information submitted
with this project was minimal: however, it was notable
in that an in-service training program was used for
reading teachers and was termed successful end if'
recommended a shorter reading program as a meens to
decrease program "dropouts" and absentees. Finally,
a follow-up study of these children is planned for
next year to check for extended benefits of the

it

L
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.1.65-155 auamer reading program. Another maior
weakness of prog ram was the late arrival of some

equipment. The summer program was more effective in
that it allowed a concentrated attacked on reading
difficulties. All children in the program were
promoted to the next grade; however, many of the
children were still low in reading achievement.

Cc. Reading (Social Circle) Althouflh the program was

staffed by remedial teachers in English, Reading, and
Mathematics, a special emphasis has been placed upon
reading for classes from the first grade through the
ninth grade. The absentee and "dropout" rata has been
notably low 2nd are attributed to an interesting
six-week program.

The summer program provided ample classrooms
and vast 1.1yground areas were available. Transportation
was provided by school bus or a faculty members' car.

The summer program allowed a segment of the student
body to be touched that did not have an opportunity
for individualized attentica before the suamer program.
The summer program allowed the children to work with
out the pressures of peers and parents that occur in
the regular term program. No particular emphasis in
this evaluation could be placed upon weaknesses of
the program as the subjective evaluation by the staff,
students, and administration has assumed such a positive
attitude towards the effectiveness of the summer program.

(d. Food Service (Quitman) Differences in food
habits, family food preferences, low incomes, ignorance,
and indifference produce individual food patterns.
These patterns generally form definite food groups
such as Vegetable, meat, salad, bread, or dessert
eaters. These foods are consumed in larger quantities
than other foods, and are reflected in the physical
condition that results from the limited food consumption.

A special effort was made to encourage the
children to learn to cat foods that added nutrition
and variety to the diet. Meny foods never used in the
regular schOol lunch program were served with good
results.

The facilities for food preparation and service
were generally adequate. Table space for serving
150 students, or adults, was available but the lower
grades were served before the older students to pre-
vent crowding and excessive noise.

'Heat in the kitchen was a problem, and any way
to reduce the heat was a help to the workers. Some

4r, tier,fer,
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means of cooling the kitchen and dining areas arc

needed for most effective workin;, coaditions in this

area as some days the heat "was almost uabearable.

Plias were a problem in the cooking and eating

area. doors were left open for cooling purposes.

Whenever possible, the doors were closed. Screens

for the doors of the eating area would greatly decrease

the number of flies, and would increase the cross-

ventilation of the area.

The cooking facilities were adequate after a

large, double- oven gasrange.was.installed to replace

the small, one-oven range used previously by the

workers.

The cleaning and preparing areas were adequate,

. as was the dishwashing sink with sections for washin,:;,

rinsing, and sterilizing the dishes. PaL;er cups or

milk cartons were used instead of glasses for the

beverages to reduce dishwashing and the probability

of transmitting bacteria.

Work tables were needed in tae preparation area

and a table with a formica top was pressed into

service. The food preparation area needs a work table

very much. Stools for workers would reduce the fatigue

while doing routine chores.

The serving area was equipped with a new, five

well electric steam table, but the pans were not delivered

with it. A sheet of plywood was pressed into service

as a top so that it could be used an an ordinary table.

All foods were mixed by hand. A commercial type

mixer would greatly reduce the load of the breadmaker

since rolls or cornbread are made of U.S.D.A. flour or

meal almost every day. Some days - .cake or gingerbread

are also made by the cook in addition to the rolls or

cornbread.

The manager of the lunchroom has a Master's Degree

in Home Economics, and has worked with the lunchroom

supervisor in the selection of foods and planning menus

for twelve years. The two cooks had experience in

food preparation. One was the regular school lunch-

room cook for the past eight years, the other was a

shore-order cook at a local restaurant for several

years. The aides has worked in foods work in the

capacity of substitute lunchroom workers ror the

regular school sessioris.

The meals served were well-bPlanced, flavorful,

colorful, and had enough variety to be interesting and
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delieieus w".Lth a minimum of work and

Sincu were concined to zhe food rvice

araa, I am in no position to generalize about the

effeetiveess of Title 7 in enhancing the educational

opl)ortunities of than bv observation, Each time

went by au open classroom door, 1 saw that the ::,tudents

anE techers were interested and busy. The white

children v;are is in the classes without

of resentment. The ol-)ol-tunf.ties for

learning were avilable, and I think that the readin

ability of the children improved due to the intensiv.:.

efforts of the teachers and aides.

I think that the zn:LcIcs at 2f.(1-MOZ-aiL.g break a..e

`he f:,11 meal at aooa encouras,d rile children to atze,Lf:.

school regularly.
1 am 1-:opefel that better eating

habits were established in a small measure, and will

carry over into the future life of the students.

Weight c4ains were the gene .. rule, with twelve

pounds the largest gain. One child lost weight, but

she was overweight at thu beginnin.,; of the school, an:

she wa:s happy at the loss of a few pounds.

The children seemed eager to attend the school.

They arrived at the school on time, went to classes

promptly, and were generally enthusia,.:ic

The music classes were held in the stage area of the

cafetoriun, and the spontaneous responses of the music

students indicated that they thoroughly enjoyed the

singing and rhythm band numbers. Frequently the teacher

would be fOrced to begin a number over because of the

exuberance of the students.

Any unique experience
during the summer program

that I know about concerned eithLr the selection or the

preparation of food. As the molls for each week were

planned, I consulted with the regular lunchroom cock

as to whether the children ate the particular foods

selected. The first time I planned serve .Mello, the

cook, Ethel, said the children absolutely would not

eat jell° and that I should plan to serve another ty2z:

of dessert. Since I planned to have a congealed pine-

apple and line combination, and the pineapple was the

source of vitamin C, I dli,d not choose to make the chani2:e

When the jell° was served, Ethel ereminded me to dip

small servings. Ethel was amazed when the jello WEib

cleaned up by the students. Each time we had jelic,

either plain or with fruit, it was consumed with re]n,s:a.

Ethel said she hoped that th,children would continue

to eat jello during the regular session of school.

71,2.
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rile first time we served seaghetti and meat sauce

the cock were fermine reet balls 'eeen I came into the

kitchen area. I sueeested that lee make a meat sauce

3nd pour over the cooktl, drained seaehetti. They

eed never served it in this way, but were well pleased

-rich the way trie children ate it. Ethel said she

would continue to serve it in that manner later.

cautionee Ethel about giving an adequate amount of the

meet. _,.:ice for the protein requirement.

T/ihea we had our first meat loaf, I thoueht, Ethel

WrI6 going to have a jumbled mess but she knew what she

was doing. We dipped th3 loaf from the pan with a

spoon, en e: it was much eaeier to serve in this menner.

It was meiet, flavorful, and wee colerZul because

she had put in tomatoes and carrote.

The complete summer progre- wee unieue for c!c, eince

it was ehe first time I had menae,ed e lunchroem. I

enjoyed planning the preparation and serving of it.

Keeping the records are not as hard ae had imegined,

and I enjoyed doing it.

This experience has been intereeeIne, in

and full of learnings for me, end I would :let exchanee

them for anything. I thorough .y enjoyed the work, th

association with the other kizehen workers, the

faculty, and the children. I hope I shall have the

privilege of serving in the same capacity in the future.

(e. Medical Project (Quitman) During the first week

of the program all the students were weighed and

records were kept. nay were weighed again at the close

of the program. During this period we had a doctor

and dentist examine each student and advise us as to

which needed emergency treatment and which needed

routine medical and dental care. We were fortunate

in having selected a doctor and dentist who were

eenuiaely interested in the welfare of these children.

Further along in the program, we had an enthusiastic

young nurse give instructions on personal hygiene, TiIt

were realistic classes with practical instruction on

oral and personal hygiene using the facilities readily

availeble in the homes of these underprivileged children.

During these classes each seudent was given a tootherueh,

toothpaste, and bath soap.

The program was worked closely with our welfare

office and our county nurse. The program endeavored

to assist those children who were not receiving aid

through the welfare office or through the Crippled

Chiidrens program.

m^:. f,-.4 77...ef Air.. 4,4;7; iar
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Waea taae ,,roram started about fifty percant of

the children had sores on their legs and arms and a

nutjeer hed a seaip condition similar to ringworm
which caused itehing and loss of hair. The county nurse

su-oplied us with the pro7er medication and a visit was
Lade to each Classrooms throe times a W.C.:4 and these

sores were paiated. Besides clearing up these sores,

a main interest was centered on three other students

because of the urgent nature of their ailments.

One boy had a massive tumor behind his right ear.
The second was a little boy with a very badly swollen.

jay. The third case wes a larger boy who was running

a hi,;11 fever because of a savor -throat infoe.Lion.

The chief weaknesses in the programthe limited

time for treatment and the parents' indiZference to

the needs of the children.

This :-,roject brought to attention the tremendous

need of medical and dental care for these children.

The doctor found very few children who were in

excellent health. The dentist reported only five children

whose teeth were in near perfect condition. The nurse

found that many of the students did not eat before

coming to school and many were very neglected in the

field of personal cleanliness.

Toward the close of the progia,m, it was found that

the children were generally more aware of their every-

day needs in food, exercise, and cleanliness. The

teachers reported that students were more aiert,

attentive, and active. Their general appearance had
improved, and many of them has lost some of their fear

of people in the medical profession.

Of all students attending classes, we found that

45.5% had gained weight, 27.6 had remained the same,

and 26.9% had lost weight. The ,.,,reatest gains .in weight

had been a second grade student and an eighth grade.

student who had both gained 12 pounds during the eight

weeks. The greatest loss in Weight had been an eighth

grade boy who had lost 7 pounds. We attributed the

loss of weight partially to the extremely warm

weather during this program.

The boy with the tumor has had it removed and will

not have to go along with an unsightly tumor on his head

or the loss of an ear owing to delayed treatment. The

student with the badly abscessed jaw has had his dental

work done and at this time is still under further

treatment to reduce the swelling.. The boy with the

throat infection was treated with antibiotices and

is well.
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By first aid at the school, all the sores on the
childrea7s leL;s and ar:-.:s healed. The children with
scalp condz:Ions have been treated and there have
been no furt.ler incidents of this condition.

As a result of eating before classes we have
had fewer headaches in the cisscs before lunch time
aad the teachers have reported that the students are
more attentive during these classes. The general
appearance of the children has improved and it is
evident that they have benefited in many ways from
this projecL.

Lmidd', Y,n-s

(a. Same as (1) above.

(b. Same as (1) above.
(c. Same az, (1) above.

(d. Same as (1) above.
(e. Same as (1) above.

(3Y Teen Years.

The following three projects are submitted for
SMSA "E' as the most effective. No other projects in
this category were available for selection. The
strengths and weaknesses of the following evaluation
reports are included as quotes under the following
headings:

(a. Health and Physical Education (Jefferson) Strength;

and weakness of critical procedural aspects of the
activity.

Strengths:

1. A coordinated, well organized combination of
a secondary and elementary physical eduction
program. has been developed.

2. Additional supplies have allowed the program
to have far-reaclied effects in the developing
of sports skills and carryover skills for
the underprivileged.

3. The equipment available- for training first
aid and therapeutic program has enebled us
to aid children where such aid was impossible
before.

The conditionary equipment received has
enhanced greatly the chances of the deprived
child to totally fit. Weight machines have

worked wonders.

.""""'"'



5 .\ factor of safety has been re-employed
during evaluation.

Weaknesses

1. Our major weakness was the inability to do a
superior job of evaluation in such a short
time however, this evaluation is and will
be a continous process.

(b. Home Economics (Jefferson) Last year our
beautiful home economics building was completed. How-
ever, in order to be useful, it had to be furnished with
proper equipment. Our goal to equip the department
this year has been possible through Title 1. Major
equipment for both the Foods Laboratory and the Clothing
Laboratory have been purchased.

However, there is a lot of other eouipment still
needed that was not covered by the project, i.e., tables
and chairs for the foods and clothing labs, small
equipment for the kitchens, tote trays for the clothing
labs, sewing machines and complete furnishings for the
living and dining areas.

We had 98 girls taking Uomemaking this year and
approximately 113 enrolled for next year. There are
five home economics classes with two first year classes,
two second year classes and one class made up of
third and fourth year students.

The home economics building is an ascot to the
school and the community. The equipment will help
make possible many practical learning situations for
students and adults.

(c. Science (Jefferson) The main strength of the
project lay in the fact that the educationally deprived
students, as well as other students, were aware that
the project was designed to meet their needs and
improve the entire science curriculum. 1.::= enthusiasm

appeared evident on the part of the teachers and
students involved in the project. Achievement tests
in the various sciences were used for evaluation and
although no data on standardized science achievement
tests from past years was available, it was felt by the
staff of the science department that the scores
obtained by the students ranked favorably with
national norms. The training and quailification of
the personnel involved were satisfactory.

Some difficulties wore recognized as to scheduling
of laboratory work, and teacher load. The staff felt



that teachers needed additional tino for planning an::
cerying out teaching procedures. Steps are being
taken to allevte this sitL.ation for ::.:ext school
year.

No other activity availle in this category.

No ocher activity available in this category.
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TABLE 1* - Representative Projects in Skill Development Subjects
and Attitudinal and Behavioral Develoient

Projects in:
Skill Development Subjects

Projects in:
Attitud. & Behay.

Pre-K/ Grades
Kind. 1-3 4-6 7-9

Pre-K/ Grades
10-12 Kind. 1-3 7-0 10-12

Measures
1.Stanaardized

a.Aehievenent11=
1 10 11 11 3 7 8 11

b,Tnt.l?igence 1 6 0 0 3 1 2

0.

2 3

c.Aptitude

..........m.

d.Tnterest 1 1 1

e.Attitude

f.Otners

rawaN11.

2.Otber
Tests

5,Localy
Devised
Tests

2 2 2
5 . 5 5

b.Teacher
Made
Tests

1 5 5 5 1 1 5 5 7 6

c.Others 1 1 1 1 6 6

3.Other
Measures

a.Teacher
Ratings 1 8 8 8 L. 2 7 7 10 3

b.Anecdotal
Records 1 3 3 2 2 2 2

....

2 3

c.Observer
Reports 7 6 5 2 2 7 8

d.Ot hers 1: 3 1 1 8 9 11

*This table raDresents an actual total of 45 proj.::ct activities
systens in SMSA - A, B, C, and E or a 10% selected samle.



?r,- General

School Lev,7

SubstaLtial
Progress

or

no Progress

reschoo7 1 1 0

Grades 1-3 67

4-6 64 79

Grades 7-9 63

Crad&s 10-19 25 29 3

255

*:,czual real:lb.= of activities or language - 177

HcaIth and Phisicml Education Proqrams: Gene-2

School Level

Substantial
Progress
Achieved

Some
Progress

Little or
no Progress
Achieved

reschool

Grades 1-3

5

73

1

49

0

6

Grades 4 6 r.,-,

-, 53 5

Grades 7-9 74 54 4

Gr ....i 10-12

Totals* 282. 199 1711401111.1=1/...... ,ff
*Actual numer of activities for health and physical

r.

education - 135

Jr An.
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TABLE 2 - Sum=ry of Effee,iven.--- ,

School Level

(gont.)
Guidance and Counseling C,nor.,1

Substantial
Progress
Achieved

Some
Progress

Little or
no Progress
,^_ehieved

Preschool 1 0

Grades 1-3 5 11 0

Grades 4-6 6 11 0

Grades 7-9 7 11 0

Grades 10-42 6 8 0

Totals* 42 0

*Actual number of activities for guidance and counseling - 19

S, -.hoof -aval

Handicap d Children Programs: General

Substantial
Progress
Achieved

Some
Progress

Little or
no Progress
Achieved

PrescLool 1 0 0

Grades 1-3 5 3 0

Grades 4-6 5 3
,,u

Grades 7-9 5 3 0

Gr;ldes 10-19 5 0 0

Totals* 21 9 0

*Actual number of activities for handicapped children - 13

174



'PAPTr (--r- ) -- of Efi7Petivcncss fc '21/D.9 of ?roiocts

School Level

-Pre-Serlool 2rorriTrls- - General

Substantial Little or
Progress Some no Progress
Achieved Progress Achieved

Preschool 26

1

Grades 4-6

Grades 7-9

0

15

0 (%

0 0

0 0 0

Gr.,,11zIs 0 0

Tozz1:-1* 96 16

./11.

*Actual Male of activiLies for pre-school - 44

math---tics ')-roorams. General

Substantial Little or
Progress Some no Progress

School Level Achieved Progress Ach4eved

Preschool

Grades 1-3

Grades 4-6

Grades 7-9

Total b*

0

13

16

19

13

39 el

*Actual number of activities for mathematics - :02
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t

Substantial Little or
Progress Solc no Progress

Scool Lvel cheN7,1..111*.=6.1.11,........v.w. a. w.wwmw.O. .
3 o o _4Preschool ,

...

Gas 4-6 27 18 ,-...,

i
Grades 7-9 26 21 ,-,

1
.;

Grades 10-12 23 18 ,-i
4.

4

Total.s* 101 75 11 -i

YN

*Actual number of activities for teaching method - 57
k

i
k

?
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AVPr?C7, DAILY ATTENDANCE AND AVERAGE DAILY 1.2IRSHI? RATES
roa I PROJECT SCHOOLS COIPARED WITH STATE NOR 1/

wmm

1965-1966

/ Title
Schools.1. 1,1

Graz:a ADM Lriq

12th Crade 7339 7379 5c,09* 5954

8.4O A 89668 6224 6650

9655 10619 7097 7565

9th Grade 1'0703 11623 V..A.144

6th Grada

ith Grade

1.2061

12445

13263

13736

04,,,:0.

6:62

o4,0

9347

6th Grade 12159 13478 9498 9812

5th Grad 12458 13543 9377 9767

_...c 12923 14107 9465 9880

12850 14176 9781 10393

2nd Grade 13345 14661 9547 10040

1st Grade 14345 16080 10179 10768

Pre-Kind.
Kind. 1515 1688 1788 1932

1 A sample of non-Title'I schools.

--
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PERCENTAGE OF STUDT7r2c TY T7 mTP. PIDO7ErT C401:01,2% 1.4
CONTINUING IUOATI:)N :;;YOND HIGH scaocL cGNPARED WITH STATE 1/

1965-1966
Title I
School s 1 /

T3 1.1. NUI.,13ER OF

GrLAD1JATES
23,i)95 21,609

NU:-LIER 07?

SOH:DOLS
287 169

MEAN SIZE 03'

GRADUATING
84

199

NUMBER OF SCHOOLS
HAVING 0 - 10%
CONTINUING GRADS.

1

11 - 20% OJ.T.c1 1

21 - 30% 57 15

31 - 40% 61 19

41 - 50% 25 31

.51 - 60% 34 35

61 - 99% 30 67

1/ All non-Title I schools in the State.

1 ,3
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Achievemc:nt Tes

(Rttsuits for 74.ost. Tiidcdy

r""LE I rsr','7r7ier-rrr,77S

Gr.

ro.

Yr.

Tstd

&

rm.

1 1 /a Cti

256 T..7

,
T

1 T+'

3. si\JJ rT

1 6/65 w

1 7/66

4 8/66

1 5/6 6

1 6 /PP'oo

1 7/66 X

1 8/66 ."

2 10/65 T,,T

2 1/66 T,,7

2 2/66 T,T

2 4/66 U

2 5/66 q

2 6/66 ti

7/66 W

2 8/66 IJ

Schs.

t--Rcading
Used Tests)

(OR !".;CMOLS)

r.
Stds.

N

oc qtv: nrs or
25t7,--50th 75ch-- "c,
%ile

5

1 93 8

.11.7

Cs, ;

5 1F,0 41 176

3 63 5

473 62 740

5 212 26

1::29 52

2 26 35 22

6 331 43 202

2 33 44 19

34 47 21

4 116 43 80

1 67 ''.), 55

13 213 64 50

6 57 4Q 55

5 192 r.
-4 1 150

22 203 63 ..r

7 183 40 136

2 49 74 13

2 27 64 9

lila ...110
C.'

17 11

2

70 91

7

riUr 63

11 4

7

3 1

F.C.! 35 46

10

2 2 3
4

IS 6 12

65 52

1 1 0

23 I 4

42 46- 61

25 10 1")

6 11 19

6 7
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Yr.

0r.

4 "-'71100

3 /6511

J 12/65
"

3 1/66

3 2/66

3 3/66

3 4/66

3 5/()6

3 6/66

3 7/66

3 8/66

3 1/66

3 5/66,

3 6/66

3
- ,.....
1/ 66

3 8/56

4 10/65

4 11/65

4 12/65

sr

X

X

X

X

II

W

W

W

W

W

W

c1

W

W

X

X

r

X

X

W

W

W

IF

Sc s.

2

13

2

15

4

r.

.

.)

14

6

6

4

43

6

2

4

5

12

2

15

3

1

1

10

T'i

Scds.

-,

49S

52

64

99

24

77

211

63

273

96

1029

29 7

:,4

48

112

180

52

87

101

63

22

491

44.

63

66

43

64

57

62

62

49

66

69

66

,

79

51

65

70

58

39

45

/,''t wAi

41

o:

75th
%i1e

93

17

5

13

6

11

69

3

58

14

140

93

15

23

42

13

16

6

iV

3

48

07

99L..

1

105

6

17

..,

,
..:

....;

7,)

4/3

1

4

85

5

29

0

,:,
ul

25th
%Ile

62

225

29-,

32

36

0

33

43

6:

26Of

...0

242

1 -0

2

25

,
/

34

0

4.!

75

18

5

242f),,,)

51-1

i,Lie

9

75

9

10

11

15.
1..,

49

I-

53

28

129

53

5

13

-,,,4

,_
39

19

,sn
4;..)

15

13

14

120



rt

6)1

121

TABLE 7A (CONTINUED)

Gr.

Yr.

Tstd Schs. Stds. X
Fo.

25th

o' Qt.,:dents or co,11,,.

f-With 75th 9c;t1-1

%ile %Ile 7311c n.1a

4 1/66 W 13 225 58 66 58 2) 72

4 2/66 W 7 73 48 37 18 11 7

4 3/66 T1
.o 232 59 130 39 27 36

4 4/66 tr 6 147 52 157 65 26 7

4 5/66 td 31 495 67 170 109 86 130

4 6/66 7 175 41 118 38 9 In

4 7/66 T7 3 51 71 1 5 16 9()

4 8/66 W 4 43 42 32 11 0 0

4 5/66 X 19 469 63 128 108 F1 152

4 6/66 X 2 43 72 2 1,
..., 16 12

4 7/66 X 15 83 coJ: 39 19 12 13

4 8/66 X 4 109 43 63 20 10 19

4 4/66 Y 1 65 54 10 17 8
^-1

4 5/66 Y 6 326 50 184 49 'V4.4 69

4 6/66 Y 1 69 58 39 24 6 0

5 11/65 W 1 17 52 5 10 2 0

5 12/65 W 16 611 52 319 193 63 32

5 1/66 W 13 192 75 27 31 58
,r
Jo

5 2/66 U 7 61 49 46 15 0 0

5 3/66
238 75 45 41 59 93

5 4/66 W 9 443 60 269 8S 43 A3

5 5/66 W 18 472 77 108 91 102 17.:.

5 6/66 7 241 36 147 71 16



Gr.

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

5

6

6

6

6

6

6 ..,

6

e
,.)

6

6

6

6

Ni - P.s-P yevr,ss..

no.

Tstd

7/66

8/66

4/66

e:400

6/66

7/66

C // JJ

9/66

5/66

6/66

10/65

11/65

12/65

1/66

3/66

4/66

5/66

6/66

8/66

9/66

1/66

4/66

Fm.

T';

W

X

X

SP

Y

T.

W

W

IT

TJ

U

U

7,1

W

W

X

X

Schs.

5

2

5

13

1 2

2

2

4

3

6

2

1

1

1

1

1

6

13

6

1

4

5

1

Stds

1 19

38

SO

440

190

45

37

115

85

343

80

67

73

50

30

1/
J.4

210

372

165

8

196

95

77

X

52

51

71

7 7

77

82

72

47

54

59

54

56

56

57

53

34

32

81

57

41

74

74
-,

67

Yo. St,/;40,,nts c-

it

25th
ale

4.1

25

.1.44

34

3

12

77

44

203

CO

39

10

45

9

10

126

85

127

2

74

3!:

49

50th
/,11:-;

11

21

5'0

n'

15

21

10

46

16

4n 6m

28

3

6

3

33

84

17

4

45

In

-,,
,;,.,,

75th

17

2

22

79

54

12

7

15

43

1

0

23

2

3

1_

3.. ,_

52

10

2

50

",,:h

27

2:

32

14

16

51

p

10

0

12

0

le,
..L

161

., -,

...1.

0

27

.:4.:.

0



t"

)1.

:440.114.

`.4

TABLE 7A (COTINUI))
;?.

k;.:

Cr.

6
e

6

6

7

7

7

7

7

V, 7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

8

3

8

8

Mo. &

L.

5/66

7/66

8/66

5/66

6/65

1/66

Liu

.zJe"":410u

4/66

5/66

6/66

7/66

8/66

4/66

5/66

6/66

7/66

5/66

11/65

12/65

1/66

2/66.

X

V
-1.

X

Y

W

W

W

W

X

7.A

X

X

Y

ti

Schs.

2

4

6

1

9

12

6

10

3

2

2

6

10

1

4

2

5

2

10

3

2

Stds.

33

76

289

37

Z..)4

190

..)C%

20

359

111

48

20

81

177

280

93

44

160

61

186

166

38

X

72

69

81

54

71

57

31

62

68

59

49

53

63

86

44

61

43

42

58

et.

61

70. of F:r2,43nts or

i

25th
%ile

52

131

21

138

".'')
4....9

17

0

r`
4..)1

35

36

2

100

AO

74

136

34

153

28

50th
Zile

.i.,

13

45

6

77

'14.'e.i.

21

10

26

5

11

59

68

14

3

19

2,0

6

75th
7i1c

3

31

111

15

40

0 ,,

33

26

4

4

19

13

52

3

3

5

4

9

0

noth

1

ki

2

z,6

u

e3 I..
3

1

ii

194

9

3

;.-1

0

,34



C 

(, 

0 

, 

'7 
, 

LL 

,i1 

7 

0 

, 

5E 

9 ' 

,- 
,..., 

.'TT 

77 61 

Z S 

0 17 

i 7 kJ u ...k, 

0 

.e, C 

ti 9 

L / 

, 

T 
. 

I. 

Ti e 6 6; L 

.- 
:, VI 

C 

:1-. V 4.1. 

9C OV 

V1 ZT 

. g 

9Z TZ 

is L 

V Z 

Z I 

9 i7 

C 47 

1 9 

DTTZ z'IT% 

gq5L 1-17-1;.)5 

S6 

Si 

6S 

.,..1- %.- L. i. 

L4 

0/ 

e t.. 6I 

. 

07 

n 

'NT 

C .,- 

OZT 

55 

,, GC. 

n4.. 
';: I 

Vc 

OVT 

) 

S9 

Z 

ES c,, 

VT 

OS 

TISZ 

TV 

r e., 
L'.7 

T5 

ZL 

IS 

Lc. -r 

OC 
d, 

V9 

Z9 

V9 

19 

OS 

6? 

'74 

6V 

001 

99 

vL 

TS 

EL 

Z9 

SC 

OS 

OTT 

GG 

E9 

VTZ 

SV 

6V 

53 

SV 

15 

ZOZ 

Z9 

5V1 

99T 

479 

ZS 

69T 

921 

f-0 

TL 

01. , 

L17 

SZ 

SV 

*SIM 
U 

5 

G 

1 

6 

Z 

E 

5 

5 

ZI 

T 

V 

1 

V 

Z 

S 

01 

V 

E 

17 

Z 

S 

"STIAS 

I.7. 

V 
.:1. 

X 

X ,.,. 

X 

M 

1 

11 

4% 

m 

M 

X 

A 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

M 

h 

A 

M 

h 

.11111. 

59/Z7 

99/L 

99/9 

99/17 

99/53 

99/L 

99/9 

99/c, 

'99/1 

S9/ZI 

C9/01 

99/C 

en/i. 

99/L 

99/9 

99/5 

99/V 

99/1 

99/8 

9914 

99/9 

oo/r ,':;, 

99/V 

PZSI 
.ai. 

1 '0N 

OT 

6 

6 

6 

6 

5 

r 6 

6 

6 

6 

6 

n t, 

O 

8 

9 

13 

n o 

o 
Q 

2 

9 

0 

70 
o s;u7,,.Dn:3s 

(canNiza-,D) ''.7L 77771 



7

Mo.
Yr.

0r. Td Fri.

44.

5

123

- T.To -. 'f '.---.'--.c, c: :1-_

Stds. X 25th 50th 75th 9;ith

7a1c 2.1c al.:: 7d-2,..1

4

71'7
i.O.

29

17

6

33

74

66

79

40

26

43

12

33

,
c,

.1,1...-,

5

,..,

.:).,

8

24 a 6

9:J 9 lf.?

0
, 1

1 0 0

2 1

10 4/66 .

,X: .

,,;: 1v+ 40, , n-,
'
-
7 14

o, .0 .:.
,, 110 c /4,

10 7/66 X 1 10

11 10/65 W 1 77

11 11/65 W 1 35

.11 12/.65 W 2 77

9
T'T

3/66 W 2

T 7

X

11 5/.6 X

ii 6/66 X

11 7/66 X

35

'10

1 59

2 69

") 11

1 4

2

9 147

2 148

1 24

7

I
7

4

42

51

42

56

45

59

29

63

76

r.5.!
..)...

83

'CoU

51

47

.,:l,_

10

65

34

64

26

4_,

6

r

7

117

21

5

,z,,

0

1
.i.t1,

1

9

10

J,.,,

Q

2,";

1

16

44

,..)

,,

0

11t.

0

4

0

1%4

7

-1,:l
....

1

4

0

1

0

,-)_

ii

0

0

0

11

2

12

7.

r,

5

4444,,,1,1-4 44, V4,1111-.4,47 4.`".

`t;



12

T":1:11 "r" tr..!1.L

Cr.

MO.
Yr.

Thtd

&

Schs. Std. X
No. oc St&:onts
25th
%ile

50th
Ule

75th
rale

9:;th

C/112

12 11/65 W 1 32 41 30 2 0 0

12 12/65 W 1 52 45 50 2 0

12 1/66 W 1 39 83 12 10 11 4

12 4/66 W 1 32 52 24 7 1
J. 0

12 5/63 W 1 35 93 9, 8 111 '1
1

19 :4/66 X 3 52 43 49 3 ,) 0 0
6

p

4

8

'3*

t.
. , 1 i

4

4

3

]



T:...BLL 7B

California Achievement Test---Arithmk-atic

(Results for Most Videly Used Tests)

TITLE I EENEFICIAHES (OR SCEOOLS)

1'47

Gr.

1

1

1

1

1

2

2

2

9

2

9

6.

2

3

3

3

3

1io.

Yr.
T -

1/66

5/66

6/66

7/66

8/66

5/66

5/66

1/66

5/66

6/66

3/66

4/66

5/66

8/66

12/65

1/66

4/66

5/66

v 7

W

'w

V.1

x

X

W

W

W

W

v
4,

r
.Ca

X

X

W

Ti

W

LI

Schs.

13

1

1

1

4

6

6

23

16

1

1

2

4

2

ca

7

13

Stds.

57

204

34

34

11

120

326

53

221

173

19

50

307

35

96

78

51

355

633

45

n

43

52

31

44

65

74

49

35

63

61

69

54

74

1...)

107'

132

n4

4:

25th
1.,1-1.v.1

27

01

27

..o

3

148

17

44

86

4

8

123

13

36

15

5

133

156

-.
50th 75th 9:.t'

4,11:74 k1J-v:

17

nr. 46

z 2 C

...,

5 6

6 1 1

21 5 7

99 35 44

-90 4 J

63 48 66

40 7

13

10 9

99

1 5 12

260,
0.-u 4u

9 d 11 43

/
.....-:
i'l 3C

66 52 5

51 55 371

4,

I

I

11.



3

n"T-"""%

1

4'?

4

I

.t

?4.

't4

Gr.

3

3

3

3

3

3

/,

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

4

5

5

5

5

5

Yr.
Tstd.

6/66

7/66

8/66

1/66

7/66

3/66

12/65

1/66

4/66

5/66

6/66

8/66

5/66

7/66

3/66

5/66

12/65

1/66

3/66

4/66

5/66

24.1.

W

X

X

N

X

X

X

v,

W

W

W

W

Schs.

7

2

1

12

31

9

5

20

8

1

2

7

14

5

6

14

9

9

n
Stds.

944

73

19

112

21

91

368

51

69

101

130

26

31

256

61

106

324

435

37

10

366

222

83

127

96

109

139

83

33

47

31

39

35

41

30

61

96

34

39

35

65

54

49

65

:D. of Studants or

k

25th

199

32

712..

14

0

50

36

13

79

7

18

15

52

1"

LJU

j

191

59

50th

46

13

2

1 V1 to

3

22

113

18

19

29

7

12

56

15

16

74

163

9

72

32

75th
ale

,)
,..ci.,

76

4

18

7

5

54

11

15

15

3

3.

37

13

12

50

t fl

10

41

90

2:ile

47

17

62

1)..

14

1:2

A. .1

27

9

1:3

13

78

1

62

111



+1,

TA:::;LE 72 (COTIED)

Gr.

5

5

5

No &
Yr.

Tst:(1.

6/66

7/66

3
f .e !/ OU

W

W

11

5 4/66 ,,

5 7/66 X

5 oioo X

,
.., 5/66 Y

6 11/65 W

6 1/66 W

6 3/66 W

6 4/66 W

6 5/66 W

6/66 W

6 7/66 W

6 3/66 W

6 12/65 X

6 1/66 X

6 4/66 X

6 7/66 X

6 8/66 X

6 5/66 Y

7 12/65 W

7 1/66 W

'44

129-

33

No. of St: _dents or Els,

25th 50th 7:.;:h 9:)1-h

ZLIZ:t aii %joie .+s:

7 1;8 39 133 21 14 11

1 21 -1...,

,,, 11 4 6 0

4 53 46 '17
,., 11 6

13 436 L,,.:...-\ 151 167 Jkc I
3:,

1.)'-' 45 60 8 13 4 2C

5 112 54 66 ,., 11

6 344 51- 180 35 29 1

1 46 57 2 0 9 35

5 39 76 .: 13 10 10 5

1 12 54 5 3 2 2

3 65 61 14 9 2 AO

27 329 75 85 ooor 57 107

7 159 55 103 18 23 13

1 14 45 10 3 0

6 41 59 31 8 2 3

13 361 48 232 96 23 10

5 94 62 21 17 11

13 361 59 204 114

13 70 67 34 14

5 74 50., 45 7

6 289 63 160 4C

11 195 33....> 129 55 8

5 34 66 9 17 5

3



7.

a.

Cr.

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

7

8

8

3

3

8

8

8

3

8

7L (C01:::TINU.:1)

Yr.

Tstd. Fm.

3/66 W

4/66

5/66 W

6/66 W

7/66 W

6/66 W

10/65 X

4/66 X

5/66 X

6/66 X

7/66 X

8/66 X

5/66 Y

11/65 W

12/65 W

1/66 W

4/66 W

5/66

6/66 W

7/66 W

8/66 ,T
1-

1/66 X

Schs.

1

24

3

1

S

1

10

1

4

13

1

5

1

10

5

4

25

3

1

7

4

Stds.

14

307

211

70

..,6
r

38

38

154

40

86

43

6

159

45

171

26

80

336

44

6

91

64

49

65

69

57

59

.70

.0Q

58

46

91

46

11

70

45

42

44

79

46

05

67

89

63

73

n). Students or
25th

4

207

63

J..
0,

la

50

5

10'

1

56

22

0

124

14

130

11

40

116

1

54

2

50th
%ile

8

76

64

16

11

42
,...

13

43

5

18

12

2

13

,)c,
..../

10

16

67

6

1

23

11

. ,
75th 9vcn
%ile %iic

0 2

12 12

.)^,46 .:,

I10 "

6 6

12 4

17

9

13 ');

9 3

5 4

2

3 6

13 5

10 '-:

_.

el:, 1

15

44 109

7

1 r..)

11

lo,o 0..0,.

11.
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TABLE' 7B (CONTINL.L)

Gr.

Mc. &
Yr.
Tstd. Fm.

,
,,

Schs.

n
Stds. 72

No. Studenuc (r.- S;:hs.

25th
Zile

50th
ale

75th 99th
Zile 2,11e

8 Q 4/66 X 10 171 55 125 33 9 44

0 6/66 , 3 45 53 38 6 1

3 7/66 X 13 60 79 26 9 16 9

8 8/66 X 1 2 93 0 0 2 0

8 4/66 it 133 79 74 47 46

8 5/66 Y 4 164 cf,o 131 21 9

9 12/65 .:v
,, 9, 186 61 147 31

,
a 3

9 1/66 W 5 51 419
. 11 21 10 9

9 5/66 W 6 88 84 35 27 15 11

9 d 6/66 W 3 26 78 16 5 1 4

7/66 W 1 4 39 0 1 0 3

9 8/66 W 1 40 58 37 3 0 0

9 J 4/66 X 8 143 64 118
,,
.0 2 5

9 6/66 X 1 71 49
eo
od 2 0 n

,)

9 7/66 X 1 9 73 6 1 1 1

9 8/66 X 1 4 99 0 3 1 0

10 12/65 W 5 155 60 100 38 14 -4,

10 1/66 W 5 34 92 10 10 5 9

10 4/66 W 1 52 34 42 1 0 0 0

10 5/66 W 5 29 95 9
/4 10 6

10 6/66 W 1 1 91 0 0 1 0

10 7/66 W 1 1 113 0 0 0 1



'11

74'

I

5

-`r

"r<

TABLE 7.; (CONTINUED)

Mo. & No. Students or Scl.

Yr. n n __ 25th 50th 75th 99t

Tstd. nla 7,ile alc
Gr. Pm. Shs. Stds.

,

,-, , ., ,
10 ...-1

9 1 11 29 51 .7.-
0/:)(i vi

10 4/66 X 4 103 JOcr 0 0
rsn

3 5 2

10 6/66 X 1 57 37 57,;.-, 0 0 0

11 11/65 W 1 32 r3
-

...
,':1 10 1

1 U

11 12/65 W 5 70 62 59 4 2

11 1/66 W 5 37 94 11 14 5 7

11 4/66 W 1 31 68 6 0 L.
,..

1 1

11

cJI Li I.;

6/65

11 7/66

11

12

3/66

5/66

5 33 11 10 6

1 4 91 1 1 0

1 4 102 0 1 1 2

1 9 7 1 1 0

11 4/66 X 5 70 70 56 7 0
.
/

1111 6/66 X 1 18 4J/, 1,,
J., 2 1 0

19 11/65
"
w 1 32 78 20 10 2 0

12li 12/65 W 2 43 51 37 0 2

12 1/66 W 5 33 98 15 10 0 5

12 4/66 W 1 32 83 16 11 4 1

5 34 106 9 7 10

4/66 X 2 43 66. 36 3 0
4

4



rr A, .77 17 e,
4.1.44.04.144 0

Mo. &
Yr.

Ts td

S

IjJ

Test FQ1:::, W

n Numbor of Students
.....

Fm.- Stds. X 25th 50th 75th 99ch

Zile %lie %ile %i le

2/656

9/66

4joo

4/66

5/66

5/66

5/66

ol
n I ,

o
,
o

8/66

11/65

3/66

1/66

4/66

FirV

ry

TI

W

TT
Wv

W

W4T

W

PRE-TEST 7th Grade

41 44

14 49

34 66

8 51

25 48

POST-TEST 7th grade

41 47

1 3213

40 69

7 66

25 55

PRE-TEST 6th Grade

4? 57evo

12 54

39 76

19 56

,.
..

A,

,
'.;

1
4.

i7

19

10

11

2

C14

2

5

13

14

16

8

7

16

2

17

3

3

0

3
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0
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0

5

1

8
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7

2
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0
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1
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Tstd Scds.
fLr C.

av,ii 75th ,c)),Ilci

POST-TEST 6th Grade

Z41,

(a) 4/66 46 63 0 9 40

(b) 5/66 T.7
vg 53 4 4 2 9

(c) 5/66 57 82 20 12 lil 13

k4.44 8/66 21 65 13 8 0 0 0

PE-TEST 5th Grade

() 12165 W 49 37 .7 17 3 10

/- 3/66 10 54 5

1/66 37 65 3 10

(d) 44 10 6 3

5/66 W 29 29 0 0 0

POST-TEST 5th Grade

(a) ;4/66 49 4
,

9 .;

(b) 5/66 W 10 0 2 3 5

(c) 5/66 W 46 73 0 5 9

(d) 8/66 W 4.1 53 3 6 6

/ 8/66 W 29 40 5 C 0

-
Oy
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Yr.

Tstd

1.35

N=.1.;.er cf Stzdent-s

Stds. "SE 25th 50th 75th 99th

%/le Zile ale ale

PRE-TEST 4th Graaa

(a) 12/65 W 69 25 30' 99 5 5

(b) 12/65 W 10 J. 3 5 2 0

(c) 1i,,,, W 51 47 3 18 11 19

(d) 5/66 W -41 24 24 7 0 0

POST-TEST 4th Grade

(a) 4/66 W 69 31 18 19 15 17

(b) 5/66 W 10 32 3 5 1 1

(c) 5/66 W 40 54 3 6 11 20

(4) 8/66 W 31 30 18 12 1 0

PRE-TEST 3rd Grade

(...) ,

..,. 12/65 W 63 71 13 6 8 ./.,o

(b) 12/65 W 15 85 2 3 3 ,a 7

(c) 1/66 W 51 136 5 4 12 30

(d) 5/66 W 19 '77 17 1
... 0

POST-TEST 3rd Grada

61. 125 10 10 3 38

(b) 5/66
15 88 0 1 3 ..0 11

(c) 5/66 50 157 3 3 4 40

(d) 8/66 19 96 12 2 4 1
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CaliZo-caia Readinz

Mo.

r.

Tstd Pm. Stds.

(a) 1/66

(b) 3/66

(c) 5/66

(a) 5/66

(b) 7/66

(c) 9/66

(a) 1/66

(b) 1/ 66

(c) 4/66

(a) 5/66

f:

12/65

5/66

11/65

W

W

W

W

W

PRE-TEST

Foci w

iE

6th Grade,

3 0 53

4 34

76 71

POST-TEST 6th Grade

30 70

a 41

58 74

PRE-TEST 5th Grade

1:7,4,1,4..,

/9 42

38 83

27 44

15 50

83 40

80 71

17 52

-

136

Number of Students

25
wywaosawIn...a....
th 50th 75th 99th

%ile %ile %Lie

9 6 3 12

10 3 1 0

24 20 21 11

5 2 1 22

4 2 0

16 14 14 14

9 3 .:: 1 6

6 9 10 13

19' 8 0 0

15 0 0 0

38 26 12 10

25 ,),
...i. 22 12

5 10 2 0
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Yr.
Tstd

n
OVAC X

POST-TEST 5th Grade

Numbcr of Studenti:1

25th

Zile

50th

Zile

75th

Zile
99th

Zile

5 /66 19 54 6 3 0 10

(b) 5/L6 46 65 5 12 0 21

(c) 0/00 Tip 23 46 17 5 1 0

8/66 W 15 63 8 6 0

(e) 4/66 W 49 24. 35 .i." 15.

() 9/66 58 74 16 16 14

5/00 iv 17 66.6 3 9 5 0

PRE-TEST 4th Grade

(a) 1/66 W 36 50 29 6 1 0

(b) 9/65 W 194 88 47 '30 29

(c) 1/66 W 51 56 19 13 109
(d) 4/66 W 17 26 15 2 0 0

(e) 3/66 W 15 34 2/3 4 4 5

(f) 5/55 W 20 41 20 0 0

("0 ) 12,'65 W 122 .g.0.07 100 4 1

(h) 11/65 W 22 43 5 3 0
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J

POST-TEST 4th Grade

(a) 5/66 W 'Zr1
a 0 71

(b) 5/66 W 194

(e) 5/6J,,,, W 51 63

(d) 8/66 W 23 37

(a) 7/66 W 9 40

(f) 8/66 W 20 47

() 4/66 W 12 37

(h) 5/66 W 22 55

PRE-TEST 3rd Grade

(a) 1/66 W 24 43

(b) 1/66 W ,
cnau 68

(c) 4/66 W 19 38

(d) 3/66 W 9 32

(e) 5/66 W 24 45

(f) 12/65 W 77 62

(s) 11/65 W 24 56:7

I

ln

138

Numb r of Stu ants
25th 50th 75th 99th

ale nle %Ile 2.1e

14 9 6 9

,-,

..,..
0 53 45 ,,

12 15 12 12

13 ;1a 0 0

. 1 3 4
.,

14 6 0 0

52 52 12 4

3 6 13 0

11 7 4 2

4 11
....:. 11 24

9 9 1 0

0 8 0 1

20; 4 0 0

33', 15 11 18

0 14 ou 2

`.-7,,,C4 "0,,,r4,41,P5 rN4
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a

.....

Sods. v
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POST-TEST 3rd Grade

23ch
%ile

E-.1eDer of Students

50th 75th 99th
Zile %ile Zile

(a) 5/66 T 9 4 49 9 4 5 6

(b) 5 /6S A CO
74 5 7 10 23

(e) 8/66 24 46 11 9 4 0

(d) 7/66 5 0 0 3 2

(e) 8/66 24 55 4 5

() 4/L6 77 75.5 9 19 13 36

I(;;I 5/66 24 74 0 11 10 3
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DI-LPOU CSOLLI3 7OR TITL: r PROJECT SC'ei....w.L6 ji
I scaooLs

1965-3.966

Grade

No

Title Title

Schools Schools

1 40

z.

4

a

s:

10

9

6

3.44

'6.12

6.67 5.92

3.50

1.72

7 0.72

6 0.67

3.01

4.67

4.15

9.75

0.71

0.11

1

No. of
SChools 283 205 (

To:al
,1

1Z,:). of

Students 159,483 120,001

No. of
4

Dropouts 3390 1628

ti-P,4ZI ..4:;
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IntroductlOn*,

Superintendents y principals, teachers, and Title I staff

workers on the state and local level approach consensus in lauain

the enhancement of educational opportunities, experiences,

achievement, and general attitudes fbr Title I beneficiaries; and

"spin off" benefits for all others in the educational institution.
The degree of positiveness exhibited by LEAs with regard to the

effectiven-ss of Title I seems to correlate highly with the

relative weight of the administrative burden of a Title I proga:1

and the ameant of funds approved for the Title I program.

*ft

The needs of schools, particularly those classified within ,11,e

delimitations of the Title I program, have long been known. Iny
of the needs may be fulfilled by the mere expenditure of moni,

i. e. a child is hungry--then feed him, a classroom is overcre-eecle

then build more, a lower pupil/teacher ratio--then hire more

teachers, etc. Evaluatfon of these objective: is merely a matter

of simple measurement. Is the child hungry now? Does he have an

overcrowded classroom? Are teachers plentiful?

Many other objectives defy present measurement methods.

Objectives such as those that would attempt to reorient value

systems towards middle class values, develop positive attitudes

toward learning, increase motivation to achieve; and achievement

objectives stated in vague terms are difficult to evaluate other

than subjectively. Teachers and coordinators of projects need
criteria and designs by which objective evaluations may proceed in

an orderly and uniform fashion; however, the objective design

criteria must be so implemented to allow for suboptimal as well as

optimal paths to be explored (Bloom's Taxonomy of Educational

Objectives is suggested.).

The determination of the effectiveness of Title I programs and

all of education is a general problem of evaluation which has

heretofdre been almost totally decided by the public as an overall

development rather than upon an individual, local, or state bcsis.

Effectiveness in this sense has not been determined. In, one case

achievement may have been evaluated; in other cases it may have

been interpersonal skills, attitudinal, affective, organizational,

procedural, or administrative skills that were evaluated.

The sense of direction for determining the effectiveness of

Title I projects has been quite unclear. The LEA's look to the

state organization as the state organization looks toward the USOE

for clear, concise methods and procedures to be used in the

evaluation that is desired by the superordinates in the hierarchy

of those evaluation requests.

The request by law for an evaluation of Title I activities

was, in a small measure, some direction and will, undoubtedly,

V.,
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eventuate the greatest effeesiveness of Title I. ..any an:::!overburnc,d

administrator would have an could have easily overlooked the unfamiliar

chore of evaluation if there had not been a requirement by law to

evaluate.

Very few schools (indeed, there may be none) in our state have

codified objectives by system and class by which a valid evaluation

may take place. Title I has forced some administrators and teachere

to recognize the fallacy of operation without objectives that can be

measured and evaluated. Teachers, principals, and superintendents

have been asked to do new things and talk about change which hereto-

fore has proceeded at a torpid pace. A greater emphasis has been

placed upon change, newer methods and procedures, and there is now a

greater press towards documentation of records, which should lift

evaluation from the realm of fabrication of bits of knowledge and

imagination synthesized dra time when memory of the participants

and workers has become quite nebulous to a position nearer the reality

ol,recoraed observations of behavior.

On the state level there is a greater press towards a state

assessment program and a slight change in the philosophy of the role

of the state department towards initiating and giving direction by

expertise to LEA's for the changes taking place that Title T has

funded.

Some administrators are beginning to learn that documentation

is a necessary adjunct to evaluation for the assessment of needs,

development of measurable objectives to fulfill the needs, and the

establishment of newer and more effective methods to achieve those

objectives.

Perhaps the most consistent criticism of Titi I activities is

the lack of time for planning and implementation for 1965 -66

activities. This particular criticism is amplified by systems in

SMSA "A" indicating that some activities were not implemented due to

their inability to obtain equipment or personnel quickly enough to

implement those activities; and is further amplified by the fact

that systems in SMSA "A" have had the largest grants and consequently

larger and more comprehensive administrative staffs are available

for planning and evaluating.

SNZA "A"

Title I activities in SMSA "A" were widely diversified and

generally were so formulated to reach large numbers of student

beneficiaries. Considering that educational opportunities were

non-existent to hospitalized and certain other handicapped children,

one would say tia t Title I funds were certainly effective as an

enabling and initiatory source for educational opportUnities to tha

group of children.

It is interesting to note that in this SMSA a lower rate of

funds weexpended for food service activities. The two food

,r x



service activities for this USA were subjectiVely juaged by the

administrators of two systems to have enhanced educational

opportunities by increasing the ADA of the beneficiaries and

further brought about a positive increase in desirable behavior

changes in the cognitive and affective areas.

It was pointed out that these food service activities had the

undesirable effect of creating some dependency on the part of

parents for "free lunches" to be supplied. Many parents were

disappointed by not being able to avail themselves of the financiel

advantage of free lunches for their children. Sonic parents felt

that their children were "entitled to free lunches." No

documentation of increased attendance on the part of recipient was

included in either report in this SUSA on food service activities

other than one or two paragraphs summarizing administrative

observations. A Major weakness indicated by the two systems

regarding food service activities included the remark that proper

evaluative tools and instruments were not available through the

state and were not prepared locally.

smaA "A" did have reading activities in all systems. Summer

programs seemed to generally be most effective in that they allowed

for lower pupil/teacher ratios, increased
administrative attention

to the reading activities, and increased amounts of available

audio-visual aids and reading materials, more administrative

personnel available for test administration, increased availability

of referral agencies, and the ability of the student to focus on a

single problem area.

Equipment learning resource centers, reading laboratories,

and other activities requiring special equipment or services were

judged to be least effective since equipment arrived late and

specialized personnel were difficult to find.

Generally, the activities in SMSA "A" were directed towards

communicative and linguistic skills and supporting services, and

emphasis was given towards individualization of instructional

services particularly into heretofore untouched areas. The

philosophical approach was mostly one termed preventive rather

than remedial; however, remedial instruction was.used. Summer

school, pre-school, and teacher aide programs were deemed most

effective. Considering the dollar amounts spent for services

renderedit is the opinion of this reviewer that the teacher aide

and/or intern type program offered the greatest cost benefits

available on a short term basis in both cognitive and affective

areas.

The Atlanta City System is quite exemplary for its execution

of a lead teacher and an instructional aide program. The teacher

aide progran relieved teachers of burdensome clerical duties,
n.

save the child a greater opportunity to identify with adults kteacher

..ices) and allowed greater attention to be given towards each child's

per:33nel needs.
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T,-:rc-e systems (Cob's DeKalb, and Fulton County Systems) constit-te

S14SA "E."

Again in this area general effect!.veness was somewhat inpair,-:d

by late arrival of eq-,ipmnt, insufficient planning time, and

insuf2icent supply of civalified and certified personnel. Although

extensive testing was undertaken in this area, the testing was usud

mainly for screening and diagnostic purposes rather-than for evaluation

of the various activities; however, this testing will result in =re

extensive baseline data for succeeding years of Title I activities.

All but two activities in this area reported substantial pross

was made. are again, as in MBA "A", the diversification of

activities into educational areas untouched by previous local

education activities led to a great increase in the effectiveneSs

of educational opportunities e. g. yuamer programs, pre-sehool

programs, training programs for parents of the handicapped, s-zslr,er

reading camps, school for hospitalized children, etc.

SMSA "B" suffers from-the same problem as do all other areas in

the realm of evaluatIon. The lack of documentation; adequate pluns.en,::;

and staffing for evaluation; specific objectives; qualified program

evaluators; and a tendency on the part of administrators to spread

the funds over a wide area instead of making significc.sat and

concentrated gains for the "hard core" disadvantaged youth.

Subjective evaluations in SMSA "B" were laudatory of the

effectiveness of Title I in all areas of educational enhancement.

Objective evaluations were almost nonexistent. Testing for baseline

data and diagnostic purposes does indicate that a large bulk of

Title I beneficiaries place below the fiftieth percentile particularly

in reading. Consequently, small numerical gains in reading rates o.nd

levels should reflect statistically significance with low levels of

chance error if statistical evaluation designs would be used.

"B" seemingly shares an aversion to -ore- and post- standar&_zed

testing and experimental programs for evaluation as does SMSA

"C"

(Chattahoochee, Clayton, Gwinnett, Houston, and Walker County and

Marietta City Systems)

A significant decrease in the amount of overall evaluative

effort and documentation was noted in SMSA "C"; however, two systems

had somewhat comprehensive programs and evaluations and the report

content was good.

Again as in SESA "A" and "B" summer programs were judged as

being generally more effective in that they served in areas which

were untouched prior to the availability of Title I funds. Summer

programs do not have as much difficulty in hiring professional and
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non-Professional personne,7.: in finding facilities, and in obtaini:el,

adequate mateeials and eelaipIeent as do regular term programs. These

advantages will diminish as school programs and services are extended

into the suner by an increasing number of systems. Summer programs

offer flexibility in schedulin:7 and are usually more innovative by

nature since they are not generally traditional in their organization

or administration. This flexibility has allowed summer programs to

pursue field trips and learning by experience more easily than the

rigid programs of the normal school term.

The advantages of field trips and actual experiences for Tf_cle 1

children is exampled in that in one field trip it was found that

twenty-six children out of thirty-five had never ridden an elevator.

Incidental experiences such as building construction, city traffic,

friendly policemen, time zones, etc. could not be statistically

evaluated, but obstensibly must contribute quite positively as

"spin off" benefit values.

Both school systems reporting comprehensively in this SMSA

indicated substantial progress in summer school activities through

numerous subjective surveys and by objective measurements through

standardized testing. SMSA "C" gave more emphasis to standardized

testing than either El.kaA
"A" or "B."

No unusual or innovative programs were initiated in this SYSA,

although one program employed certain aspects of team teaching in

the area of science with a racially integrated staff. Remedial

reading and mathematics were emphasized in a traditional setting.

SMSA "C" activities appeared to be moderately effective with

an emphasis on traditionally oriented summer remedial programs and

indicated an overall emphasis in the use of standardized testing

for evaluative purposes.

SMSA "D"

In this SMSA evaluations of the effectiveness of Title

activities ran the gamut from the very extensive statistical treat-

ment and discussion of data to the unknowledgeable and grammatically

incorrect; however, the most effective and lucid evaluations done

in the State of Georgia were completed by a county system in this

SMSA--Dodge County. Over one hundred fifty city and county systems

are represented by this SMSA and the possibility that each system

could employ a sophisticated analyst for evaluations of Title

activities seems quite remote. Undoubtedly there may have been

many effective Title I activities operating throughout the State,

being unrecognized because of a less than optimal evaluation.

This SMSA had over seven hundred activities in over 200

projects.

At least 150 language activities were introduced into this

SMSA. Over 100 health activities were in progress along with 19

f.

fi
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.nee and counseling activities. Twenty library activities -,e

;iated., Many (20+) in-service training activities were started.
Mope than 40 vocational activities, 30 pre-school activities, 20
mathematics activities, 2+0 teachin:: method, 75 combinations of
activities, and other miscellaneous activities were completed in
this SMSA "D." Leas than 30 of those activities reported that
little or no progress was made and 300+ reported substantial
progress was made towards their objectives.

More than four hundred fifty of these projects used administrative,
teacher, and other person observations as an evaluative design.
design was often employed, perhaps, because of its various degrees
of implementation. Nbst of the systems in this SMSA used ^'

undocumented, and recalled observations. In many cases one might
suspect that observations after the fact come to be affected 1,:z
many factors extraneous to the objectives of the activities;
consequently, the evaluations in this SMSA might be judged on the
whole as effective but the relative degree of effectiveness cannot
be factually ascertained from the evaluations as submitted.

The requirement by law and the requests by the State for
evalaations of Title I activities have given educational evaluation
an Laprecedented emphasis. The new use of evaluation techniques by

`) teachers and administrators will give each administrator a more
/ logical bank of information from which he can use in the decision
,..:making process.

Many unique and unusual cases of deprivation are to be found in
this Sig SA as in SMSA "E" since the county and city systems are scaall
and a greater number of schools and children are classified as
Title I beneficiaries. The cases are replete with human pathos and
to read then--one might think--these things cannot be, but all are
true and perhaps a little worse than each evaluator can convey in
writing. The personal and unique cases have particularly pointed
to the fact that an interested teacher or aide can wrought great
changes in personality and achievement for deprived students.

Title 1 effected many testing programs in this SMSA. SMSA ":.;;

systems tested frequently and used group testing for screening and
evaluative purposes on an individual Falhool and system basis.
Group testing offered most students their first opportunity for
standardized testing, consequently many increases in rates of
achievement night be in part attributed to students becoming more
test-wise.

Title I allowed many students to participate in summer-prograas
that were nonexistent or previously held on a tuition basis. Many
pre-school and kindergarten programs were initiated where none had

existed.

The wide variety of these programs has increased the span of
educational opportunities; however, it appears that in the future
many administrators will tend to concentrate their programs towards

r
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more stecific troblez of the 'hard core" culturally disadvantaged
and the tendency to spread this money thinly over the whole system

will be lessened.

(Echols end Quitman County; and Jefferson, Trion, and Social Circ le

City School Systems)

This SMSA was characterized by many summer programs that wore

remedial, traditional, for lower grades and emphasized the teaching

of reading. Generally, the evaluations were scanty; however,
subjective statements regarding the positive enhancement of

educational opportunities were more effusive and less reserved thah

in all other SMSAs.

Transportation problems seemed to be less of a problem in t*Li6

SZSA. A greater emphasis was placed upon the fact that staff and

students wore attending integrated classes. It was also noted that

field trips y
experience type learning situations, and other innovative

efforts were not used in project activities; however, one system

utilized a multifaceted sunnier program to make a concentrated effort

to help the "hard core" culturally deprived. This system used a

Program that included physical education, food service, medical aid,

and a reading enrichment program.

The systems in this SMSA were also notable in the reporting o'

Quite unusual cases of cultural deprivation of children as well as

the unique personal school experiences of these children. The

cultural deprivation of children in this Si'SA is so vast that any

new effort must be substantially positive in its degree of

effectiveness.
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GEORGIA STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Title I, Public Law 89-10

February, 1966

STATE GUIDELINES

The implementation of Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education

Act of 1965 (Public Law 89-10) is to be carried out in accordance with

the orovisions of the Act itself; of the Pedaral Rules and Regulatons

as published in the Federal Register, Volume 30, Number 173 of Sept 3.L.

15, 1965; and of Federal and State Guidelines.

An early preliminary draft of Federal Guidelines was distributed to

Local Educational Agencies. The final, official draft of the Federe.1

Guidelines is not greatly different from the earlier draft. It does

contain some changes, however, and should be thoroughly understood and

followed by all who have responsibilities in connection with Title 7

This bulletin may be considered as a State Supplement to the Federal

Guidelines as it directs attention to particular items in those Gui e

lines and sets forth specific policies which have been established for

our own particular State.

The parentheses refer to certain ones of the important sections of the

Federal Guidelines.

Mocal Educational Agencies" Page 2)

Applications are to be sent to a Title I Area Consultant for processing.

Two Consultants are available to every part of the State. If additioal

application blanks or printed instructions for completing them are needeL,

they may be obtained from the office of the Coordinator of Title

Public Law 89-10 in the State Department of Education.

All applications for projects in fiscal year 1966 must be in the hands

of the Area Consultants in approvable form no later than May 1, 19:-'3,

Any requests for amendments to approved project applications must be

submitted in the original and three copies to the Area Consultants by

the same date.

("71m..7.has4s on Evaluation° - Page 4 )

early start on and oro.c.;-am evaluation

Fan -



ST:721, GUIDELNES-Titie I, Pu,..ie Law 89 -10 Page 2

that baseline data will be available from the very beginning of the

project and in order that adequate reporting will be possible immedia

tely following the ending dates of the projects and program. (See

D" on Evaluation.)

("Grants to State 2-'.gencies Operating or Sul:,porting Programs for Fanal-

capped Children" - Page 4)

Applications for projects for handicapped children on a non-district

basis must be made by the State agency which operates or supports the

schools attended by such handicapped children.

("Evaluation Reports" - Page 5)

The Annual Project Evaluation Report for each approved project is to be

submitted by the Local educational agency to the State Department of

Education as soon as possible and no later than 30 days after the ccm-

plation of each phase of the project. Reports r,,re requested after

each phase of the project because, in many instances, the total

will not have been completed until late in the summer. Guidelines 1.a,_-

.:oreparing the evaluation reports will be available from the State

Department in the near future; and final forms for making the reoorts

will be distributed by May 1, 1966.

("Accounting Basis to be Used" - Page 5)

The obligation basis of accounting in maintaining fiscal records and

reporting will be used.

("Accounting at Local Level" - Page 6)

Funds are not to be used for any project obligations which were made

:;for to the official date of approval of the project by the State

agency.

("Liauidation of Obligations at State and Local Levels" - Page 6)

Federal money for projects of a given fiscal year may not be spent

subaecfuent to the close of the next following fiscal year. Any t.npaid

obligations at that time must be cancelled, except in the case of cer-

tain construction costs where the nature of the construction will

determine the length of the payment period.

("Local Estimates of Need for Federal Funds" - Page 7)

The re,00t, "Quarterly Disbursement and Estimated Requirement of

, Form 69-10-2-2, (See memorandam to al_ local al,001

. .

i .0.1 nig '4.1 gisiOaree 6.4 LI
"J"
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for each project, no later than ten (10) days after each quarter. The

two copies of this report should accompany all new project applications

when they are submitted for approval.

("Project Completion Reports: Preliminary and Final" - Page 7)

The "Protect Completion Report", Form 89-10-1-4, must be submitted in

for each p...ect, within 30 days after the approved

ending date of the project. If all of the project's accounts have

been liquidated, this "preliminary" report may also serve as the

"final" report. The "final" report must be submitted

for each project, by June 30 of the following fiscal year.

("Local Records of Project Transactions" - Page 8)

Two copies of the "Record and Report of Local Expenditures", Form 39-LC-7-1,

See memorandum to all local school superintendents, dated November 24,

1965) must be submitted for each project no later than the 10th of

each month.

Account codes which conform with the "Annual Financial Report" are to

be followed for all Title I reports.

("Records of Accountability and Documentation of Costs" - Page

Prorated salaries for time spent on Title I projects must be carefully

calculated and based upon the amount of time the person actually devotes

to each project and documented by before-the-fact statements of the

time estimated that each employee will devote to the project and by

after-the-fact statements of the actual time each such employee did

devote to the project, signed by the responsible official.

School system superintendents may not receive additional compensation

for services rendered in connection with Title I projects.

("Keeping an Equipment Inventory" - Page 9)

An inventory of all items of equipment costing $100 or more per unit is

to be maintained for the useful life of the equipment. This inventory

should show the date of acquisition, cost, name, and location of each

item. When an item of equipment is disposed of, an explanation should

be made on the inventory.

Separate inventories should be maintained for all equipment items

temporarily placed on privately owned property regardless of the cost

of each item.
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All records are to be kent intact and accessile (1) for three 7eal's
after the close of the fiscal year in which the expenditure was riade,
(2) until the State agency is notified that such records are no longer
needed for administrative review, or (3) until the State agency is
notified of the completion of the fiscal audit by the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare, whichever is later.

("Audits" - Page 10)
All financial activities under this Title are subject to audit at the
:Local, State, and Federal levels. Completed audits of project acc3,,:::
should be set out from the normal school audit, filed at the State
level, and made available to the Department of Health, Education, an.
Welfare, or to representatives of the U. S. Commissioner of Education.

("Deviation in Utilization of Project Funds" - Page 12)
Projects must be amended if there are to be deviations cf 10% or more
in the total aT.ount of money anproved, deviations of 25% or more
line items of the budget, additional personnel employed above that
a:.:roved in the project, or additional equipment purchased above that
anproved in the project.

(4?.djustments Due to Overpayments" - Page 12)
The Local agency will be held financially responsible for any overnav-
ment of funds to the Local agency as indicated by sustained audit
exceptions. If such funds are not credited as an advance payment on
a current project of the Local agency, they are to be refunded to the
State agency which disbursed them.

("Project Design" - Page 21)
The State educational agency has no alternative but to disapprove or
require the revision of any project proposal which is not prepared
bv.the Local agency in accordance with the intent of Title the Law,
the Regulations, and the Guidelines.

("School Attendance Areas Having High Concentrations of Children From
Low-Income Families" - Page 23)

The ranking of schools within a given School System for the purpose
of determining eligibility for projects must be done on the most
reliable and objective basis available. Care must be exercised that
the same basis is annlied to the entire system and that any statist4cz
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used are consistent as to the ti::..: they were gathered. Supportive data

for this ranking of schools must be included with the Part T--Basic

Data application.

("Provisions for Participation by ducationally Deprived Children Enrell.ed

in Private Schools" - Page 24)

A program under Title I can not be approved unless it provides suf-Ficient

opportunities for the participation of educationally deprived children

who. are enrolled in private schools and who live in the attendance areas

of project schools. Each project application :ust show the degree and

manner of expected participation by educationally deprived childr:::1

enrolled in private schools.

("Procedures for Evaluation" - Page 26)

Each project application must state the procedures and techniques which

are to be used in determining the extent to which thL special educational

needs of the educationally deprived children are met through the 7Drc-

ject and through the program of which the project is a part. These

-ocedures must be based upon criteria consistent with the objeetives

of the project and must provide for an annual report to the State

a envy on a before-the-fact and after-the-fact basis: (1) the edu

cational achievement of children served by the project, (2) the educa-

tional deficiencies of such children, and (.) the educational opportuni-

ties available to those children to alleviate their identified educational

deficiencies.

("Reports and Records" - Page 27)

The Local educational agency must maintain easily understood records on

the use of Title I funds indicating not only receipts and disbursements

of funds; but, also (1) the amount of time spent on project activities

by each child and by each employee, (2) formal and informal evaluations

of individual children, and (3) .evaluations of the project and of each

of its related activities.

("Projects Usir.g Parents, Volunteers, and Subprofessional Aides - T:age 33)

:meal teacher aicZes are included in 'a project, care must be exercised

that such aides do not perform duties which can best be performed only

b7 professionally trained people. The "aide" must not become a "ta.cher".

Only teachers should be permitted to serve in the capacity of pro-

fessional instructors.

.:rojects under Title I of PUblic Law 89-10, just as any other facet of

the school program, are governed by State rules and regulations p:;rtain-
.

tc ce-rtiZicati.Ln of taners, school niant ccnstructon, te).rtoo".-:

v-..r ,N44 F.7 .1,-,A,
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("Peparation of tha proposal" -
Each project praoosal should include, as a first step toward the eval-

uation of the project, a listing of each of its objectives in specific

and behavioral terms and a parallel listing of instruments (tests,

observations, etc.) to be used in evaluating progress toward those

objectives.

("Use of Standardized Tests" - Page 39)

Public Law 89-10 states that whenever possible "objective measures of

educational achievement" will be used for the evaluation.

The importance of early planning of evaluation procedures cannot .be

overemphasized.

("Final Considerations" - Page 40)

Well conceived evaluation methods must be an integral part of all

Title I projects.

Continuous or interim evaluation of projects and programs is especially

important this first year.

*****************************************

As ::;:j.,::ct,1 ar7i planned and carried out it is hoped that full advanL:age

will be ak w'a.atever professional assistance is available through

the State Depat= 't of Education and other sources in order that the

educationealv -Tr.,:d children who are may get maximum benefits

trom the Money and se-forts expended upon them.

Coordination with the local Community Action Programs, Office of

Economic Opportunity, where they have projects in operation, is required.

State Department of Education specialists in the areas of School Lunch

and School Plant services will be glad to confer with you.

The appropriate personnel from the Office of Instructional Services will

advise you relative to particular areas if you will contact them in tha

Division of Curriculum Development, Vocational Education, Pupil Per-

sonnel Services, Exceptional Children, Educational Television, and

Teacher Education and Certification Services. Title I Area Consultants

will be glad to assist you in any way they can.

Mr. Dallas Williams of the accounting office, Mr. Warren Post and Mr. J.

S. Saylor of the audit and review section, and Dr. Franklin Shumake and

other personnel of the pupil personnel division, will be available fog

specialized assistance in connection with fiscal record keeping and re-

porting, with auditing, and with evaluations respectively.
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